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Abstract
This thesis consists of three chapters studying dynamic economies in general equilibrium. The
first chapter considers an economy in business cycles with potentially imperfect financial mar-
kets. The second chapter investigates an economy in its balanced growth path with heterogenous
firms. The third chapter analyzes dynamic competitions that these firms are potentially en-
gaged in.
The first chapter, "Asset Price and Real Investment Volatility with Heterogeneous Beliefs,"
sheds light on the role of imperfect financial markets on the economic and financial crisis
2007-2008. This crisis highlights the role of financial markets in allowing economic agents, in-
cluding prominent banks, to speculate on the future returns of different financial assets, such as
mortgage-backed securities. I introduce a dynamic general equilibrium model with aggregate
shocks, potentially incomplete markets and heterogeneous agents to investigate this role of fi-
nancial markets. In addition to their risk aversion and endowments, agents differ in their beliefs
about the future aggregate states of the economy. The difference in beliefs induces them to take
large bets under frictionless complete financial markets, which enable agents to leverage their
future wealth. Consequently, as hypothesized by Friedman (1953), under complete markets,
agents with incorrect beliefs will eventually be driven out of the markets. In this case, they
also have no influence on asset prices and real investment in the long run. In contrast, I show
that under incomplete markets generated by collateral constraints, agents with heterogeneous
(potentially incorrect) beliefs survive in the long run and their speculative activities drive up
asset price volatility and real investment volatility permanently. I also show that collateral con-
straints are always binding even if the supply of collateralizable assets endogenously responds
to their price. I use this framework to study the effects of different types of regulations and
the distribution of endowments on leverage, asset price volatility and investment. Lastly, the
analytical tools developed in this framework enable me to prove the existence of the recursive
equilibrium in Krusell and Smith (1998) with a finite number of types. This has been an open
question in the literature.
The second chapter, "Innovation from Incumbents and Entrants," is a joint work with Daron
Acemoglu. We propose a simple modification of the basic Schumpeterian endogenous growth
models, by allowing incumbents to undertake innovations to improve their products. This
model provides a tractable framework for a simultaneous analysis of entry of new firms and the
expansion of existing firms, as well as the decomposition of productivity growth between con-
tinuing establishments and new entrants. One lesson we learn from this analysis is that, unlike
in the basic Schumpeterian models, taxes or entry barriers on potential entrants might increase
economic growth. It is the outcome of the greater productivity improvements by incumbents
in response to reduced entry, which outweighs the negative effect of the reduction in creative
destruction. As the model features entry of new firms and expansion and exit of existing firms,
it also generates an equilibrium firm size distribution. We show that the stationary firm size
distribution is Pareto with an exponent approxiniately equal to one (the so-called "Zipf distri-
bution").
The third chapter, "Racing: when should we handicap the advantaged competitor?" stud-
ies dynamic competitions, for example R&D competitions used in the second chapters. Two
competitors with different abilities engage in a winner-take-all race; should we handicap the
advantaged competitor in order to reduce the expected completion time of the race? I show
that if the discouragement effect is strong, i.e., both competitors are discouraged from exerting
effort when it becomes more certain who will win the race, we should handicap the advantaged.
We can handicap him either by reducing his ability or by offering him a lower reward if he
wins. Doing so induces higher effort not only from the disadvantaged competitor because of
his higher incentive from a higher chance of winning the race but also from the advantaged
competitor because of their strategic interactions. Therefore, the expected completion time is
strictly shortened. To prove the existence and uniqueness of the equilibria (including symmetric
and asymmetric equilibria) that leads to the conclusion, I use a boundary value problem formu-
lation which is novel to the dynamic competition literature. In some cases, I obtain closed-form
solutions of the equilibria.
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Chapter 1
Asset Price and Real Investment
Volatility with Heterogeneous
Beliefs
1.1 Introduction
The events leading to the financial crisis 2007-2008 have highlighted the importance of belief
heterogeneity and how financial markets also create opportunities for agents with different
beliefs to leverage up and speculate. Several investment and commercial banks invested heavily
in mortgage-backed securities, which subsequently suffered large declines in value. At the same
time, some hedge funds profited from the securities by short-selling them.
One reason for why there has been relatively little attention, in economic theory, paid to
heterogeneity of beliefs and how these interact with financial markets is the market selection
hypothesis. The hypothesis, originally formulated by Friedman (1953), claims that in the long
run, there should be limited differences in beliefs because agents with incorrect beliefs will be
taken advantage of and eventually be driven out the markets by those with the correct belief.
Therefore, agents with incorrect beliefs will have no influence on economic activity in the long
run. This hypothesis has recently been formalized and extended in recent work by Blume
and Easley (2006) and Sandroni (2000). However these papers assume financial markets are
complete and this assumption plays a central role in allowing agents to pledge all their wealth.
In this paper, I present a dynamic general equilibrium framework in which agents differ in
their beliefs but markets are endogenously incomplete because of collateral constraints. Col-
lateral constraints limit the extent to which agents can pledge their future wealth and ensure
that agents with incorrect beliefs never lose so much as to be driven out of the market. Con-
sequently all agents, regardless of their beliefs, survive in the long run and continue to trade
on the basis of those heterogeneous beliefs. This leads to additional leverage and asset price
volatility (relative to a model with homogeneous beliefs or relative to the limit of the complete
markets economy).
The framework introduced in this paper also enables a comprehensive study of how the
survival of heterogeneous beliefs and the structure of financial markets affect investment in the
long run. I also use this framework for studying the impact of different types of regulations
on welfare, asset price volatility and investment. The dynamic general equilibrium approach
adopted here is central for many of these investigations. Since it permits the use of well specified
collateral constraints, it enables me to look at whether agents with incorrect beliefs will be
eventually driven out of the market. It allows leverage and endogenous investment (supply of
assets) and it enables me to characterize the effects of different types of policies on welfare and
economic fluctuations.
The dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model with incomplete markets I present in
this paper is not only useful for the analysis of the effects of heterogeneity in the survival of
agents with different beliefs, but also nests well-known models as special cases, including recent
models, such as those in Kubler and Schmedders (2003), Fostel and Geanakoplos (2008) and
Geanakoplos (2009), as well as more classic models including those in Kiyotaki and Moore
(1997) and Krusell and Smith (1998). For instance, this model allows for capital accumulation
with adjustment costs in the same model in Krusell and Smith (1998) and shows the existence of
a recursive equilibrium. This equilibrium existence has been an open question in the literature.
The generality is useful in making this framework eventually applicable to a range of questions
on the interaction between financial markets, heterogeneity, investment and aggregate activity.
More specifically, I study an economy in dynamic general equilibrium with aggregate shocks
and heterogeneous, infinitely-lived agents. Aggregate shocks follow a Markov process. Con-
sumers differ in terms of their beliefs on the transition matrix of the Markov process (for
simplicity, these beliefs differences are never updated as there is no learning; in other words
agents in this economy agree to disagree).1 There is a unique final good used for consumption
and investment, and several real and financial assets. There are two classes of real assets: one
class of assets, which I call trees, are in fixed supply and the other class of assets are in elastic
supply. Only assets in elastic supply can be produced using the final good. The total quantity
of final good used in the production of real assets is the aggregate real investment. I assume
that agents cannot short sell either type of the assets. Assets in elastic supply are important
to model real investment and also to show that collateral constraints do not arise because of
artificially limited supply of assets.
Incomplete (financial) markets are introduced by assuming that all loans have to use finan-
cial assets as collateralized promises as in Geanakoplos and Zame (2002). Selling a financial
asset is equivalent to borrowing and in this case agents need to put up some real assets as collat-
eral. Loans are non-recourse and there is no penalty for defaulting. Consequently, whenever the
face value of the security is higher than the value of its collateral, the seller of the security can
choose to default without further consequences. In this case, security buyer seizes the collateral
instead of receiving the face value of the security. I refer to equilibria of the economy with these
financial assets as incomplete markets equilibria since the presence of collateral constrains intro-
duces endogenous incomplete markets. Several key results involve the comparison of incomplete
markets equilibria to the standard competitive equilibrium with complete markets.
Households (consumers) can differ in many aspects, such as risk-aversion and endowments.
Most importantly they differ in their beliefs concerning the transition matrix governing transi-
tions across aggregate states. Given the consumers' subjective expectations, they choose their
consumption and real and financial asset holdings to maximize their intertemporal expected
utility. In particular, the consumers' perceptions about the future value of each unit of real
asset, including future rental prices and future resale value, determine the consumers' demand
for new units of real assets. This demand, in turn, determines how many new units of real assets
'Alternatively, one could assume that even though agents differ with respect to their initial beliefs, they
partially update them. In this case, similar results would apply provided that the learning process is sufficiently
slow (which will be the case when individuals start with relatively firm priors)
are produced. Hence, demand determines real investment in a fashion similar to the neoclassical
Tobin's Q theory of investment.
The framework delivers several results. The first set of results, already mentioned above,
is related to the survival of agents with incorrect beliefs. As in Blume and Easley (2006) and
Sandroni (2000), with perfect complete markets, in the long run, only agents with correct beliefs
survive. Their consumption is bounded from below by a strictly positive number. Agents with
incorrect beliefs see their consumption go to zero, as uncertainties realize. However, in any
incomplete markets equilibrium, every agent survives because of no-default-penalty condition.
When agents lose their bets, they can just simply walk away from their collateral while keeping
their current and future endowments. They cannot do so under complete markets because they
can commit to delivering all their future endowments.
More importantly, the survival or disappearance of agents with incorrect beliefs affects
asset price volatility. To focus on asset price volatility, I consider economies with only trees
as real assets. Under complete markets, agents with incorrect beliefs will eventually be driven
out of the markets in the long run. The economies converge to economies with homogeneous
beliefs, i.e., the correct beliefs. Markets completeness then implies that asset prices in these
economies are independent of past realizations of aggregate shocks. In addition, asset prices
are the net present discounted values of the dividend processes, with appropriate discount
factors. As a result, asset price volatility is proportional to the volatility of dividends if the
aggregate endowment, or equivalently the equilibrium stochastic discount factor, only varies by
a limited amount over time and across states. These properties no longer hold under incomplete
markets. Given that agents with incorrect beliefs survive in the long run, they exert permanent
influence on asset prices. Asset prices are not only determined by the aggregate shocks as in the
complete markets case, but also by the evolution of the wealth distribution across agents. This
also implies that asset prices are history-dependent as the realizations of past aggregate shocks
affect the current wealth distribution. The additional dependence on the wealth distribution
raises asset price volatility under incomplete markets above the volatility level under complete
markets.
I establish this result more formally using a special case in which the aggregate endowment
is constant and the dividend processes are I.I.D. Under complete markets, asset prices are as-
ymptotically constant. In contrast, asset price volatility, therefore, goes to zero in the long run.
Asset price volatility stays well above zero under incomplete markets as the wealth distribution
changes constantly, and asset price depends on the wealth distribution. Although this example
is extreme, numerical simulations show that its insight carries over to less special cases. In
general, long-run asset price volatility is higher under incomplete markets than under complete
markets.
The volatility comparison is different in the short run, however. Depending on the distrib-
ution of endowments, short run asset price volatility can be greater or smaller under complete
or incomplete markets. This happens because the wealth distribution matters for asset prices
under both complete markets and incomplete markets in the short run. This formulation also
helps clarify the long-run volatility comparison. In the long run, under complete markets, the
wealth distribution becomes degenerate as it concentrates only on agents with correct beliefs.
In contrast, under incomplete markets, the wealth distribution remains non-degenerate in the
long run and affects asset price volatility permanently. However, the wealth of agents with
incorrect beliefs may remain low as they tend to lose their bets. Strikingly, under incomplete
markets and when the set of actively traded financial assets is endogenous, the poorer the agents
with incorrect beliefs are, the more they leverage to buy assets. High leverage generates large
fluctuations in their wealth, and as a consequence, in asset prices.
The results concerning volatility of asset prices also translate into volatility of real invest-
ment. Consequently, real investment under incomplete markets exhibits higher volatility than
under complete markets. To illustrate this result, I choose a special case in which the aggregate
endowment and productivity are constant over time. Under complete markets, as economies
converge to economies with homogeneous beliefs, capital levels converge to their steady-state
levels. Investments are therefore approximately constant; investment volatility is approximately
zero. In contrast, under incomplete markets investment volatility remains strictly positive be-
cause it depends on the wealth distribution and the wealth distribution constantly changes as
aggregate shocks hit the economies.
It is also useful to highlight the role of dynamic general equilibrium for some results men-
tioned above. In particular, the infinite horizon nature of the framework allows a comprehensive
analysis of short-run and long-run behavior of asset price volatility. Such an analysis is not
possible in finite horizon economies, including Geanakoplos's important study on the effects of
heterogeneous beliefs on leverage and crises. For example, in page 35 of Geanakoplos (2009), he
observes similar volatility as the economy moves from incomplete to complete markets. In my
model, the first set of results described above shows that the similarity holds only in the short
run. The long run dynamics of asset price volatility totally differs from complete to incomplete
markets. In my model, the results are also based on insights in Blume and Easley (2006) and
Sandroni (2000) regarding the disappearance of agents with incorrect beliefs. However, these
authors do not focus on the effect of their disappearance on asset price or asset price volatility.
The second set of results that follow from this framework concerns collateral shortages. I
show that collateral constraints will eventually be binding for every agent in complete markets
equilibrium provided that the face values of the financial assets with collateral span the com-
plete set of state-contingent Arrow-Debreu securities. Intuitively, if this was not the case, the
unconstrained asset holdings would imply arbitrarily low levels of consumption at some state
of the world for every agent, contradicting the result that consumption is bounded from below.
In other words, there are always shortages of collateral even if I allow for an elastic supply
of collateral. This result sharply contrasts with those obtained when agents have homogenous
beliefs but still have reasons to trade due to differences in endowments or utility functions. In
these cases, if the economy has enough collateral, or can produce it, then collateral constraints
may not bind and the complete markets allocation is achieved. Heterogeneous beliefs, therefore,
guarantee collateral shortages.
Another immediate implication of these results concerns Pareto inefficiency of incomplete
markets equilibria. Incomplete markets equilibria are Pareto-suboptimal whenever agents
strictly differ in their beliefs. This can be seen for the results that under complete markets
equilibria, some agent's consumption will come arbitrarily close to zero while this never hap-
pens under incomplete markets. Intuitively, under complete markets agents pledged their future
income, while collateral constraints put limits on such transactions. While allocations in which
some agents experience very low levels of consumption may not be attractive according to some
social welfare criteria, the equilibrium under complete markets is Pareto optimal under the sub-
jective expectations of the agents. This result also implies that there is the possibility for Pareto
improving regulations. However, given that this result is about unconstrained Pareto-efficiency,
Pareto improving regulations might involve altering the incomplete markets structure. 2
The above mentioned results are derived under the presumption that incomplete markets
equilibria exist. However, establishing existence of incomplete markets equilibria is generally
a challenging task. The third set of results establishes the existence of incomplete markets
equilibria with a stationary structure. In their seminal paper, Geanakoplos and Zame (2002)
shows that, with collateral constraints, the standard existence proof a la Debreu (1959) applies.
Kubler and Schmedders (2003) extends the existence proof to infinite horizon economies. I use
the insights from these works to show the existence of incomplete markets equilibria in finite
and infinite horizon economies with production and capital accumulation. Following Kubler and
Schmedders (2003), I look for Markov equilibria, i.e., in which equilibrium prices and quantities
depend only on the distribution of normalized financial wealth and the total quantities of assets
with elastic supply. I show the existence of the equilibria under standard assumptions. I also
develop an algorithm, based on the algorithm in Kubler and Schmedders (2003), to compute
these equilibria. The same algorithm can be used to compute the complete markets equilibrium
benchmark. One direct corollary of the existence theorem is that the recursive equilibrium in
Krusell and Smith (1998) exists.
The fourth set of results attempts to answer some normative questions in this framework.
Simple and extreme forms of financial regulations such as shutting down financial markets are
not beneficial. Using the algorithm described above, I provide numerical results illustrating
that these regulations fail to reduce asset price volatility and moreover they may also reduces
the welfare of all agents because of the restrictions they impose on mutually beneficial trades.
In particular, the intuition for the greater volatility under such regulations is that, when the
collateral constraints are binding, regulations restrict the demand for assets. Therefore asset
prices are lower than they are in unregulated economies. Agents, however, will eventually save
their way out of the constrained regime, at which point, asset prices will become comparable
to the unregulated levels. Movements between constrained and unconstrained regimes create
high asset price volatility. These results suggest that Pareto-improving or volatility reducing
regulations must be sophisticated, for example, incorporating state-dependent regulations.
2For a two-period version of my model, the concept of constrained Pareto-inefficiency due to Geanakoplos and
Polemarchakis (1986) can be checked. In some cases, the economy can be constrained inefficient in this sense,
due to pecuniary externalities.
This paper is related to the growing literature studying collateral constraints, started with
a series of paper by John Geanakoplos. The dynamic analysis of incomplete markets is closely
related to Kubler and Schmedders (2003). They pioneer the introduction of financial markets
with collateral constraints into a dynamic general equilibrium model with aggregate shocks
and heterogeneous agents. There are two main technical contributions of this paper relative to
Kubler and Schmedders (2003). The first is to introduce heterogeneous beliefs using Radner
(1972) rational expectations equilibrium concept: even though agents assign different proba-
bilities to the aggregate shocks, they agree on the equilibrium outcomes, including prices and
quantities, once a shock is realized. This rational expectations concept differs from the stan-
dard rational expectation concept, such as the one used in Lucas and Prescott (1971), in which
subjective probabilities should coincide with the true conditional probabilities given all the
available information. The second is to introduce capital accumulation and production in a
tractable way. Capital accumulation or real investment is modelled through intermediate asset
producers with convex adjustment costs that convert old units of assets into new units of assets
using final good.3 The analysis of efficiency is related to Kilenthong (2009) and Kilenthong and
Townsend (2009). They examine a similar but static environment.
My paper is also related to the literature on the effect of heterogeneous beliefs on asset prices
studied in Xiong and Yan (2009) and Cogley and Sargent (2008). These authors, however,
consider only complete markets. The survival of irrational traders is studied Long, Shleifer,
Summers, and Waldmann (1990) and Long, Shleifer, Summers, and Waldmann (1991) but they
do not have a fully dynamic framework to study the long run survival of the traders. Simsek
(2009b) also studies the effects of belief heterogeneity on asset prices. He assumes exogenous
wealth distributions to investigate the question which forms of heterogeneous beliefs affect asset
prices. In contrast, I study the effects of the endogenous wealth distribution on asset prices as
well as asset price volatility. Simsek (2009a) focuses on consumption volatility. He shows that
as markets become more complete, consumption becomes more volatile as agents can speculate
more. My first set of results suggests that this comparative statics only holds in the short run.
In the long run, the reverse statement holds due to market selection.
3 Lorenzoni and Walentin (2009) models capital accumulation with adjustment cost using used capital markets.
Through asset producers, I assume markets for both used and new capital.
Related to the survival of agents with incorrect beliefs Coury and Sciubba (2005) and Beker
and Chattopadhyay (2009) suggest a mechanism for agents' survival based on explicit debt
constraints as in Magill and Quinzii (1994). These authors do not consider the effects of the
agents' survival on asset prices. My framework is tractable enough for a simultaneous analysis
of survival and its effects on asset prices and investment. Beker and Espino (2010) has a
similar survival mechanism to mine based on the limited commitment framework in Alvarez
and Jermann (2000). However, my approach to asset pricing is different because asset prices
are computed explicitly as function of wealth distribution. Moreover, my approach also allows
a comprehensive study of asset-specific leverage. Kogan, Ross, Wang, and Westerfield (2006)
explore yet another survival mechanism but use complete markets instead.
The model in this paper is a generalization of Krusell and Smith (1998) with financial
markets and adjustment costs. In particular, the existence theorem 1.2 shows that a recursive
equilibrium in Krusell and Smith (1998) exists. Krusell and Smith (1998) derives numerically
such an equilibrium, but they do not formally show its existence. My paper is also related to
Kiyotaki and Moore (1997), although I provide a microfoundation for the financial constraint
(3) in their paper using the endogeneity of the set of actively traded financial assets.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follow. In section 2, I present the model in its most general
form and preliminary analysis of survival, asset price volatility and investment volatility under
the complete markets benchmark as well as under incomplete markets. In section 3, I define
and show the existence of incomplete markets equilibria under the form of Markov equilibria. In
this section, I also prove important properties of Markov equilibria in this model. In section 4,
I derive a general numerical algorithm to compute Markov and competitive equilibria. Section
5 focuses on assets in fixed supply with an example of only one asset to illustrate the ideas
in sections 2 and 3. Section 6 concludes with potential applications of the framework in this
paper. Lengthy proofs and constructions are in the Appendix.
1.2 General model
In this general model there are heterogeneous agents who differ in their beliefs about the future
streams of dividend or about future productivities. There are also different types of assets (for
examples trees, land, housing and machines) that differ in their adjustment costs, associated
production technologies and collateral value.
1.2.1 The environment
There are H types of consumers, h E H = {1, 2,... , H} in the economy (there is a continuum
of measure 1 of identical consumers in each type) with potentially different instantaneous pref-
erences Uh (c),discount rates h,endowments of good eh and of labor Lh. They might also differ
in their belief of the evolution of the aggregate productivities and of the aggregate dividend
streams. In each period, there are S states of the world: s E S = {1, 2,... , S}. Histories are
denoted by
st = (SO, si, . .. , st)
the series of realizations of shocks up to time t. Notice that the space S can be chosen large
enough to encompass both aggregate shocks, such as shocks to the productivity of aggregate
production functions, to aggregate dividends, and idiosyncratic shocks, such as labor income
shocks.4
There is only one final good in this economy. It can be consumed by consumer and can be
used for the production of new units of assets. It is produced by final good producers specified
below.
Real Assets: There are A types a E A = {1, 2, ... , A} of physical assets.
Adjustment cost: There are two types of assets, one with elastic supply, a E AO and the
other ones with fixed supply, a E A 1, associated with adjustment cost functions. Let A0 , A1
respectively denote the numbers of assets with elastic and fixed supply.
We can think of assets with fixed supply, a E A1 , as having infinite adjustment costs,
however for the rigorousness of the model, I treat them differently from the assets with elastic
supply.
For each asset with elastic supply, a E Ao, in each period, k' new units of asset a can be
produced using k' old units of asset a and Wa (kg, k") units of the final good. The k' new units
are used for production in the next period. Let qa,t denote the ex-dividend price of each old
4 See Krusell and Smith (1998) for a similar framework with incomplete market with both aggregate shocks
and idyosyncratic shocks.
unit of asset a, and q*,t denote the price of each new unit of asset a. Notice that Wpa (k", kn) is
the final good investment associated to asset a. One example typically used in macroeconomics,
representing perfectly flexible investment, is
XIa (k", k") = k" - (1 - 6a)k". (1.1)
Another example with nonlinearity is the one used in Lorenzoni and Walentin (2009)
n n ( (k" - k" )2
WJa (k, ko) = k - (1 - (a) ka + a k2 ka
in which 0 < (a < min {2 (1 - 6a) ,1}-
We can also rewrite the adjustment cost under a more familiar form
k =(1 - Ja) k" "< (1.2)
in which ia is real investment in terms of final good. <b (.) is strictly increasing and weakly
concave. Perfectly investment case(1.1) corresponds to <b (x) = x.
I make the following standard assumption on the adjustment cost function. This assumption
ensures that the profit maximization of each asset producer yields upper-hemicontinous and
convex solutions.
Assumption 1.1 The adjustment cost function Ta is homogeneous of degree 1 and convex in
(ka, -k). Moreover, a is strictly increasing in ka and strictly decreasing in k'.
Production: Assets with fixed supply, a E Al generate a state-dependent stream of dividend
da (s). Asset with elastic supply can be used in production function with state-dependent
production functions Fa (Ka, La, s), in which Ka are units of assets of type a and La is labor
of the type associated to the asset.
Similarly to the adjustment cost, I make the following standard assumption to ensure that
the profit maximization of each final good producer yields upper-hemicontinous and convex
solutions.
Assumption 1.2 The production function Fa (Ka, La, s) is homogeneous of degree 1 and con-
cave in (Ka, La) and strictly increasing in both parameters.
One example is the standard Cobb-Douglas production function with state-dependent pro-
ductivity used in the RBC literature
Fa (Ka, La, s) = A (s) KaaaL1-a.
Financial Assets: In each history st, there are also financial assets,
j EJt={1, 2,..., Jt}.
The set of financial assets may depend on event nodes. Asset j traded at that node promises
pay-off bj (st+1) = bj (st+1) > 0 in term of final good at the successor nodes st+1 (st, st+1)-
Agents can only sell the financial asset j if they hold shares of real assets as collateral. We
associate j with an A-dimensional vector ki > 0 of collateral requirements. If an agent sells
one unit of security j, she is required to to hold k units of asset a = 1, 2,... , A as collateral.
If an asset a can be used as collateral for different financial securities, the agent is required to
invest k. in each asset a for each j = 1, ... , J.
Since there are no penalties for default, a seller of the financial asset defaults at a node st+1
whenever the total value of collateral assets falls below the promise at that state. By individual
rationality, the actual pay-off of security j at node st is therefore always given by
fj,t+1 (st+1) = min b (st+1), E kj (qa (st+1) + da (st+1)) (1.3)
a=1
Let pj,t (st) denote price of security j at node st.
I allow ki to depend on the current aggregate state as well as current and future prices. But
I impose a lower bound on ki to ensure that the supply of the financial assets are endogenously
bounded in equilibrium. I also impose a upper bound on ki to obtain a upper bound on prices
of these financial assets in equilibrium. The lower and upper bounds can be chosen such that
they are not binding in equilibrium.
Assumption 1.3 There exist k and k strictly positive such that
k < ka (st,dt,qtqt+1) <k.
for all a, j, st, dt, qt, qt+1.
By allowing ka to depend on current and future prices, I want to capture the case
ki = max bj (st+1) (14)a,t St+1|St qa (st+1) + da (st+1)
k2,t is the minimum collateral level that ensures no default. Therefore
fj,t+1 (st+1) = by (st+1) -
This constraint captures the situation in Kiyotaki and Moore (1997) in which agents can borrow
only up to the minimum across future states of the future value of their land5 . With S = 2,
and state non-contingent debts, i.e., by (st+1) = bj, Geanakoplos (2009) argues that even if we
allow for a wide range of collateral level, that is the unique collateral level that prevails in
equilibrium. This statement for two future states still holds in this context of infinitely-lived
agents as proved later in subsection 1.5. However, this might not be true if we have more than
2 future states.
Beside the group of consumers, there are two other groups of agents in this economy: the
asset producers and the final good producers. These producers live only for one period, therefore
they do not have to make inter-temporal decisions.
Asset Producers: In each state, there are Ao representative asset producers. Asset
producer a E AO produces Kat unit of new asset from Kao,t- old units of old assets and
' a Ka,t-1 ) units of final good. The producers take prices q*,t and qa,t as given to maximize
their profit
5Of course, the collateral level in (1.4) does not satisfy Assumption 1.3. However, we can use an alternative
collateral level N = max (ki, c) and show that in equilibrium k3 = ki if we choose e small enough.
a n mx qa, tK", - $a,t - qa,tK, - 1. (1.5)
92a,t2%V(K ',t,K* _-1)
Final Good Producers: In each state there is also AO representative final good producers.
Producer a E Ao produces Fa (Ka, La, s) units of final good from Ka units of asset a and La
units of labor associated to the asset 6 . The producers take rental prices da,t and wages Wa,t as
given to maximize their profit
7r f,a = max ya,t - d - (1.6)
K ,tLa,tjYa,t20 a
ya,t <F. Kf ,,t,st)
The consumers are the main actors in this economy, they make consumption saving and
investment decisions based on their own assessment of the future prospects of the economy.
Consumers: In each state s , each consumer is endowed with et = e (st) units of final
good. I suppose there is a strictly positive lower bound on these endowments. This lower
bound guarantees a lower bound on consumption, if a consumer decides to default on all her
debt and withdraw from the financial markets.
Assumption 1.4 There exists an e > 0 such that eh (s) > e for all h and s.
For example, commercial banks receive deposits from their retail branches while these banks
also have trading desks that trade independently in the financial markets.
She is also endowed with a vector of labor
Lh = (Lh,a (st))aAoI
Lh,a corresponds to labor associated with asset a.
The consumer maximizes her intertemporal expected utility with the per period utility
function Uh (.) : R+ - R satisfies
Assumption 1.5 Uh is concave and strictly increasing.
6 In an alternative model, assets use the same type of labor. That model is similar to the one presented here.
Notice that I do not require Uh to be strictly concave. This assumption captures linear
utility functions in Geanakoplos (2009) and Harrison and Kreps (1978).
Consumer h takes sequences of prices as given and solves7
max 0Eh hUh (ct
and in each history st, she is subject to the budget constraint
J
ci + E qa,tk,+ q a, t
aEA1 ac.Ao j=1
J
et + >3 Wa,tlat + E3 fito~t- +
aEA0 j=1
+ E (qa,t + da,t) k,_ 1 + II + ± II '
aEAo aEAO aEAO
+ >3 (qa,t + da,t) ka,t_1 (1.7)
aEA1
the collateral constraints
t+ > # k 0 (1.8)
One implicit condition from the assumption on utility functions is that consumptions are pos-
itive, i.e., ct > 0. In the constraint (1.8), if the consumer does not use asset a as collateral to
sell any financial security, then the constraint becomes the no-short sale constraint
a,t > 0. (1.9)
In the budget constraint (1.7), eg is her endowment that can depend on the aggregate state
st. Entering period t, the agent holds kg_ 1 old units of real asset a and # t_1 units of financial
asset j. She can trade old units of real asset a at price qa,t, buy new units of asset kat for
time t + 1 at price q*,t. She can also buy and sell financial securities # t at price p3 ,t. If she
sell financial securities she is subject to collateral requirement (1.8). Finally, she works at the
7 We can also introduce the disutility of labor in order to study employment in this environment. The existence
of equilibria for finite horizon allows for labor choice decision.
wage wa,t in each production sector a. She also receives her shares of profit from the asset
producer and final good producer at time t, HI and Il'{h. However, given the homogeneity of
the production functions, these profits should be zero in equilibrium.
Within a period, timing of decisions and actions taken by the agents are summarized in the
following figure:
t t+1
production of final good production of assets
da~t a~t a*,t qu,t
A number of features is worth noting in this setup: The demand of the consumers for new
assets is similar to Tobin's Q theory of investment. They weigh the perceived marginal benefit
of one additional unit of an asset a: future rental price, da,t+1, and future resale value qa,t+1,
against the marginal cost of buying one new unit of that asset at price q*,t. The total demand
for new units of asset a from the consumers is decreasing in price q*,t and the supply of the asset
from the asset producers is increasing in q*,t. In equilibrium both q*,t and Ka"t are determined
simultaneously. For instance, if the consumers expect low future resale price of an asset, they
will demand less for new units of the asset. This low demand leads to low current price and
low investment in the asset.
In this environment, I define an equilibrium as follows
Definition 1.1 An incomplete markets equilibrium for an economy with initial asset hold-
ings { ka,0 }hE{1,2.H}
and initial shock so is a collection
({ce (st) , la't (st) ,k (5 t) /4 , (st) }{h.H
{Ka,t (St) , Ka,t (St) , #at (st)}IC~
aK,t (st) , La,t (St) , Ya,t (St) IaEAo
{q*,t (st) , qa,t (st) , da,t (St) , Wa,t (St )}aeAo
{qa,t (St) IaeA,1 , py,t (St)} fCs))
satisfying the following conditions
i) Asset markets, labor market for each asset with elastic supply a E Ao in each period clears:
Demand by the consumers for new units of assets a equals supply of new units by the asset a
producer:
H
kS , (st) = Ka, (st),
h=1
Demand by the asset a producer for old units of assets a equal supply of old units by the
consumers:
H
Ka,t (st) = S ka,t- 1 (St)
h=1
Demand by the asset a final good producer for old units of assets a equal supply of old units by
the consumers:
H
Kf,t (st) = k 1 (St)
h=1
Labor demand by the asset a final good producer equal total labor supply by the consumers:
H
La,t = Lat (st)
h=1
Market for each financial asset j clears:
H
3,t (st) = 0.
h=1
ii) For each consumer h, {c t (st) I k } solves the individual maximization problem
subject to the budget constraint, (1.7), and the collateral constraint, (1.8). Asset producers and
final good producers maximize their profit as in (1.5) and (1.6).
Notice that by setting the set of financial securities Jt is empty in each event node, we
obtain a model with no financial markets, agents are only allowed to trade in real assets, but
they cannot short-sell these assets. There are two important special cases of such a model. The
first one is the case in which there are only asset in fixed-supply, i.e., AO is empty. This case
corresponds to Lucas (1978a)'s model with several trees and heterogeneous agents. The second
one is the case in which there is only one asset with perfect elastic supply, i.e., adjustment cost
described in (1.1). This case corresponds to Krusell and Smith (1998)'s model if we expand the
set of aggregate shocks to incorporate idiosyncratic shocks of each individual and allow for a
large number of agents. Therefore we can apply the existence proof in section 1.3 to show the
existence of the recursive equilibrium in their original paper.
As benchmark I also study equilibrium with complete financial markets. Consumers and
borrow and lend freely by buying and selling Arrow-Debreu state contingent securities, only
subject to the no-Ponzi condition. In each node st, there are S financial securities. Financial
security s deliver one unit of final good if state s happens at time t + 1 and zero otherwise.
Let ps,t denote time t price and let #',t (st) denote consumer h's holding of this security. The
budget constraint (1.7) of consumer h becomes
ct + E qa,tka,t + E q*,tke + ps,t# ,
aEA1 aEAO SES
i et + 5 a,tat + t
aEAO
+ 5 (qa,t + da,t) k,t_1 + a II+ 5 IIf'
aEA0  aEA0 aEAO
+ E (qa,t + da,t) k,_ 1  (1.10)
aEA1
Definition 1.2 A complete markets equilibrium is defined similarly to incomplete markets
equilibrium except that each consumer solves her individual maximization problem subject to the
budget constraint (1.10) and the no-Ponzi condition, instead of the collateral constraint (1.8).
In the next subsection, I establish some properties of incomplete markets equilibrium. I
compare each of these properties to the one of complete markets equilibrium.
1.2.2 General properties of incomplete and complete markets equilibria
First, I restrict myself to studying equilibria in which the total quantities of assets with elastic
supply are bounded, i.e., for each a E AO, there exists a upper bound Ka such that Ka,t (8 t) <
Ka for all t, st. Given this restriction we can show easily that total supply of final good in each
period is bounded by a constant T. Indeed in each period, total supply of final good is
eh+ E daKa+ ( F K, Lah~~~1-ia aEi F YK , h1 - 1 3'a (Kan, Kao)hE aEA1 acAo\ h / aEAo
< eh + 1 daKa + E F (Ra,(1 La) - a (0, Ra < -E.
h EH aEA1 aEAo \ h / aEAo
(1.11)
The first term is the total final good endowment of each individual. The second is total div-
idends from fixed-supply assets. The third and forth terms are the maximum amount of final
good that can be produced using elastic supply assets. Given that S is finite; we can choose
an upper bound E of total final good over aggregate states s E S. In incomplete or complete
markets equilibria, the market clearing condition for final good implies that total consump-
tion is bounded from above by E. Given that consumption of every agent is always positive,
consumption of each agent is bounded from above by -, i.e.,
Ch,t (8 t) < e Vt, st. (1.12)
Under the boundedness of total quantities of assets, we can show that in any incomplete
markets equilibrium, consumption of consumers is bounded from below by a strictly positive
constant c. Two assumptions are important for this result. First, no-default penalty allow
consumers, at any moment in time, to walk away from their past debts and only lose their
collateral assets. After defaulting, they can always keep their non-financial wealth (inequality
(1.14) below). Second, increasingly large speculation by postponing current consumption is not
an equilibrium strategy, because in equilibrium consumption is bounded by E (inequality (1.15)
below). This assumptions prevent agents from constantly postpone their consumption to buy
assets. Formally, we have the following proposition
Theorem 1.1 Suppose that in a incomplete markets equilibrium, there is an upper bound on
total quantities of assets with elastic supply. Moreover, there exists c such that
1 #_
Uh (c) < 1  Uh(e) - Uh (T), (1.13)1-0 1-03
where - is defined in (1.11). Then in a incomplete markets equilibrium, consumption of each
consumer in each history node always exceeds c.
Proof. As in (1.12) we can find an upper bound for consumption of each consumer. In
each period one of the feasible strategies of consumer h is to default on all her past debts and
consume her endowment from the current period on, therefore
Uh (ch,t) + Ee #ZE U (ch tUr)] 2 h U (e). (1.14)
r=1 -C~~)
Notice that in equilibrium, Eh ch,t+r < E therefore ch,t+r < E- So
#3 1
Uh (ch) + Uh () >) Uh (e) (1.15)
1-# 1-#3
This implies
1#
Uh (ch) > Uh (e)- U (T) > Uh (C)
Two remarks can be made here. First, condition (1.13) is automatically satisfied if
lim Uh (c) - -00,
for example, with log utility or CRRA utility with CRRA constant exceeds 1. Second, the lower
bound of consumption, c, is decreasing in E. Therefore, the more the total available final good,
the more profitable speculative activities are and the more incentives consumers have to defer
current consumption to engage into these activities.
One immediate corollary of this proposition is that, every consumer survives in equilib-
rium. Therefore, incomplete markets equilibrium differs from complete markets equilibrium
when consumers differ in their beliefs. The proposition below shows that in a complete markets
equilibrium, with strict difference in beliefs, consumption of certain consumer will come arbi-
trarily close to 0 at some event node. The intuition for this result is that, if an agent believes
that the likelihood of a state is much smaller than what other agents believe, the agent will
want to exchange his consumption in that state for consumption in other states. Complete
markets allow her to do so but, in incomplete markets equilibrium, collateral constraint limits
the amount of consumption that she can sell in each state.
Proposition 1.1 Suppose there is an upper bound on total quantities of assets with elastic
supply and consumers have strictly heterogeneous beliefs. Moreover, the utility functions satisfy
the Inada-condition
lim U (c) = +oo.
Then, in a competitive equilibrium with complete markets, consumption of some agent comes
arbitrarily close to zero at some state of the world. Formally
inf ch (s t ) = 0.
h,st
Proof. From the first-order condition
( PSr+1 (Sr) Uh' (ch,o) = Ph (stIso) Uhl (ct (st))
(r=o
Therefore for h, h'
Uh' (ch (st) Ph' (st Iso) Uh, (chl (0)) (1.16)
Uh', (chi (st)) Ph (st Iso) U' (ch (so))
From inequality (1.12), we have U, (ch, (st)) > Uh, (E), therefore
Ph' (StISO) Uh' (ch' (0))
U T' >) Ph (st|sO) Uh' (ch (so)) Uh(
But given heterogeneity in belief, we can find st and h, h' such that Ph( gets arbitrarily
large. SO Ch (s) goes to zero as t ) goes to infinity. m
Blume and Easley (2006) and Sandroni (2000) show an even stronger result: Under some
agent's belief, with probability one, consumption of agents whose beliefs strictly differ from hers
goes to zero at infinity. Their proofs use difficult results from probability theory, however the
first-order conditions 1.16 play the main role in the proofs.
The survival mechanism in Theorem 1.1 is similar to the one in Beker and Espino (2010)
which is again based on Alvarez and Jermann (2000). The idea is that agents have limited
ability to pledge their future income, for example labor income. As the result they can always
default and keep their future income. This limited commitment is even stronger in my setting
than in Alvarez and Jermann (2000) and Beker and Espino (2010) because after defaulting
agents can always come back and trade in the financial markets by buying new physical assets.
This survival mechanism also shows that agents can disappear in Blume and Easley (2006)
and Sandroni (2000) because they can perfectly commit to pay their creditor using their future
income. They can do so using short-term debts and keep rolling over their debts while using
their present income to pay the interests. 8
Due to different conclusions about agents' survival, the following corollary asserts that
complete and incomplete markets allocations strictly differ when some agents strictly differ in
their beliefs.
Corollary 1.1 Suppose that conditions in Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.1 are satisfied and
some agents strictly differ in their beliefs. Then, an incomplete markets equilibrium never yields
an allocation that can be supported by a complete markets equilibrium. By the Second Welfare
Theorem, incomplete markets equilibrium allocations are Pareto-inefficient.
Proof. In a incomplete markets equilibrium, consumptions are bounded away from 0, but
8The following story of the founder of Long Term Capital Management show that traders in the financial
markets often have limited commitment: John Meriwether worked as a bond trader at Salomon Brothers. At
Salomon, Meriwether rose to become the head of the domestic fixed income arbitrage group in the early 1980s
and vice-chairman of the company in 1988. In 1991, after Salomon was caught in a Treasury securities trading
scandal Meriwether decided to leave the company. Meriwether founded the Long-Term Capital Management
hedge fund in Greenwich, Connecticut in 1994. Long-Term Capital Management spectacularly collapsed in 1998.
A year after LTCM's collapse, in 1999, Meriwether founded JWM Partners LLC. The Greenwich, Connecticut
hedge fund opened with $250 million under management in 1999 and by 2007 had approximately $3 billion. The
Financial crisis of 2007-2009 badly battered Meriwether's firm. From September 2007 to February 2009, his main
fund lost 44 percent. On July 8, 2009, Meriwether closed the fund.
in a complete markets equilibrium, consumptions of some agents will approach 0. Therefore,
the two sets of allocations never intersect. *
Using this corollary, we can formalize and show the shortages of collateral assets.
Proposition 1.2 (Collateral Shortages) Suppose that Jt includes complete set of state-contingent
Arrow-Debreu securities. Then, for any given time t, the collateral constraints must be binding
for some agent after time t, despite the fact that collateral assets can be produced.9
Proof. We prove this corollary by contradiction. Suppose none of the collateral constraints
are binding after certain date. Then we can take the first-order condition with respect to the
state-contingent securities. This leads to consumption of some agent approaches zero at infinity,
as shown in the proof of Proposition 1.1. This contradicts the conclusion of Theorem 1.1. *
Araujo, Kubler, and Schommer (2009) argue that when there are enough collateral we might
reach the Pareto optimal allocation. However, in the complete markets case, there will never
be enough collateral. Moreover, this conclusion holds even if we allow for elastic supply of
collateralizable assets. Collateral shortages in this context mean that at some point in time
some agent only hold the assets for collateral purposes but not for investment and saving
purposes.
We also emphasize here the difference between belief heterogeneity and other forms of het-
erogeneity such as heterogeneity in endowments or in risk-aversion. The following proposition,
in the same form Theorem 5 in Geanakoplos and Zame (2007), shows that if consumers share the
same belief and discount rate, there exist endowment profiles with which, collateral equilibria
attain the first-best allocations.
Proposition 1.3 If consumers share the same belief and discount factor, there is an open set
of endowment profiles with the properties that the competitive equilibrium can be supported by
a financial market equilibrium.
Proof. We start with an allocation such that there is no trade in the complete markets
equilibrium, then as we move to a neighborhood of that allocation, all trade can be collateralized.
E
91t can also be shown that, at any moment of time, for every agent, the collateral constraint must be binding
some time in future.
Lastly, we go back to the complete markets benchmark to study the behavior of asset price
volatility. We will compare this volatility with the one in the collateralized economy and show
that, in general, in the long run, asset price more volatile in a incomplete markets equilibrium
than it is in a complete markets equilibrium.
Proposition 1.4 Suppose that there are some agent with the correct belief and that there are
no elastic supply assets. Then in the complete markets equilibrium, asset prices are independent
of past realizations of the aggregate shocks in the long run.
Proof. Blume and Easley (2006) shows that in the long run, only agents with correct belief
survive. Therefore, in the long run, we fall back to the case with homogeneous belief. Given
markets completeness, there exists a representative agent with instantaneous utility function
URep, and her marginal utility evaluated at the total endowment determines asset prices
Reqa (s') Uep (e (st)) = #ERep (qa (st+1) + da (st+1)) Ukep (e (st+1))
= ERep da (st+r) ir Ue (e (st+r)) (1.1
r=1
in which e (s) is the aggregate endowment in the aggregate state s. We can see easily from this
expression that qa (st) is history-independent. m
When there are assets with elastic supply, this proposition should be modified as, controlling
for total quantities of assets with elastic supply, asset prices are independent of past realizations
of the aggregate shocks.
In contrast to complete markets equilibrium, in the next section we will show that, in
incomplete markets equilibrium, asset prices can be history-dependent, as past realizations of
aggregate shocks affect the wealth distribution, which in turns affects asset prices.
One issue might arise when one tries to interpret Proposition 1.4 is that, in some economy,
there might not be any consumer whose belief coincides with the truth. For example, in
Scheinkman and Xiong (2003), all agents can be wrong all the time, except they constantly
switch from over-optimistic to over-pessimistic. To avoid this issue, I use the language in Blume
and Easley (2006) and Sandroni (2000). I reformulate the results above using the subjective
belief of each consumer.
Proposition 1.5 Suppose that there are no assets with elastic supply, and condition (1.13) is
satisfied. Then each agents believes that:
1) In complete markets equilibrium, only her and consumers sharing her belief survive in the
long run. However, in incomplete markets equilibrium, everyone survives in the long run.
2) In complete markets equilibrium, asset prices are history-independent. However, in incom-
plete markets equilibrium, asset price can be history-dependent.
The properties in this section are established under the presumption that incomplete markets
equilibria exists. The next section is devoted to show the existence of these equilibria with a
stationary structure. The next two sections follow closely the organization in Kubler and
Schmedders (2003). The first shows the existence and the second presents an algorithm to
compute the equilibria.
1.3 Markov Equilibrium
1.3.1 The state space
I define the financial wealth of each agent by
= a(qa,t + da,t) kOt + ,q jf,t~l
Za (qa,t + da,t) Ka,t-1
Let w (st) = (W1 (st) , ., wH (st)). Then in equilibrium w (st) always lies in the (H-1)-dimensional
simplex Q, i.e., wh > 0 and Z 1 wh =1. wh's are positive because of the collateral constraint
(1.8) that requires the value of each agents' asset holdings to exceed the liabilities from their
past financial assets holdings. And the sum of wh equals 1 because of the asset market clearing
and financial market clearing conditions.
I will show that, under conditions detailed in Subsection 1.3.3 below, there exists a Markov
equilibrium over a compact state space. I look for an equilibrium in which equilibrium prices
and allocations depend only on the states (st, Wt, Kf_ 1) E S x Q x E, in which
E = 11 [0, a]-
aEAo
KO c [0, Ka] are the total old units of assets with elastic supply at the beginning of a period.
Let the state space X consist of all exogenous and endogenous variables that occur in the
economy at some node a, i.e., X = S x V, where S is the finite set of exogenous shocks and V
is the set of all possible endogenous variables.
In each node a, an element v (o) E V includes: the normalized wealth distribution (wh (o-))%E, E
Q, the total old units of assets with elastic supply (Ka)a-Ao E E; together with consumers'
decisions: consumption, H + HAo current consumption and labor supply (ch (a), l hE'
HA + HJ real and financial asset holdings (kh (a) , # (o))he7-. It also includes the 4Ao current
prices of new units of elastic supply assets, the prices of old units of these assets, the rental
prices and wages associated with these assets
(q* (-) , qa (a) , Wa (a) , da (o-))aeAo
and A1 prices of assets with fixed supply (qa (o-))aEA. Finally it includes J prices of the financial
assets (pj (a)) j. Therefore V =Q x E x V with
V=R~fxR+Aox R+H x RJH x RAo x RA xR (1.18)
the set of endogenous variables other than the wealth distribution and total old quantities of
assets with elastic supply.
Finally, let X c V denote the set of vectors of all the endogenous variables that satisfy: 1)
financial markets clears, 2) producers maximize their profit and 3) the budget constraints of
consumers bind. Formally,
h
and
a= Lh,a-
In addition, for each a E A 0 , given Ka = Eh kh and La = Eh h we have
and
(Kan Ka, a) E
(Ka,1 La, 5ya) E
arg max
Ka, Kao >_ 0
0a -> a Ka" ,o
a a-
arg max
ka, La, ia > 0
Ya < Fa (k!, La,)
Ya - daKi - WaYa
and consumers' budget constraints hold with equalitylo
ch h + W. W h (q+ d) -Ko - q* - k - p -<p. (1.21)
Notice that profit maximizations (1.19), (1.20) and binding budget constraints imply that good
market clears
ch + E a (Ka, Ka) =Ze + Fa (Ka, La, S).
h aEAo h aEAo
1.3.2 Markov Equilibrium Definition
In order to define a Markov equilibrium, I use the following definition of expectation correspon-
dence. Given a state (s, v) E X, the 'expectation correspondence'
g: X -- VS
describes all next period states that are consistent with market clearing and agents' first-order
conditions. A vector of endogenous variables
(oV, oI .+ ... , o+) E g (x)
l0 With some abuse of notation, we use q* = q, for a E Al.
"Profit maximization conditions (1.19) and (1.20) imply zero profits from the producers, hence the absence
of these profits in the consumers' budget constraint.
(1.19)
(1.20)
q*Kn - a - qaKa"
and (s, vf) E X for each s E S if for all households h c ' the following conditions holds
a) For all s E S
h+
S
kh. (q + d) + jEJ 0ymin {bj (s), aEA k?. (+ + d+)
b) There exist multipliers pa corresponding to collateral constraints such that
0= ph -q*Us (ch) +lhEh {(q + dj) Uh (ch+) (1.22)
0 = pL kah +
0<k+ k # .
jeJ:4 <0
c) Define # (-) = max (0, -#) and # (+) = max (0, #4), there exist multipliers q (+)
and E (-) R+ such that
0 = p~aki - pjUh (c) +I#hEh {f, (ch+) _
aEA
0 = -pjU;,(ch) + OhEh {fu, U(ch+)} (-)
0 = # (+)77(+)
0 =# -
Notice that for the case of assets with fixed supply, q* = qa.
Definition 1.3 A Markov equilibrium consists of a (non-empty valued) 'policy correspondence',
P, and a transition function F
P: S x Q x E-1V
and
F: graph (P) - VS
such that graph (P) C X and for all x C graph (P) and all s E S we have F (x) c g (x) and
(s, F. (x)) E graph (P).
ki#O
jeJ:$g<0
Lemma 1.1 A Markov equilibrium is a incomplete markets equilibrium according to Definition
1.1.
Proof. This result is similar to the one in Duffie, Geanakoplos, Mas-Colell, and McLennan
(1994). We only need to show that the first order conditions as represented by Lagrange
multipliers are sufficient to ensure the optimal solution of the consumers. This holds because
the optimization each consumer faces is a convex maximization problem. E
Before continue, let me briefly discuss asset prices and real investment in a Markov equilib-
rium.
Notice that in (1.22), q*,t = qa,t for assets in fixed-supply. We can rewrite that first-order
condition with respect to asset holding (1.22) as
qaUs (ch) = p + E + dj) U (ch+) } > #hE { (q+ + dj) Uh (ch+
By re-iterating this inequality we obtain
qa,t E #t r UE (t) )
r=1 h Ul(h
We have a strict inequality if there is a strict inequality pI,t+r > 0 in future. So the asset price
is higher than the discounted value of the stream of its dividend because in future it can be sold
to other agents, as in Harrison and Kreps (1978) or it can be used as collateral to borrow as in
Fostel and Geanakoplos (2008). Proposition 1.2 shows some conditions under which collateral
constraints will eventually be binding for every agents when they strictly differ in their belief.
As a results, asset price is strictly higher than the discounted value of dividends.
Equation (1.22) also shows that asset a will have collateral value when some pa > 0, in
addition to the asset's traditional pay-off value weighted at the appropriate discount factors.
Unlike in Alvarez and Jermann (2000), attempts to find a pricing kernel which prices assets
using their pay-off value might prove fruitless because assets with the same pay-offs but different
collateral values will have different prices. This point is also emphasized in Geanakoplos's
papers.
For asset with elastic supply, the same equation (1.22) implies that the value of one unit
of capital is increasing in the collateral value associated to the multiplier on the collateral
constraints and short-sale constraints ph. Moreover when we derive the first-order of the capital
producer's optimization problem using the form (1.2) we have
q*,tI' ( lat
'a Ka,t
Given the concavity of 4b, this equation shows that the aggregate real investment, Ia,t, in asset
a is an increasing function of asset price q*,t as in Tobin's Q theory of investment.
1.3.3 Existence and Properties of Markov equilibrium
The existence proof is based on Kubler and Schmedders (2003) and Magill and Quinzii (1994):
approximating the Markov equilibrium by a sequence of equilibria in finite horizon. There are
three steps in the proof. First, using Kakutani's fixed point theorem to prove the existence proof
of the truncated T-period economy. Second, show that all endogenous variables are bounded.
And lastly, show that the limit as T goes to infinity is the equilibrium of the infinite horizon
economy.
However, the most difficult part, including in the two related papers, is to prove the second
step and this step involves the most of problem-specific economics intuitions. Basically showing
that quantities are bounded is easy (with collateral constraint especially), but showing prices
are bounded is more challenging. For example, what are the upper bounds of prices of long-
lived assets? These prices may well exceed the current aggregate endowment. With capital
investment, we also have to bound the total supply of elastic-supply capital. I get around this
difficulty by using the usual assumption in the neoclassical growth model: assuming capital de-
preciates and strictly concave production functions, then combine it with the artificial compact
boxes trick in Debreu (1959).
Lemma 1.2 Consider a finite horizon economy that last T + 1 periods t = 0,1, ... , T, identical
to infinite horizon economy excepts consumers maximize the expected utility over T + 1 periods
~T
Ej #io (ct)
.t=0
and in the last period t = T, there are no financial markets. In the first period, the budget
constraint of agents h is
J
cO + qa,0ka,o + E qa,oka,o + pj,0j,,o C + 0 Wa,0la,
aEAO aEA1 j=1 aEAo
-W- S (,0 + da,0 ) Ka,-1
ae A
(1.23)
instead of (1.7).An equilibrium exists given any initial condition
(so E S, wo E Q, {Ka,-1}aEA) -
Instead of the usual budget constraints using in recursive equilibria, we use the condition
that each consumer holds a share of the final total value of assets. This sharing can be imple-
mented by assuming each agent h holds exactly w0 share of each asset a E A.
Proof. The proof follows the steps in Debreu (1959) using Kakutani's fixed point theorem
and is presented in the Appendix. However it uses a different definition of attainable sets.
Indeed, in Definition 1.4 in the Appendix, negative excess demand (instead of zero excess
demand as in the original text) is enough to guarantee the boundedness of the equilibrium
allocations. In addition, I will also show that prices are strictly positive. m
To prove that the Markov equilibrium exists, we need to first show that there exists a
compact set in which finite horizon equilibria lie. We need the following three additional
assumptions:
Assumption 1.6 There exists a Ka > 0 for each a E A 0 such that
'a (Ka, Ka) > max -a (s), (1.24)
s ES
where
H H
Ta(s) = Ze(s) + dai (s) Ka,o + S Fa' ( Ka', L ,s
h=1 a'EAi a'EAo h=1
+ 5 Wa' (0,ka')
a'EAo\{a}
Assumption 1.7 The first-derivative of TJa are bounded over [0, Ea ]2
The first assumption ensures that total quantities of elastic-supply assets are bounded. For
example, when we have only one elastic-supply asset and its supply is perfectly elastic, i.e.,
adjustment cost function is given by the flexible investment function (1.1) and the associated
production is Cobb-Douglas with aa E (0, 1). Then inequality (1.24) is equivalent to
6aka > const + A (ka) a L'--aa
which must be true for Ka large enough. This is also the way one obtains a upper bound for
capital in a neoclassical growth model. The second assumption, ensures that prices of new and
old assets are bounded in equilibrium as they correspond to the first-derivatives of Wa. For
example, (1.1) gives
O' a (Ka, Ka) 1
o9Kn
'Pa (Ka, Ka) -a)
Remind that E is defined in (1.12).
Assumption 1.8 There exist , c > 0 such that
Uh (c) + max { 1  Uh (0 , 0
< min min U} min U (e) Vh E 'H. (1.25){ 4ses ses I
and
Uh (c) + min { Uh (e) , 0
}max U () , Uh Vh E . (1.26)
The intuition for (1.25) is detailed in the proof of proposition 1.1; it ensures a lower bound
for consumption. (1.26) ensures that prices of assets with fixed supply are bounded from above.
When there are only assets with elastic supply, the second inequality (1.26) is not needed. Both
inequalities are obviously satisfied by log utility.
Lemma 1.3 Suppose Assumptions 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8 are satisfied then there is a compact set
that contains the equilibrium endogenous variables constructed in Lemma 1.2 for every T and
every initial condition lying inside the set.
Proof. Appendix. m
Theorem 1.2 Under the same conditions, a Markov equilibrium exists.
Proof. Appendix. As in Kubler and Schmedders (2003), we extract a limit from the T-finite
horizon equilibria. Lemma 1.3 guarantees that equilibrium prices and quantities are bounded
as T goes to infinity. m
Corollary 1.2 In a Markov equilibrium, every consumer survives.
Proof. From the construction of the equilibrium ch (st) > c for all h, t, s . M
Corollary 1.3 The Markov equilibrium is Pareto-inefficient if agents strictly differ in their
beliefs.
Proof. In Proposition 1.1 we show that under complete market, i.e. Pareto efficient al-
location, consumption of some agents get arbitrarily close to zero in some history. Given the
lower bound on consumption of each Markov equilibrium, an allocation corresponding to a
Markov equilibrium is not a complete markets allocation. Therefore it is not a Pareto efficient
allocation. m
Proposition 1.6 In contrast to the complete markets benchmark, in these Markov equilibria,
asset prices can be history-dependent.
Proof. The realizations of aggregate shocks determine the evolution of the wealth distrib-
ution which is one factor that determines asset prices. n
Proposition 1.7 When aggregate endowment and aggregate productivity are constant, and
shocks are LLD, long run asset price volatility and investment volatility are higher under in-
complete markets than they are under complete markets.
Proof. In the long run, under complete markets, the economy converges to the one with
homogenous beliefs because agents with incorrect beliefs will eventually be driven out of the
markets. We can thus find a representative agent. Standard arguments for representative
agent economy imply that asset prices are constant and levels of investment converge to their
steady state levels. For example, suppose we only have assets in fixed-supply and the aggregate
endowment is independent of states: e (st) = e. Then, in equation (1.17) for the long run
representative agent, we can divide both side of that equation by Ujep (e) to obtain
qa (st) Eep da (st+r)
r=1
= E;~e fda (st+1 -
From the first to the second line, I use the fact that the dividends process is I.I.D. The last
equality implies that asset price qa (st) is independent of time and state.
When we have assets in elastic supply, but with constant productivity, as in the neoclassical
growth model, the total quantity of an asset a in fixed supply should converge to the steady-state
level Ka* which is determined by the
_a_(Ka*, Ka*) Ia (Ka*, Ka*) *
Ka + Fa,K (Ka, La)
and therefore the investment associated to this asset converges to Ia* = Ta (Ka*, Ka*).
Hence, under complete markets, asset price volatility and investment volatility converge to zero
in the long run. Under incomplete markets, asset price volatility and investment volatility
remain well above zero as aggregate shocks constantly change the wealth distribution, which,
in turn, changes asset prices and investment. *
There are two components of asset price volatility. The first one comes from volatility in the
dividend process and aggregate endowment. The second one comes from wealth distribution,
when agents strictly differ in their beliefs. However, the second component disappears under
complete markets because only agents with correct beliefs survive in the long run. Whereas,
under incomplete markets, this component persists. As a result, when we shut down the first
component, asset price is more volatile under incomplete markets than it is under complete
markets in the long run. In general, the same comparison holds or not depending on the
long-run correlation between the first and the second volatility components under incomplete
markets.
1.3.4 Relationship to recursive equilibria
When we do not have financial assets and there is only one real asset, then Markov equilibria
are recursive equilibria. This is also true when initially agents hold the same fraction of each
assets. However, in general, Markov equilibria are not recursive equilibria. But in Kubler
and Schmedders (2003), subsection 4.4 shows that we can construct recursive equilibria from
Markov equilibria if we can extract a continuous mapping from the policy correspondence.
As an important special case discussed after Definition 1.1 of incomplete markets equilib-
rium, the economy in Krusell and Smith (1998) corresponds to the economy here with one asset
in perfectly elastic supply and without financial markets. The existence of a Markov equilib-
rium implies the existence of recursive equilibrium. Indeed, given that there is no financial
h beomeskh
markets and only one asset. The "normalized financial wealth" W becomes k-_1 the fractions
of capital asset holdings. Together with the total quantity of capital, Ka,t, the state variables
(St, Wt, Ka,t-1) is equivalent to (st, (kat- 1)), the aggregate state and capital holdings of each
agent in the definition of recursive equilibrium in page 874 of Krusell and Smith (1998). In
a recent paper, Miao (2006) shows the existence of recursive equilibrium however he has to
include future expected discounted utilities of agents in the state-space. In addition, he wrote
in page 291, that the question whether a recursive equilibrium in Krusell and Smith (1998)
exists remains an open question. The existence proof here provides a positive answer to that
question. However, in this paper I only consider a finite number of types.
1.4 Numerical Method
In this section, I present an algorithm to compute Markov equilibria defined in the last section.
This algorithm can also be used to compute complete markets equilibria.
1.4.1 General Algorithm
Suppose we need to find a function p defined over S x E on to a compact set A C RN, where
S has finite element and E is convex and compact, and p satisfies the functional equation
p = f + Tp
We then first discretize E by {ei, e2,... , eK}, and p" = (p', p ... -, p'), each component is
defined over {ei, e2, ... , eK}. Let 'p~ be the extrapolation of p" over E. Then
pn 1 (ek) = arg minIr - { f (ek) + Tp, (ek)}} (1.27)
reA
If we have a fixed point pn+1 _ pn and f (ek) + Tp, (ek) E A then
p" (ek) = f (ek) - TO p(ek)
We present an implementation of this general algorithm to compute Markov Equilibria. We
can also use the algorithm to compute competitive equilibria with complete markets. The state
space in this case is the current consumption of each agent and the total supply of assets with
elastic supply. The details are presented in the Appendix.
1.4.2 Algorithm to Compute Markov Equilibria
The construction of Markov equilibria in the last section also suggests an algorithm to compute
them. The following algorithm is based on Kubler and Schmedders (2003). There are two
differences of the algorithm here compared to the original algorithm. The more important
difference is that the future wealth distributions are included into the current mapping instead
of solving for them using a sub-fixed-point loops. This innovation reduces significantly the
computing time, given solving for a fixed-point is time consuming in MATLAB. Relatedly,
in section 1.5, as we seek to find the set of actively traded financial assets, we can include
future asset prices as one of the components of the function p.The minor difference between the
algorithm presented in Kubler and Schmedders (2003) and the one here is, for each iteration,
I solve for a constrained optimization problem presented in (1.27) instead of solving for a zero
point as in the original algorithm. This difference avoids the non-existence of zero points at the
beginning of the loop when the initial guess p0 is far away from the true solution.
We look for the following correspondence
p: S x Q x E +VxQSxL
(s, W, Ka) (V, WS', A, 71) (1.28)
V E V is the set of endogenous variables excluding the wealth distribution and total capital,
as defined in (1.18). (w),s are the wealth distributions in the S future states and y, 7 are
Lagrange multipliers as defined in subsection 1.3.2.
From a given continuous initial mapping p' = (p', p.,..., p'), we construct the sequence
of mappings {pf = (p", pn, ... , pn)} o by induction. Suppose we have obtained p", for each
state variable (s, w, Ka), we look for
PSn+ (W, Ka) = (UVn+1,i Wsn+1, i n+1, in+1)(.9
that solves the forward equations presented in the Appendix.
We construct the sequence {p}' _0 on a finite discretization of S x Q x E. So from p"
to pn+1, we will have to extrapolate the values of p" to outside the grid using extrapolation
methods in MATLAB. Fixing a precision 6, the algorithm stops when ||pn+ 1 - pnI
1.5 Asset price volatility and leverage
This section uses the algorithm just described to compute incomplete and complete markets
equilibria and study asset price and leverage. In order to focus on asset price, I only keep one
real asset in fixed supply. Each financial asset corresponds to a leverage level. Suppose selling
financial asset j requires kg units of the fixed-supply asset as collateral and price of j is pj. This
operation is equivalent to buy kg units of the real asset, at price q with pj borrowed. Therefore,
leverage as defined in Geanakoplos (2009) by the ratio between total value of the real asset over
the down payment paid by the buyer:
L - kjq _ q
k 3q - pj q -
If in equilibrium, only one financial asset j is traded, the leverage level corresponding to the
financial asset is called the leverage level of the economy.
To make the analysis as well as numerical procedure simple, I allow for only one asset
and two types of agents: optimists and pessimists, each in measure 1 of identical agents. The
general framework in Section 1.2 allows for wide range of financial assets with different promises
and collateral requirements. However, given that the total quantity of collateral is exogenously
bounded, in equilibrium, only certain financial assets are actively traded. I choose a specific
setting based on Geanakoplos (2009), in which I can find exactly which assets are traded.
The setting requires that promises are state-incontingent and in each aggregate state there are
only two possible future aggregate states. The assets that are traded are the assets that allow
maximum borrowing while keeping the payoff to lenders riskless. Endogenous financial assets
interestingly generates the most volatility in the wealth distribution as agents borrow to the
maximum and lose most of their wealth as they lose their bets but their wealth increases largely
when they win. This volatility in the wealth distribution in turn feeds in to asset price volatility.
Endogenous set of traded assets also implies endogenous leverage which has been of the
object of interest during the current financial crisis. In order to match the observed pattern of
leverage, i.e., high in good states and low in bad states, I introduce the possibility for changing
types of uncertainty from one aggregate state to others. This feature is introduced in Subsection
1.5.2.
To answer questions related to collateral requirements, in Subsection 1.5.2, I allow regulators
to control the sets of financial assets that can be traded. Given the restricted set, the endogenous
active assets can still be determined. One special case is the extreme regulation that shuts down
financial markets. There are surprising consequences of these regulations on welfare of agents,
on the equilibrium wealth distribution and on asset prices.
1.5.1 The model
There are two aggregate states s = G or B and one single asset of which the dividend depends
on the state s
d(G) > d(B).
The state follows a I.I.D process, with the probability of high dividends 7r unknown to agents
in this economy. However the transition matrix is unknown to the agents in this economy. The
supply of the asset is exogenous and normalized to 1. Let q (8 t) denote the ex-dividend price
of the asset at each history st = (so, si,... , st).
Financial Markets: At each history st, we consider the set of J of financial assets which
promise state-independent pay-offs next period. I normalize these promises to bj = 1. Asset j
also requires kg units of the real asset as collateral. The effective pay-off is therefore
fj,t+1 (st+1) = min {1, kg (q (st+1) + d (st+1))}
Fostel and Geanakoplos (2008), Geanakoplos (2009) and recently Simsek (2009b) argue
that if we allow for the set J to be dense enough that contains the complete set of collateral
requirements, then in equilibrium the only financial asset is traded is the one with the minimum
collateral level k* (st) to avoid default:
k* (St) = max
st+1|st q (st+1) + d (st+1 )
This statement applies for my general set up under the condition that in each history node,
there are only two future aggregate states. The following proposition makes it clear.
Proposition 1.8 Suppose in each event node st, there are only two possible future aggregate
states st+1. Given the set J, there is no more than one actively traded asset with collateral
requirement less than or equal to k* (st). There is also no more than one actively traded asset
with collateral requirement greater than or equal to k* (st).
Proof. The proof of the first part requires an analysis of portfolio choice of the sellers of
these securities and is detailed in the Appendix. For the second part, notice that all securities
with collateral greater than or equal to k* (st) is riskless to the buyers, i.e. deliver 1 units of
final good regardless of the future states. Hence, these securities are sold at the same price.
In addition, the sellers of the securities prefer selling securities with the least level collateral
requirement to save their collateral. Therefore in equilibrium, only one security, with the
collateral requirement the smallest above k* (st) , is traded. m
Imagine that the set J includes all collateral requirements kg E R+, kj > 0.12. Proposition
1.8 says that only securities with collateral requirement exactly equals to k* (st) are traded
in equilibrium. Therefore the only actively traded financial asset is riskless to its buyers. Let
p (st) denote the price of this financial asset. The endogenous interest rate is therefore
r (st)= (t)- 1.
p (s8)
Consumers: There are two types agents in this economy, optimists, 0, and pessimists, P,
each in measure one of identical agents. They have the same utility function
00
#/3tU (ct), (1.30)
t=O
and endowment e in each period. But they differ in their belief about the transition matrix of
the aggregate state s. Suppose agent h E {O, P} estimates the probability of high dividends as
7 =r 1 - 7.We suppose no > 7re, i.e. optimists always think that good states are more likely
than the pessimists think they are.
So each agent maximizes the inter-temporal utility (1.30) given their belief of the evolution
1 2 To apply the existence theorem 1.2 I need J to be finite. But we can think of J as a fine enough grid.
of the aggregate state, they are subject to
ct + qt 0t + ptbt $< et + (qt + dt) Ot-1 + ftq$t-I (1.31)
no short-sale
Ot > 0 (1.32)
and collateral constraint
t + #tk* 0, (1.33)
for each h E {O, P}. At time t, each agent choose to buy Ot units of real asset at price qt and
4t units of financial asset at price pt. Moreover, Proposition 1.8 allows us to focus on only one
level of collateral requirement k*.
Given prices q and p, this program yields solution ct (st) , Oh ( 5t) , #h (st) . In equilibrium
prices {qt (st) } and {pt (st) } are such that asset and financial markets clear, i.e.,
00 + Op= 1
for each history st.
I define the financial wealth of each agent at the beginning of each period as
h (qt + dt) Oh-1 + ftt-
qt + dt
Due to the collateral constraint, in equilibrium, wt must always be positive and
o P
The pay-off relevant state space
{(Wt, St) : Wt E [0, 1 and st E {G, B}}
is compact. I look for Markov equilibria in which prices and allocations depend solely on that
state. In Sections 1.3 and 1.4, I show the existence of such a Markov equilibrium and develop
an algorithm that computes the equilibrium.
1.5.2 Numerical Results
Numerical example
# = 0.5
d(G) = 1>d(B)=0.2
U (c) = log (c)
And the beliefs are -r = 0.9 > 7rp = 0.5. I will vary the endowments of the optimists and the
pessimists, e0 and ep respectively, in different numerical exercises.
Asset Prices
Given that the main demand for the asset comes from the optimists, when their endowment is
small, their demand is more elastic with respect to "normalized financial wealth". To investigate
that relationship, I fix the endowment of the pessimists at
ep = [10 10.8
and vary the endowment of the optimist
eo = e e]
I keep the aggregate endowment constant by choosing the pessimists' endowment to be state
dependent.
Incomplete Markets Equilibrium: I rewrite the budget constraint of the optimists (1.31)
using the normalized financial wealth, wt,
ct +qtt+ ptt < eo + (qt + d)w 0 .
Therefore, their total wealth e0 + (qt + dt) wo affects their demand for the asset. If non-financial
endowment e0 of the optimists is small relative to price of the asset, their demand for asset is
more elastic with respect to their financial wealth (qt + dt) wO. I compute Markov equilibria
for two values of the optimists' wealth e = 1 and 10. Figure 1-1 plots price of the asset as
function of the optimists' normalized financial wealth wo. The dashed line corresponds to the
high "non-financial" wealth of the optimists: eo = 10; the solid line corresponds to low the
low "non-financial" wealth of the optimists: eo = 1. The figure shows that the elasticity of
price with respect to w increases as we reduce the non-financial wealth of the optimists from
eo = 10 to eo = 1.
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Figure 1-1: Asset Price Under Incomplete Markets
There are two main factors that affect asset prices. The first factor is the aggregate state.
Aggregate states affect prices through endowments of agents. Because their endowments de-
termine their consumption, and thus determine the marginal utility at which they evaluate
value of the asset. Aggregate states also affect asset prices through the evolution of future
aggregate states, if these states are persistent. The second factor that I emphasize here is
the financial wealth distribution, as it affects the budget constraints of different agents. The
0.95
0 .9r
0.85
0.8
-e=10
financial wealth distribution may vary significantly, especially when some agents have limited
non-financial wealth. Figure 1-2 shows the evolution of the "normalized financial wealth" of
the optimists, w0 , when their non-financial endowment is relatively small with respect to the
price of the asset: eo = 1. The left panel corresponds to the current state s = G, and the right
panel corresponds to the current state s = B. The solid lines represent next period normalized
wealth of the optimists as function of the current normalized wealth, if good shock realizes next
period. The dashed lines represent the same function when bad shocks realizes next period. I
also plot the 45 degree lines for comparison. This figure shows that, in general, good shocks
tend to increase and bad shocks tend to decrease the normalized wealth of the optimists.
When wo is close to zero, the optimists are highly leveraged to buy the asset. If a bad
shocks hits in the next period, they have to sell off their asset holdings to pay off their debts.
Their next period "financial wealth" plummets and contributes to the fall in asset price.
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Figure 1-2: Dynamics of Wealth Distribution under Incomplete Markets
Complete Markets Equilibrium: In a complete markets equilibrium, as shown in the Appen-
dix, remark 1.1, the state variable is the consumption of the optimists. However, there is a
one-to-one mapping from this state variable to a more meaningful state variable which is the
relative wealth of the optimists. Given that markets are complete, wealth of each consumer is
defined as the current value of her current and future stream consumption
00
Vh Zpt (st+r) ci±r (ht+r)
r=O
where pt (st+r) denotes the time t Arrow-Debreu price for a claim to a unit of consumption at
date t + r and sate st+r. Let
_ 
Vt00 _ t
Wt=V0 + VPtt
denote the relative wealth of the optimists with respect to the total wealth. Similar to the
incomplete markets equilibrium, this variable determines asset price and constantly changes as
aggregate shocks hit the economy. Figure 1-3 depicts the relationship between asset price and
relative wealth. This figure is the counterpart of Figure 1-1 for complete markets.
Complete Markets Equilibrium
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Figure 1-3: Asset Price under Complete Markets
Notice that at two extreme W =0 (on the left of Figure 1-3) or 1 (on the right of Figure 1-
3), we go back to the representative agent economy in which there are either only the optimists
or the pessimists. The representative consumer consumes all the aggregate endowment in each
period. Asset price is determined by her marginal utility.
q (s) U' (e (s)) = >I #P (s, s') U' (e (s')) (q (s') + d (s'))
St
so, we can rewrite these equations as
q (G) d (G) (1.34)
q(B) d(B)
where X and Y are matrices with elements that are functions of marginal utilities and transition
probabilities. This formula also suggests that volatility of price of an asset is proportional to
volatility of its dividends if X- 1 Y is state-independent.
Consider a special case when the aggregate endowments are constant across states and
shocks are I.I.D, we have
q(G)=q(B)= (P(G)d(G)+-P(B)d(B)),
i.e., asset price is constant in the long run. When O? = 0, asset price is the discounted value
of average dividends evaluated at the pessimists' belief
qP = (1 -7r) d (B)),
1 - #7~ G)+(
0which is smaller than when w-t 1, where asset price is the discounted value of average
dividends evaluated at the optimists' belief
go _ 0 (7od (G) + (1 - 70") d (B)) > qP.
In the short-run, however, the wealth distribution constantly changes as shocks hit the
economy. Figure 1-4 depicts the evolution of the relative wealth distribution that determines
the evolution of asset price under complete markets. This figure is the counterpart of Figure
1-2 under complete markets. Given that the aggregate endowment is constant, the transition
of the wealth distribution does not depend on current aggregate state, unlike under incomplete
markets. The optimists buy more Arrow-Debreu assets that deliver in the good future states
and buy less Arrow-Debreu assets that delivers in bad future states. Therefore, when a good
shock hits, the relative wealth of the optimists increases (solid line) and vice versa when a bad
shock hits (dashed line).
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Figure 1-4: Dynamics of Wealth Distribution under Complete Markets
Asset Price Volatility
We compare asset prices, and asset price volatility of the Markov equilibrium with the complete
markets benchmark. Consider first what happens with complete markets: Asset price does
depend on the wealth distribution W and its evolution. However, in the long run W- converges
to 0 or to 1 depending on whether the pessimists or the optimists hold the correct belief.
Therefore, in the long run, asset price only depends on the aggregate states.
In the case of Markov equilibrium, however, consumers with incorrect beliefs are protected
by the no default penalty assumption. They always survive in equilibrium, and constantly
speculate on asset prices. First, asset prices are not only state dependent but also depend on
the wealth of the optimists. Second, their wealth undergoes large swings as they lose or win
their bet after each period. The two components increase the volatility of asset price compared
to the complete markets case.
I measure price volatility as one-period ahead standard deviation of price. This measure is
the discrete time equivalence of the continuous instant volatility, see for example Xiong and Yan
(2009). The following figure shows the evolution of asset price volatility under the assumption
that the pessimists hold the correct belief. The figure shows that, in short run, asset price
is more or less volatile in the complete markets equilibrium than in the incomplete markets
economy depending on the relative non-financial wealth of agents. However, in the long run,
as the optimists are driven out in the complete markets equilibrium, asset price is history
independent and price volatility is proportional to dividend volatility. This property does not
hold in the incomplete markets equilibrium, the overly optimistic agents constantly speculate
on asset price using the same asset as collateral. Asset price becomes more volatile than in the
complete markets equilibrium, given the wealth of the optimists constantly change as they win
or loose their bets.
Strikingly, the smaller the non-financial wealth of the optimist is, the higher the short-run
asset price volatility in the incomplete markets equilibrium but the lower the short-run asset
price volatility in the complete markets equilibrium. This is because, incomplete markets, it
takes less time to drive out the optimists if they have lower non-financial wealth. As we increase
the non-financial wealth of the optimists, we increase the short-run volatility of asset price with
complete markets and decrease the short-run volatility of asset price with incomplete markets.
Figure 1-5 plots the average asset price volatility over time for complete markets (dashed lines)
and for incomplete markets (solid lines) equilibria, with different levels of "non-financial wealth"
of the optimists (low and high). This figure shows that, above some certain level of non-financial
wealth of the optimists, in the short-run asset price is more volatile under complete markets.
But in the long run, the reverse inequality holds (right panel).
The financial crisis 2007-2008
Geanakoplos (2009) argues that the introduction of CDS triggered the financial crisis 2007-
2008. The reason is that the introduction of CDS moves the markets close to complete. CDS
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Figure 1-5: Asset Price Volatility Over Time
allow pessimists to leverage their pessimism about the assets. I do the same exercise here by
simulating a financial markets equilibrium in its stationary state from time t = 0 until time
t = 50.13 At t = 51 markets suddenly become complete. In Figure 1-6 left panel plots asset
price level and right panel plots asset price volatility over time. The simulation shows that,
asset price decreases, but asset price volatility increases in the short run after the introduction
of CDS. The reason for the fall in asset price is that the "pessimists can leverage their view".
The reason for increasing in asset price volatility is the movement in the wealth distribution
toward the long-run wealth distribution, which concentrates on pessimists. Asset price decreases
because the pessimists can leverage their pessimism with complete markets.
Dynamic leverage cycles
Even though the example in Subsection 1.5.2 generates high asset price volatility, leverage is
not consistent with what we observe in financial markets: high leverage in good times and low
13In order to generate high short-run asset price volatility, I choose a high level of the optimists' endowment
eo = 10.
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Figure 1-6: Financial Crisis 2007-2008
leverage in bad times, as documented in Geanakoplos (2009).
In order to generate the procyclicality of leverage, I use the insight from Geanakoplos
(2009) regarding aggregate uncertainty: bad news must generate more uncertainty and more
disagreement in order to reduce equilibrium leverage significantly. To formalize this type of
news, I assume that after a series of good shocks, the first bad shock does not immediately
reduce dividends. After this bad shock, however, dividends plunge if a second bad shock hits
the economy. Therefore the first bad shock increases uncertainty regarding dividends. In a
dynamic setting, the formulation translates to a dividend process that depends not only on
current aggregate shock but also on last period aggregate shock. Therefore we need to use four
aggregate states, instead of the two aggregate states in the last subsections:
s c {GG,GB, BG, BB}.
Figure 1-7, left panel, shows that the initial bad shocks following a series of good shocks does
not reduce dividends. However, the fall in dividends increases, falling to 0.2, if a second bad
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Figure 1-7: Evolution of the Aggregate States
shock hits the economy, i.e., the first bad shock increases uncertainty in dividends. The right
panel of the figure shows the evolution through time of the aggregate states using Markov chain
representation.
This aggregate uncertainty structure generates high leverage at good states GG and BG and
low leverage in bad states GB and BB. Figure 1-8 shows this pattern of leverage. The dashed
line represents leverage level in good states s = GG or BG as a function of the normalized
wealth distribution. The two solids lines represent leverage level in bad states s = GB or
BB. We see that leverage decreases dramatically from good states to bad states. However, in
contrast to the static version in Geanakoplos (2009), changes in the wealth distribution do not
amplify the decline in leverage from good states to bad states as leverage is insensitive to the
wealth distribution in bad states.
Moreover, this version of dynamic leverage cycles generates a pattern of leverage build-up in
good times. Good shocks increase leverage as they increase the wealth of the optimists relative
to the wealth of the pessimists and leverage is increasing the wealth of the optimists. Figure
1-9 shows the evolution of the wealth distribution and leverage over time. The economy starts
at good state and wo = 0. It experiences 9 consecutive good shocks from t = 1 to 9 and two
bad shocks at t = 10, 11 then another 9 good shocks from t = 12 to 20. This figure shows that,
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Figure 1-8: Leverage Cycles
in good states, both the wealth of the optimists and leverage increase. However their wealth
and leverage plunge when bad shocks hit the economy.
Regulating Leverage
Subsection 1.5.2 shows that, in a incomplete markets equilibrium, when the non-financial wealth
of the optimists is small relative to asset prices, variations in their wealth play an important
role in driving up asset price volatility. It is then tempting to conclude that by restricting
leverage, we can reduce the variation of wealth of the optimists, therefore reduce asset price
volatility. However, this simple intuition is not always true by two reasons. First, restricting
leverage limits the demand for asset of the optimists when their "financial wealth" is small,
therefore drives down asset price. In contrast, when their "financial wealth" is large, restricting
leverage does not affect the demand, thus does not affect asset price. The two channels create
a potential for higher asset price volatility. Second, restricting leverage does reduce asset price
in the short run when the optimists are poor, however in the long run they can accumulate the
asset and become wealthier. High leverage requirements prevent them from falling back to the
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Figure 1-9: Leverage Cycles
low wealth region. So in the long run, restricting leverage drives up asset price volatility due
to the first reason and high long run wealth of the optimists.
To show this statement, I go to the extreme case, when leverage is strictly forbidden, i.e.,
there are no financial assets. The Figure 1-10 plots the volatility of asset price as function of the
14wealth of the optimists in two cases, with financial markets and without financial markets .
We can see that, with financial markets, asset volatility is higher when the optimists are poor
and lower when they are rich. The reverse holds without financial markets. The numerical
solution also shows that, without financial markets, the optimists always accumulate assets to
move up to the high wealth region. This. dynamics makes asset price more volatile without
financial markets then it is with financial markets.
Figure 1-11 shows the Monte-Carlo simulation for an economy starting in good state and
WO - 0. The figure plots the evolution of the average of the normalized financial wealth of the
4Without financial market, "financial wealth" is asset holding itself.
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optimists, left panel, and asset price volatility, right panel, over time (the solid lines represent
the unregulated economy and the dashed lines represent the regulated economy). As discussed
above, the wealth of the optimists remains low in average in the unregulated economy but
increases to a permanently high level under regulation. Thus, initially asset price volatility is
higher in the unregulated economy than in the regulated economy. The reverse inequality holds,
however, as over time, the wealth of the optimists increase more in the regulated economy than
in the unregulated economy.
I conclude this part with two additional remarks. First, intermediate regulations can be
computed using Proposition 1.8. If the regulator requires collateral k > kr. Then the proposi-
tion shows that in equilibrium, only the leverage level max (k*, kr) prevails. Numerical solution
for intermediate regulations, confirms the conclusion in the paragraphs above. Second, regula-
tion not only fails to reduce asset price volatility, it also reduces welfare of both types of agents
as it reduces trading possibilities.
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1.6 Conclusion
In this paper I develop a dynamic general equilibrium model to examine the effects of belief
heterogeneity on the survival of agents and on asset price and investment volatility under
different financial markets structures. I show that, when financial markets are endogenously
incomplete, agents with incorrect beliefs survive in the long run. The survival of these agents
leads to higher asset price and investment volatility. This result contrasts with the frictionless
complete markets case, in which agents holding incorrect beliefs are eventually driven out and
as a result, asset prices and investment exhibit lower volatility.
In addition, I show the existence of stationary Markov equilibria in this framework with
incomplete financial markets and with general production and capital accumulation technology.
I also develop an algorithm for computing the equilibria. As a result, the framework can be
readily used to investigate questions about the interaction between financial markets and the
macroeconomy. For instance, it would be interesting in future work to apply these methods
in calibration exercises using more rigorous quantitative asset pricing techniques, such as in
Alvarez and Jermann (2001). This could be done by allowing for uncertainty in the growth
rate of dividends rather than uncertainty in the levels, as modeled in this paper, in order to
match the rate of return on stock markets and the growth rate of aggregate consumption. Such
a model would provide a set of moment conditions that could be used to estimate relevant
parameters using GMM as in Chien and Lustig (2009). A challenge in such work, however, is
that finding the Markov equilibria is computationally demanding.
A second avenue for further research is to examine more normative questions in the frame-
work developed in this paper. My results suggest, for example, that financial regulation aimed
at reducing asset price and real investment volatility should be state-depedent, as conjectured
by Geanakoplos (2009). It would also be interesting to consider the effects of other intervention
policies, such as bail-out or monetary policies.
1.7 Appendix
To prove the existence of equilibrium in finite horizon, I allow utility to be dependent of labor
decision. So per period utility of agent h is Uh (c, Lh - 1) : (R+) 2 -- R over consumption and
leisure. I replace Assumption 1.5 by the following Assumption
Assumption 1.5b: Uh (c, 1) is strictly increasing in c, non-decreasing in 1 and concave in
(c, 1) .
Definition 1.4 An allocation
cet) , kt, (St) , laht (si),t (
K, (st) , Kao,t (st) , Oa,t (st)
Kft (st) , La,t (st) , Ya,t (st)
together with the no default penalty defined in (1.3), is attainable if consumptions, real asset
holdings, labor decision from the consumers, new and old real assets decision from the real asset
producers and capital and labor decisions of final good producers are positive. The resources
constrained are satisfied
La - la,t (s')
0a,t (st) _> Ta (Kat (st) , Ka,t (sT)
F (Kft (st) , La,t (st) , s) Ya,t (st)
({a,T (ST) F ka (0, Ka,T (sT)) given Ka,T+1 (sT) = 0) and excess demands are negative:
First, excess demands on the good markets are negative:
H H J H
Ct + -a,t - E -- da,t ka, 1 - 5 Ya,t - ( t-1) bjt 0
h=1 aEAO h=1 aEA1 h aEAo j=1 h=1
f,t=bj,t
Second, for a E AO
H
Z kat - Kat < 0
h=1
HKa,t - ak ,_1-
h=1
H
t- Zk ,t_1 -
h=1
J H
j=1 (h=1 ,t1)k 
-
fj,t<bj,t
E
j=1
fj,t<bj,t
H
h=,
H
La,t - ik 0
h=1
H
E Oj t <0.
h=1
H
k, Ka,1 < 0.
h=1
for a E Al
(1.35)
in each time-state t, st with 0 < t < T. For the initial period there is no explicit initial debt
and the aggregate supply of asset a is Ka,_1 so
H
eo - da,oKa,-1
h=1 aEA1
- >3 Ya,O 0
aEAo
k, -_Ka,-1 < 0
h=1
Kao - Ka,-1 < 0
a,o Ka,-1 0
H
Lao - Ea,o 0
h=1
H
E , < 0.
h=1
H Ska,o
h=1
- Ka,0 0
H1
co h
h=1
+ E a,o -
aEAo
For a E Al
For a E Ao
(1.36)
For t = T, there is no financial assets that pay-off at T + 1, so
H
Y ± + a,T
h=1 aEAo
H J
- e E da,T a,-1 S Ya,T -
h=1 aEA1 h aEAo j=1
fj,T=bj,T
H
,T-1h bj,T :! 0
h=1
H
a,T a,T-1
h=1
3,T-1) k ,T-1 5 0
J H
j=1 (h=1
fj,T <bj,T
H
La,T - la,T <_ 0.
h=1
H
Ka,T - k
h=1
Lemma 1.4 The set of attainable allocations is bounded.
Proof. We prove this Lemma by induction in t.
Before all, notice that given
5 k h
fj,t<bj,t h
for each a E A1, and t < T, we have
h
ffj~t j~ h
h
5kao < Ka,_1
h
Step 1 t - t + 1: Suppose there is an M such that for each attainable allocations associate
For a E Ai
For a E A0
(1.37)
h
J H
7,,T -1 k jT- _1< 0
j=1 (h=1
fj,T<bj,T
with an economy that
Mt > ch (st) > 0
M h (t) 0Mt ka,t (s) 2 0
Mt Kt (sI) > 0
Mt Ka,t (S') 2 0
Mt K't+ 1 (st+1) 0
Mt Ya,t+1 (st+l) 2 0
Mt |Kpa,t (st)I
we show that the statement holds at t + 1 < T by using the system of inequalities (1.35) and
(1.37): For a E Ao we have
H
K",t+1- ka, -
h=1 j=1fj,t+1<bj,t+1
and
H
h=1
therefore
Ka4,t+1 HMt = Mt4+1-
Similarly
H
K,+ - 5k, -
h=1
i H
j=1 (h=1fj,t+1<bj,t+1
therefore
a,t+1 - M+1-
H
(h=1
Besides,
7pa,t+1 Pa (Kat+21 Ka,t+ 1)
> Ta (0, MZO+1) =-a t+1
Second
H H
Ct+1 S a,t+i- et+1- da,t+1
h=1 aEAo h=1 aEA1
a ,t- a,t+
h aEAo ifj,t+1
JH
h bj,t+1
=1 h=1 t
=bj,t+1
and
H
h=1 t <0
implies
H
Ct+1
h=1
+ E Oa,t+1
aEAo
H
E t+1
h=1
+ 5da,t+1Ka,-1 + AoMt.
aEA1
Given that cth+1 > 0, for a E Ao
H
Va,t+1 +1ax Ee
h=1
+ 5 da,t+1Ka,-1 +
aEA1
AoMt + (Ao - 1)M+ 1 =MO+1-
Ta(Ka , t+1K,,t+1) < MO 1
since
Also, given
Ka,t+1 a d e Mi+1e
and Ta is decreasing in Ka,t+1, we have
Ta (Ka",t+1,I MZ+1) < Mt+1
Therefore,
T a(Ka , t+1,1Ka,t+1) : Na,t+1-
Kat+1  ' (M+ 1, = Ma"t+1
Finally
H H
Ct+ 1  e et+ ~ da,t+1Ka,-1 + AoMt - 5 pa,t+1
h=1 h=1 aEA1 aEAo
H
5 t+1 + E da,t+1Ka,-1 + AoMt + E Mt+1 = M+1 -
h=1 aEA1 aEAo
Lastly,
H
La,t+2  5 La = La
h=1
and
H
K t+ 2 ) 7ka,t+1 a,t+1 - Ma,t+1
h=1
therefore
Yt+2 max Fa (Ma, 2, La, s) =Ma,t+1
Let
Mt+1 = max (Mf+1, , t'+, Mat+1, at+1, t+17 a,t+)
we have
ch I kh K at+1,Ka,t+17 Na,t+1 Kfa,t+2, Ya,t+2
are bounded by Mt+1.
Step 2 t = 0 : Similarly proof using (1.36). m
Proof of Theorem 1.2. In this proof, we allow non-trivial labor choice decision, by sup-
posing utility function of each consumer is concave over consumption and leisure Uh (c, L - 1).
We restrict choices of produces and consumers to [-2MT, 2MT],(keeping bond holding choices
in [-B, +B] and labor choices of final good producers in [0, 2La]) constructed from above. To
simplify the proof, we switch from the final good as numeraire to the following normalization:
Let A denote the set of prices (pC, q*, qa, da, Wa, pj) such that
C
p) ,qa,qa da Wa, Pi > 0
pC+ E qa*+ q+ E da + a jWa+e pj
aEA0 aEA aEA0 aEA0 56,7
For each state st we normalize prices in each time-state pair such that
(pc (st) Iqa (s') , qa (st) , da (st) , Wa (st) , Pj (s') E A.
for t < T - 1 and for the final date
in which
A = ,(pc qa, da, Wa) >0 : pc + 1 qa + S da + 5 Wa
aEAO aEAO aE AO
Notice that the no-default constraint has become
A
fi,t+i (st+1) = min p (st) by (st+i) , ki (st) (qa (st+1)
Sa=1
+ da (st+1 ))
The optimal decisions of the capital producers yield (Kat, Ka,t, ta,t)sEET-1
ers yields Kf La,t, Ya,t and the decision of the consumer yields
,final good produc-
(c, 1h, k,
Let Z denote the correspondence that maps each set of prices
(pt iqt wt'pj,t)SEE_1 X (q, p',tdt~) E _\T1
to the excess demand in each market in each time-state pair
Z: AI x (A) T T -1 R(1+A14A0+J)||T-1||+(1+3A0)||rT\ T -1j
= 1 -
(q, pc, da, Wa, P) E AfI,
x ca, 
p E A x A z = (excess demands) (1.38)
The component of the excess demand in each market corresponds to the component of the
price system in that market. When o E I T-1 there is one market for final good, A1 markets
for assets with fixed supply and 4Ao markets corresponding to new units, old units for asset
production, old units for production and labor market for each asset with elastic supply, and
finally J market for financial securities. When o E |JET|| there are no market for financial
securities nor new units of assets.
In Lemma 1.6, we establish that Z is upper hemi-continuous and compact, convex-valued.
Given each individual choice is bounded, Z is bounded for example by a closed cube K of
R(1+A1+4Ao+J)||ET-1||+(1+3Ao) I1T\ET-1 I1
Consider the following correspondence
F: A x A )xKm Alf x (Af 1  '" x K
1||x 'A ,z~- 11 K
arg max {5- z}x Z (p).
Since F is an upper hemi-continous correspondence, with non-empty, compact convex value.
Kakutani's theorem guarantees that F has a fixed point
= ((PE,#*i,t, 4a,t, Ea,t, ia,t, j,t),,ET-1 X (PT Ca,T, da,T, Wa,T) sT\rT-1 -
We simplify the notations by denoting
E (s') = (p-, *,,a,g, ,t, Ea,t, pt) for st ET
pT (ST) _ (T, a,T, a,Ti, a,T) for ST E ET\T-1
Notice that, by summing up over consumers' budget constraint as done in Lemma 1.5 we obtain
the following inequalities
J
+ Epjt Zj,t (s' )
j=1
+ q* Zi't" (st) +
a e A (
qa,t Zt(s')
aEAO
+ 1: da,tZa7
aEAo
(1.39)(st) + Wa,tZa't (St) < 0
aEAo
for each t < T - 1. Notice that for t = 0 EH_1 ,_>1 = 0 and E H1 k, 1 = Ka,_1 . For the
notations used above, we have
H
Zg (s)=1
h=1
H
ct + E Va,t - et - da,t ka,t _1 > ya,t
aEAo h=1 aEA1 h aEAO
H
Zat (st) = ka,-K"
h=1
H
- 1kat 1 -
h=1
H
- hk=,t 1 -
h=1
ZaL.t (st) = La,t
j=1
fj,t <bj,t
H
->31a,t
h=1
For a E AO
Zf (st) = kt - kh,_ 1 - k ,, #4t_1
fj,t<p'bj,t h
and for j E Jt
Zj,t (st) = 4 ,h
h
ptiZC (si) + E
a E A1
,a3-1 bj,b
j=1 h=1
fj,t=pibj,t
Z (st) = Ka,t
qa,t Zit (S')
J H
j=1 (h=1
fj,t <bj,t
akj,r-3,t-1 ) tZf (St) = Kf t
Ha
Yt-1 ~
h=1
For t = T
C ZT (T) ± T o (ST) + ~ aT~(ST) ±+ aZ (ST) < 0pZ (s + ga,TT T da,TZTKf T 'Wa,TZs_
aEA0 aEA0 aEA0
with
H H
Z (I)= C+ V)a,T-Se- da,TEka,T-1- Ya,T-
h=1 aEAO h=1 aEAi h aEAo
7, (#T-1) bjT
j=1 h=1
fj,T=P' bj,T
H J 0
a,T - ka,T -
h=1 j=1 (h
f1 ,T<b3 ,T
H J H
T -ka,T S (
h=1 j=1 (h=
fjT<bj,T
H
ZaT (sT) La,T - E la,T
h=1
Z#T-1) k ,T
=1
#s,1k>,T
We re-write these inequalities compactly as
P, (sI) -it(sI) < 0 Vt = 0, s1.
Given
pt E arg max{p. t}
jpEA
we have (by choosing j in the corner of A or Af depending on whether t < T) It 0 for
each time-state pair t, st. In Lemma 1.4, the choices are bounded by MT therefore the artificial
bound 2MT is not binding. Now we can show that prices are strictly positive:
1) p' > 0 otherwise cth will reach the artificial bound 2MT, which contradicts the fact that the
bound is not binding. Similarly
2) Given > 0, d,,t > 0 otherwise Rf,t will reach the artificial bound.
-h3) Given da,t+1 > 0, q,t > 0 otherwise kat will reach the artificial bound.
4) Given pt > 0, qa,t > 0 otherwise K0 , will reach the artificial bound.
(1.40)
Zao (T ) = K
Z T7 (sT) =Ka
5) If Wa,t = 0 then Lt = 2La,lh < Lah which contradicts the negative excess demand in the
labor markets, so Ta,t > 0.
6) Finally if , 0 then Nt+1 = B because fj,t+1 > 0, therefore Eh 034+1 = HB > 0, which
contradicts the negative excess demand in the financial market for asset j.
Therefore, we must have
p -,q*,,t q a,t, aa,t, a,t, i ,)t > 0.
p' > 0 also implies budget constraints, and therefore (1.39) and (1.40) hold with equality, so
markets must clear. The collateral constraints (1.8) implies that if #j,t < 0 then -#jt < M,
where kj,a = minsEs kj,a (s) > k. Therefore if #ht > 0; #4t < (H - 1) T-. We can choose MT
independent of B, so we can choose B such that B = (H - 1) MT; this artificial constraint willkj,a
not be binding. To conclude, observing that in this fixed point, all the artificial bounds are
slack: we have thus found an equilibrium. n
Lemma 1.5 (Walras' Law) Given that consumers, firms optimize subject to their constraints,
we obtain inequalities (1.39) and (1.40).
Proof. We sum up the budget constraints (1.7) across all consumers
J( pic + ( ( qa,tkat + kahq t + pj,tq st
h h aEAi h aEAo h j=1
J
< p et --+ Wa,t la,t + jt #,t-1
h h aEAo h j=1
+ > (qa,t + da,t) kat- 1 + 5 (qa,t + da,t) ka 1
h aEAo h aEAi
a a
So, moving endowment in final good et from the right hand side to the left hand side we obtain
1 Ch e h+1 a,t (ka, t
h h / aEA1 h /
+: q* t (zk ht + Epj't (Yzh t)
)J
< ~ S a, + 55fOt5 jaEAo h j=1 h
h aEAo h j=1
+ ~ 5 (qa,t + da,t) ka, 1 + (qa,t + Ida,t) ka-1
h aEAo h aEcA1
a+A S E 5at
aE.AO a(EAO
Notice that
, = PCya,t 
- da,tKat 
- wa,tLa,t
and
(1.41)
1 1
a,t = q*,tKa,t - P'#a,t - ga,tKa,t-
and if fj,t < pcbj,t
A
fj,t = kjt (qa,t + da,t).
a=1
Plugging these equalities into, (1.41) we obtain exactly the inequality(1.39).
(1.40) is obtained similarly. m
The inequality
Lemma 1.6 Z defined in (1.38) is upper hemi-continuous and compact, convex-valued.
Proof. These properties are standard. m
Proof of Lemma 1.3. Given any equilibrium, let pa,t denote the Lagrange multipliers
associated to the collateral constraints, (1.8) in the consumers' optimization problem. First we
show that consumptions are bounded from above and below: Market clearing condition implies
ch < E. Second for each t one of the feasible strategies is to consume at least the endowment in
each period therefore
>ZPh (8 st) /n'tU (ct) E >ZPh (st'|
t'=t t'=t
Therefore
Uh (ct) + max{ 1 _3 h Uh 0 min min 1 Uh 
(eh (s)) , min Uh (eh(
se-S -/h \ IseS
c h > C.
Second, we prove by induction that for each a E Ao, Kat+1 < Ka. Indeed, good market at
time t clears implies
Wea (Ka,t+1,I Ka,t) <_ Ta (s) _ XFa (Ka, Ea)
given
Ka,t = Ka,t Ka
and 'Ja is decreasing in the second parameter, we have
'Fa (Kalt+1, Ka,t) ! WFa (Ka,t+ 1, Ea)-
Therefore
Since x'a is increasing in the first parameters, we have
Ka,t+1 Ka-
Now, the first-order condition of the asset producers implies
, &Ia (Ka,t+1, Ka,t)
qa, t - Ka,t+1
s))
st) Oth'Uh (eh (St'O
Ta (Ka,t+1, Ea) :! T a (Ka, Ea) -
= inf-
-a O<K,Kn Ka
q = if -
O<K,KoKa
BO'Ia (K, KO) ,
WK & a, t -
89a (K, K") < q <
8K"
sup
O<K,Kn<Ka
sup
O<K,Ko<Ka
Bla (K, KO) _,
= qa-OK
a'Ia (KK 0 ) _
aK" qa-
The first-order condition with respect to kh+1 implies
Pa - q*,,Uh (c) + phE [(qa,t+1 + da,t+1) U (c4+1 =0
therefore
q*U (c )
so da,t+1 is bounded by
Given
;> phEP [(qt+1 + da,t+i) Uh' (c +)
> #Eh Ida,t+1U' (c+1)
q *Uh (E) d
aPr (st+1St) UFa (C) La
da,t+1 = Fa,K (Ka,t+1,7 La)
Ka,t+1 is bounded from below by Ka > 0. Also da,t+1 = Fa,K (Ka,t+1, La) > Fa,K (ka, La) =da
Similarly we have bounds U7 and w for wa,t+1-
For a E Al
H
qa,t K c = qa
Ka,-l
otherwise there will be a consumer that holds at least Ka,-1 units of asset a at st after paying-off
her debt. This consumer can sell part of her holding to pay-off debt and consume the rest of the
sale. This strategy would give her more expected utility than her current one. This contradicts
Therefore
Similarly
the optimally of her current choice. More formally, given
ka, t-1
h
= Ka,-1,
there must exist a consumer h such that
a,t-1 + z #t_1kt_2 Ka_
Therefore her budget at the beginning of period t will exceed
et + I Wa,tlet + f,t# t_1 + S (qa,t
aEAO j=1 aEA
+ da,t) ka,t-1
> (qa,t + dat)
> (qa,t + da,t)
( h -1ka,t- + ak,t-2
Ka,-i
H
To continue, the first-order condition
[aht - qa,tUh (ct) +#hEt [(qa,t+1 + da,t+1) Uh (cl+1 = 0
yields
> ax minses da (s) U h ( q)
> max U (c)
The first-order condition with respect to #j't+1 implies for an agent h with #,t+1 2 0 (check
the deviation #Ot+1 + 6#)
# E fj,t+1Uh (c+1)] < 0.
+ E #hkat2
- Pi,t Uh' (ct +
#s[.fj,t+1Uh (Ch +1)]
U' (cf)
#> min (by, k (q + d)) Uh (s
UIL (C) -
Moreover we should have
Pj, t < Z qkj +±Z ak'
a6A a a
aEAO aEA,
aA 0  aEA 1
otherwise it is more than enough to simultaneously buy assets and sell security j, the aggregate
demand of #j will be strictly negative. Also because of the market clearing condition we have
0 < ka,t+1 Ka. Because of the collateral constraint
#",t > max
Kat
> max =#
-- a k 
-
therefore
-(H - 1) = .
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let the compact set T c V denote the set over which the
equilibrium endogenous variables of the finite horizon economies lie and E is defined such that
the set of equilibrium total units of assets always lie in E as well. For each correspondence
V : S x Q x Ei T define an operator that maps the correspondence to a new correspondence
W: S x Q x E=W such that
W (s, , K) = V E T such that (s, W, K, v) E X: I (vs)ses E g (s, w, K, v)
such that Vs' US, E V (s', W') in which v, = (w', K', Uv,,)
Let V0 = T and Vn+1 = GT (V"). In Lemma 1.7 below, we show that Vn+1 is a non-empty
correspondence for all n > 0. We have W (s, w, K) is not empty and W (s, w, K) C V0 = T .It
is also easy to show that
V (s, w, K) c V' (s, w, K)
for all (s, w, K) E S x Q x E (denote V C V') then the same inclusion holds for W and W'.
By definition V 1 C V0 so by induction we can show Vn+1 C Vn.Therefore we have obtained a
sequence of decreasing compact sets. Let
00
V* (s, w, K)= V(s, w,K)
n=1
Then V* is a non-empty correspondence and GT (V*) C V*. Since graph of g is closed, we have
that GT (V*) is non-empty as well. Let V* be the 'policy correspondence' and
F* (s, w, K, v) = (vS)sEs E g (s, W, K, v) such that
Vs' US, E V* (s', w') where v,, = (w, K', VS,)
Then (V*, F*) is a Markov equilibrium. m
Lemma 1.7 Vn+1 is a non-empty correspondence for all n > 0.
Proof. For each n let consider the equilibrium constructed in Lemma 1.2 for the initial con-
dition (s, w, K) it is easy to show that the resulting allocation at time 0 belong to Vn (s, W, K).
For example, for n = 0: We use the equilibrium constructed in For each s1 E S Let v 1 is
defined by
q*= 0
pj = 0
and qa, Wa, da are defined as in that construction. We also add k = 0, Ka =0 and# = 0 the
other allocations are defined in the construction as well. Then (si, vs) E X. It easy to see that
(vs)sas E g (s,w , K, v). Also -, E V (si, wi) by definition.
M
Algorithm 1.1 Computing Complete Market Equilibria: The state space should be
((ch)hE'H , (Ka)ac-A ) -
We find the mapping p from that state space into the set of current prices and investment
levels {qa, q*, Wa, da, Ka"}ae ,{qa}aEA 1 , future consumptions { (c } , and {ps}ss the
Arrow-Debreu state prices. There are therefore 5Ao + A1 + SH + S unknowns.
First, notice that 1h,a - La-
For each a E AO, from the first order condition for the asset producers and final good producers,
we obtain.
, BTa (Ka, Ka)
ga = 
nKa
= &Pa (Ka, Ka)ga = aKa
da = FK (Ka, l, S
Wa = FL (Ka, la,
which give 4Ao equations. From the non-arbitrage equations, it should be that
q* = ps (q++ d+)
this gives another AO equations.
For each a E A1 we also have A1 equations
qa = ps (q+ + d<)
Regarding ps, the inter-temporal Euler equation implies
U (c )Ps = U, (ch)
that give SH equations and finally
Zc++E a(Kan+,Ka)= h+ F (K, la + E eaKa,-1
h a h aEA+ \ a / aEA1
which give another S equations. With these 5A 0 + A1 + SH + S equations, we can solve for the
5Ao + A1 + SH + S unknowns. That solution determines the mapping Tp.
In order to find an equilibrium corresponding to an initial asset holdings (Oh,a)heR,aEA we find
the value of stream of consumption and endowment of each consumers
V = ch + psVh+
sES
and
e = eh + >PsVe+(s)
sES
Then we solve for H unknowns (ch)hEH using H equations
Vh =e + E 6 h,aqa-
aEA
Remark 1.1 When there are no assets with elastic supply, calculation is easier: The state
space should be ((ch)heH_1) We find the mapping p from that state space into { (c +he-1
future consumptions and {ps},S the Arrow-Debreu state prices. In total we have HS unknowns.
Notice that we need to keep track of the consumption of only H -I consumers. The consumption
of the remaining consumer is determined by the market clearing condition
H-1
cH (s) = ea (s)- Ech (s)-
h=1
he intertemporal Euler equation implies
Uh' (c +)Ps = Uh' (ch)
that give HS equations. From these HS equations we can solve for the HS unknowns. When
we have CRRA utility function, we can solve for closed form solution of ps and c+.
Algorithm 1.2 Computing Incomplete Markets Equilibria: We look for the equilibrium
mapping defined in (1.28), for each iteration, given p",
PS (, Ka) = (Un+1, Wsn+1 in+1 Un+1
is determined to satisfied the following equations
0 ,n+1 - qa,n+1Uh (cn+1
± hEh { (q + dj) Uh (ch+)}
a = in+1 ka,n+1 kj ,j#",n+1
JEJ:4<0
0 < k + k
jEj:# <O
The variables with superscript +,qj, d1jch+ i h+ are determined using the mapping pf on the
state variables (s, w, Ka,n+1) where
Ka,+1 = H k ,n+1  if a E A 0
Ka,-- if a Ao
We also require
0 = p 4,n+1ki - p,n+1 (c+)
a n
aEA
+3hE hf -U1 (ch+ } - ,n+1 ()
0 = -ph+U, (can+1 + ohEh {f -U (ch+ + ,
0 h=0 = # ( ,n+1 (
0 = #,n+1(-)9l,n+1(-H
The budget constraints of the consumers hold with equality
c =gi - eh h (-n+1 + dn+1) K - q*+1 - kn+1 + Wn+1 +1 - Pn+1 * n+1
where, for each a E AO
B=Ia (Ka,n+1, Ka)
qa,n+1 
'K
8O'Ia (Ka,n+1, Ka)
qa,n+1 = Ko
dan+i - OFa (Ka, La,n+1)
nKo
OFa (K, La,n+1)
Wa,n+1 =D
with la1 = Lh,a and La,n+1 = hE-t a,n+1 Finally, the future wealth distributions are
consistent with current asset holdings and future prices
h+ (q ± df + Z j 4 n+1 mi {bi (s), aEA ka,n+1
s E a (q+ + d+) - Kn+1
again the variables with superscript +, qdI d, are determined using the mapping pn.
Proof of Proposition 1.8. Since there are only to future states, let u denote the higher
return
u = max (q (s'+1) + d (st+1))
and d denote the lower return
d = min (q (st+1) + d (st+1))
st+1 1S
We are considering the set of debt assets that promise 1 in both states and requires k unit of
the real asset as collateral. The price of such an asset is P
1. k < -; then this asset is essentially the real asset because its effective pay-off is (ku, kd)
2. > k > . Then the pay-off to the borrower of the asset is
(ku - 1,0)
and he has to pay kq - pk: she buys k real asset but she get Pk from selling the financial asset.
So the borrowers only choose k such that
ku - 1
kq - p
is maximum among k E . So only assets belonging to
uk - 1
arg max u -1 (1.42)
will be chosen by borrowers in equilibrium.
Consider an actively traded financial asset with collateral level k* belong to the argmax set
above. If another asset with k < k* is also actively traded, price of this asset, Pk, will be
strictly less than
ku-1 k*-k
-Pk-+ - q.k*u-1 k*u-1
Otherwise, due to collateral value of the real asset, buyers of this asset will strictly prefer the
portfolio ku1 of asset k* and k*-k of the real asset. This portfolio gives the same payoff
value as buying one unit of asset k as
1 ku-1 1 k* -k U
kd k*u - 1 k*d k*u - 1  d
on top of that it gives the buyer an additional collateral value from holding the real asset.
Therefore
ku - 1 k*u - 1
kq - pk k*q - pk*
Thus every seller of this asset k will strictly prefer selling asset k*. m
Chapter 2
Innovation by Entrants and
Incumbents
2.1 Introduction
The endogenous technological change literature provides a coherent and attractive framework
for modeling productivity growth at the industry and the aggregate level. It also enables a
study of how economic growth responds to incentives, policies, and market structure. A key
aspect of the growth process is the interplay between innovations and productivity improve-
ments by existing firms on the one hand and entry by more productive, new firms on the other.
Existing evidence suggests that this interplay is important for productivity growth. For ex-
ample, Bartelsman and Doms (2000) and Foster and Krizan (2000), among others, document
that entry of new establishments (plants) accounts for about 25% of average TFP growth at
the industry level, with the remaining productivity improvements accounted for by continuing
establishments. These issues are difficult to address with either of the two leading frame-
works of endogenous technological change, the expanding variety models, e.g., Romer (1990),
Grossman and Helpman (1991a), Jones (1995), and the Schumpeterian quality ladder models,
e.g., Segerstrom and Dinopoloulos (1990), Aghion and Howitt (1992), Grossman and Helpman
(1991b). The expanding variety models do not provide a framework for directly addressing these
questions.1 The Schumpeterian models are potentially better suited to studying the interplay
between incumbents and entrants, since they focus on the process of creative destruction and
entry. Nevertheless, because of Arrow's replacement effect (Arrow 1962), these baseline mod-
els predict that all innovation should be undertaken by new firms and thus do not provide a
framework for the analysis of over 75% of the productivity growth due to innovation by existing
establishments. 2
This paper provides a simple framework that involves simultaneous innovation by new and
existing establishments. 3 The model is a tractable (and minimal) extension of the multisec-
tor Schumpeterian growth model. It generates endogenous growth in a manner similar to the
standard endogenous technological change models, but the contribution of incumbent (contin-
uing plants) and new firms to growth is determined in equilibrium. Although the parameters
necessary for a careful calibration of the model are not currently available, plausible choices
of parameters generates numbers consistent with 75% of productivity growth being driven by
continuing plants. Since existing plants are involved in innovation and expand their sizes as
they increase their productivity, the model also generates an endogenous distribution of firm
sizes. In particular, the available evidence suggests that firm growth can be approximated by
"Gibrat's Law," whereby the rate of growth of a particular firm is independent of its size. In
addition, the distribution of firms can be approximated by a Pareto distribution with a coeffi-
cient close to one (i.e., the so-called "Zipf's distribution," where the fraction of firms with size
greater than S is proportional to 1/S).4 In the model here, there is entry and exit into an
industry, and conditional on not exiting, firms grow on average. Consistent with Gibrat's Law,
1In the expanding variety models, the identity of the firms that are undertaking the innovation does not
matter, so one could assume that it is the existing producers that are inventing new varieties, though this will
be essentially determining the distribution of productivity improvements across firms by assumption.
2Models of step-by-step innovation, such as Aghion, Harris, Howitt, and Vickers (2001), Aghion, Bloom,
Blundell, Griffith, and Howitt (2005), and Acemoglu and Akcigit (2006), allow innovation by incumbents, but fix
the set of firms competing within an industry, thus do not feature entry. Aghion, Burgess, Redding, and Zilibotti
(2005) consider an extension of these models in which there is entry, but focus on how the threat of entry may
induce incumbents to innovate.
3In the model, each firm will consist of a single plant, thus the terms "establishment," "plant" and "firm"
can be used interchangeably.
4 For evidence on firm growth, see, among others, Sutton (1997) and Sutton (1998). For patterns of firm entry
and exit, see Dunne and Samuelson (1988), Dunne and Samuelson (1989) and Klepper (1996). For evidence on
firm size distribution, see the classic paper by Simon and Bonini (1958) and the recent evidence in Axtell (2001).
For the size distribution of cities, see, among others, Dobkins and loannides (1998), Gabaix (1999)and Eeckhout
and Jovanovic (2002).
both the growth rates conditional on not existing and the unconditional growth rates are inde-
pendent of firm size. With an additional assumption (allowing a minimal amount of imitation),
the model also generates a stationary equilibrium distribution of firm sizes that is Pareto with
an exponent approximately equal to one (the so-called Zipf's distribution, e.g., Lucas 1978b,
Gabaix 1999), which appears to be a very good approximation to the distribution of firm sizes
in the US data (Axtell 2001).
The model consists of a given number of sectors producing inputs (machines) for the unique
final good of the economy. In each sector, there is a quality ladder, and at any point in
time, a single firm has access to the highest quality input (machine). This firm has incentives
to increase its quality continuously by undertaking R&D in order to increase profits. These
R&D investments are the source of productivity growth by continuing firms. At the same
time, potential entrants undertake R&D in order to create a better input and replace the
incumbent. This is the source of productivity growth by entrants. The building blocks of the
model, that incumbents engage in continuous productivity-increasing research, while potential
entrants seek more radical innovations, are consistent with the case study evidence on the
nature of innovation. Freeman (1982), Pennings and Buitendam (1987),Tushman and Anderson
(1986) and Scherer (1984) document how established firms involved in innovations that improve
existing products, while new firms invest in more radical and "original" innovations (see also
the discussion in Arrow 1974). In the model, this pattern arises because Arrow's replacement
effect implies that incumbents do not wish to pursue radical innovations, but they have access
to a technology for improving the quality of their machines/products and have the incentives
to do so.
The dynamic equilibrium of this economy can be characterized in closed form and leads
to a number of interesting comparative static results. Despite the Schumpeterian character of
the model, there is an endogenous negative relationship between the rate of entry of new firms
and the rate of productivity growth (the higher is entry in equilibrium, the lower is growth).
This reflects the importance of productivity growth by incumbents. In particular, reduced entry
makes incumbents more profitable, and they respond by undertaking more R&D and increasing
productivity growth. This same economic mechanism also leads to a surprising result. While
taxes on existing firms unambiguously reduce productivity growth, taxes or entry barriers on
potential entrants increase economic growth. This is a rather paradoxical result, since the
underlying model is only a small variant of the baseline Schumpeterian growth, where entry by
new firms drives growth entirely. It is the outcome of the greater productivity improvements by
incumbents in response to reduced entry, which outweighs the negative effect of the reduction in
creative destruction. This result does not necessarily imply that entry barriers would be growth-
enhancing in practice, but isolates a new effect of entry barriers on productivity growth.5
This paper is most closely related to Klette and Kortum (2004). Klette and Kortum con-
struct a rich model of firm and aggregate innovation dynamics. Their model is one of expanding
product varieties and the firm size distribution is driven by differences in the number of prod-
ucts that a particular firm produces. Klette and Kortum assume that firms with more products
have an advantage in discovering more new products. With this assumption, their model gen-
erates the same patterns as here and also matches additional facts about propensity to patent
and differential survival probability of firms by size. One disadvantage of this approach is that
the firm size distribution is not driven by the dynamics of continuing plants (in fact, if new
products are interpreted as new plants or establishments, the Klette-Kortum model predicts
that all productivity growth will be driven by entry of new plants, though this may be an
extreme interpretation, since some new products are produced in existing plants). The current
model is best viewed as complementary to Klette and Kortum (2004), and focuses on innova-
tions by existing firm in the same line of business instead of the introduction of new products.
In practice, both types of innovations appear to be important and it is plausible that existing
large firms might be more successful in locating new product opportunities.6 Nevertheless, both
qualitative and some recent quantitative evidence suggests that innovation by firms and exist-
ing lines of products are most important. Abernathy (1980), Lieberman (1984), and Scherer
(1984), among others, provide various case studies documenting the importance of innovations
by existing firms and establishments in the same line of business for productivity growth (for
example, the role of innovations by General Motors and Ford in the car industry). Empirical
work by Bartelsman and Doms (2000) and Foster and Krizan (2000) is also consistent with the
5 In some way, the current model may be viewed as combining two of Schumpeter's important ideas; the
process of creative destruction and the importance of large (here continuing) firms in innovation (see Schumpeter
1934, and Schumpeter 1942).
6 Scherer (1984), for example, emphasizes both the importance of innovation by continuing firms (and estab-
lishments) and documents that larger firms produce more products.
importance of productivity growth by continuing establishments rather than the importance of
new products, while Broda and Weinstein (1996) provide empirical evidence on the importance
of improvements in the quality of products in international trade. An additional advantage of
the model presented here relative to that of Klette and Kortum (2004) is its relative simplicity
and tractability, which makes it particularly useful for policy analysis. The model is a slight
variant of the standard Schumpeterian framework, thus constitutes a minimal departure from a
"textbook" model. Other related papers include Lentz and Mortensen (2008), Klepper (1996)
and Atkeson and Burstein (2007). Lentz and Mortensen (2008) extend Klette and Kortum's
model by introducing additional sources of heterogeneity and estimate the model on Danish
data. Klepper (1996) documents various facts about the firm size, entry and exit decisions
and innovation, and provides a simple descriptive model that can account for these facts. The
recent paper by Atkeson and Burstein (2007) also incorporates innovations by existing firms,
but focuses on the implications of these innovation dynamics for the relationship between trade
opening and productivity growth. None of these papers consider a Schumpeterian growth with
innovation both by incumbents and entrants that can be easily mapped to decomposing the
contribution of new and continuing plants (firms) to productivity growth.
Another set of related papers include Jovanovic (1982), Hopenhayn (1992), Ericson and
Pakes (1995), Melitz (2003),Rossi-Hansberg and Wright (2007b), Rossi-Hansberg and Wright
(2007a), Lagos (2001), and Luttmer (2004), Luttmer (2007), which analyze firm dynamics.
Many of these papers generate realistic firm size distributions based on heterogeneity of pro-
ductivity (combined with fixed costs of operation). Nevertheless, these papers typically take
the stochastic productivity growth process of firms as exogenous, whereas my focus here is to
understand how R&D decisions of firms shape the endogenous process of productivity growth.
Another noteworthy contribution is that although the current model is not explicitly designed
for studying firm size distributions, the equilibrium distribution of firm sizes approximates a
Pareto distribution with an exponent of one (i.e., the "Zipf distribution"), such as in Luttmer
(2007) for firm sizes or Gabaix (1999) for cities.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 presents the basic environment and
characterizes the equilibrium. This section also shows that under some plausible parameteriza-
tions the model generates a large fraction of productivity growth driven by incumbents. Section
2.3 looks at the effects of policy on equilibrium growth and shows the paradoxical result that
entry barriers and taxes on entrants increase economic growth. We also briefly characterizes
the Pareto optimal allocation in this economy and compares it to the equilibrium. In Section
2.4 we show that in the original economy, there does not exist an equilibrium stationary firm
size distribution. However by adding another type of entry we obtain a balanced growth path
equilibrium with a stationary firm size distribution. We show that the stationary distribution
approximates a Pareto distribution with an exponent close to one. Section 2.5 concludes.
2.2 Model
2.2.1 Environment
The economy is in continuous time and admits a representative household with the standard
constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) preferences
0eptC (t) 1 - -1 dt
0 1 -0
where 0 > 1 is the coefficient of relative risk aversion or the inverse of the intertemporal elasticity
of substitution. Population is constant at L and labor is supplied inelastically. The resource
constraint at time t takes the form
C (t) + X (t) + Z (t) <; Y (t) , (2.1)
where C (t) is consumption, X (t) is aggregate spending on machines, and Z (t) is total expen-
diture on R&D at time t.
There is a continuum of machines (inputs) normalized to 1 used in the production of a
unique final good. Each machine line is denoted by v E [0, 1]. The production function of the
unique final good is given by:
Y(t) = 1 [ q (v, t) 3 x (v, tIq)l- 3 dv LO, (2.2)
where x (v, tIq) is the quantity of the machine of type v of quality q used in the production
process. This production process implicitly imposes that only the highest quality machine will
be used in production for each type of machine v E [0, 11.
Throughout, the price of the final good at each point is normalized to 1 (relative prices of
final goods across different periods being determined by the interest rate).
The engine of economic growth here will be process innovations that lead to quality im-
provements. This will be driven by two types of innovations:
1. Innovation by incumbents
2. Creative destruction by entrants
Let q (v, t) be the quality of machine line v at time t. We assume the following "quality
ladder" for each machine type:
q (v, t) - An(vt)q (v, s) for all v and t,
where A > 1 and n (v, t) denotes the number of incremental innovations on this machine line
between time s < t and time t, where time s is the date at which this particular machine type
was first invented and q (v, s) refers to its quality at that point. The incumbent has a fully
enforced patent on the machines that it has developed (though this patent does not prevent
entrants leapfrogging the incumbent's quality). We assume that at time t = 0, each machine
line starts with some quality q (v, 0) > 0 owned by an incumbent with a fully-enforced patent
on this initial machine quality.
Incremental innovations can only be performed by the incumbent producer. So we can
think of those as "tinkering" innovations that improve the quality of the machine. If the
current incumbent spends an amount z (v, t) q (v, t) of the final good for this type of innovation
on a machine of current quality q (v, t), it has a flow rate of innovation equals to # (z (v, t)) for
#(z) strictly increasing, concave in z and satisfies the following Inada-type assumptions7
# (0) = 0 and #' (0) = oo. (2.3)
7More formally, this implies that for any interval At > 0, the probability of one incremental innovation is
Oz (v, t) At and the probability of more than one incremental innovation is o (At) with o (At) /At -- 0 as At -- 0.
Recall that such an innovation results in a proportional improvement in quality and the resulting
new machine will have quality Aq (v, t).
The alternative to incremental innovations are radical innovations. A new firm (entrant)
can undertake R&D to innovate over the existing machines in machine line v at time t8. If the
current quality of machine is q (v, t), then by spending one unit of the final good, this new firm
has a flow rate of innovation equal to n(FV,, where 7 (.) is a strictly decreasing, continuouslyq (v~,t)I
differentiable function, and '(v, t) is total amount of R&D by new entrants towards machine
line y at time t. The presence of the strictly decreasing function 7j captures the fact that
when many firms are undertaking R&D to replace the same machine line, they are likely to try
similar ideas, thus there will be some amount of "external" diminishing returns (new entrants
will be "fishing out of the same pond"). Since each entrant attempting R&D on this line is
potentially small, they will all take ' (v, t) as given. Throughout we assume that zr (z) is strictly
increasing in z so that greater aggregate R&D towards a particular machine line increases the
overall probability of discovering a superior machine. We also suppose that q (z) satisfies the
following Inada-type assumptions
lim p (z) = 0 and lim 77 (z) = oo. (2.4)
z )0z-)Oc
An innovation by an entrant leads to a new machine of quality sq (v, t), where K > A. There-
fore, innovation by entrants are more "radical" than those of incumbents. Existing empirical
evidence from studies of innovation support the notion that innovations by new entrants are
more significant or radical than those of incumbents9 . We assume that whether the entrant
was a previous incumbent or not does not matter for its technology of innovation or for the
outcome of its innovation activities.
A simple example of functions # (.) and r (.) that satisfy the requirements above are
# (z) = Az 1 " and q (z) = Bz-7, (2.5)
8 Incumbents could also access the technology for radical innovations, but would choose not to. Arrow's
replacement effect implies that since entrants make nonpositive profits from this technology (because of free
entry), the profits of incumbents, who would be replacing their own product, would be negative. Incumbents
will still find it profitable to use the technology for incremental innovations, which is not available to entrants.
9 However, it may take a while for the successful entrants to realize the full productivity gains from these
innovations (e.g., Freeman 1982). we are abstracting from this aspect.
with a, 7 E (0,1). We will use this functional form to derive some simple quantitative impli-
cations from the model in Subsection 2.2.5. For the rest of the analysis, there is no reason to
assume a specific functional form.
Now we turn to describing the production technology. Once a particular machine of quality
q (v, t) has been invented, any quantity of this machine can be produced at constant marginal
cost @. We normalize b = 1 - # without loss of any generality, which simplify the algebra
below. This implies that the total amount of expenditure on the production of intermediate
goods at time t is
X (t) = (1 - #) j x (v, t) dv, (2.6)
where x (v, t) is the quantity of this machine used in final good production. Similarly, the total
expenditure on R&D is
Z (t) = j [z (v, t) + '(v, t)] q (v, t) dv, (2.7)
where q (v, t) refers to the highest quality of the machine of type v at time t. Notice also that
total R&D is the sum of R&D by incumbents and entrants (z (v, t) and -(v, t) respectively).
Finally, define px (v, tjq) as the price of machine type v of quality q (v, t) at time t. This
expression stands for px (v, tjq (v, t)), but there should be no confusion in this notation since it
is clear that q refers to q (v, t), and we will use this notation for other variables as well.
2.2.2 Equilibrium Definitions
In this Subsection, we define the equilibrium of the economy described in the previous section.
An allocation in this economy consists of time paths of consumption levels, aggregate
spending on machines, and aggregate R&D expenditure [C (t) , X (t) , Z (t)]'O, time paths for
R&D expenditure by incumbents and entrants [z (v, t) , '(v, t)]0 Eo o, time paths of prices
and quantities of each machine an the net present discounted value of profits from that ma-
chine, [px (v, tjq) , x (v, t) , V (v, tjq)][Q, and time paths of interest rates and wage rates,
[r (t) , w (t)]'O. An equilibrium is given by an allocation in which R&D decisions by entrants
maximize their net present discounted value, pricing, quantity and R&D decisions by incum-
bents maximize their net present discounted value, the representative household chooses the
path of consumption and allocation of spending across machines and R&D optimally, and the
labor market clears.
Let us start with the aggregate production function for the final good producers. Profit
maximization by the final good sector implies that the demand for the highest available quality
of machine v E [0, 1] at time t is given by
x (v, t) = px (,, tlq) 11'3 q (v, t) L for all v E [0, 1] and all t. (2.8)
The price px (V, t~q) will be determined by the profit maximization of the monopolist holding
the patent for machine of type v and quality q (v, t). Note that the demand from the final good
sector for machines in (2.8) is iso-elastic, so the unconstrained monopoly price is given by the
usual formula with a constant markup over marginal cost. Throughout, we assume that
r >(2.9)
so that after an innovation by an entrant, there will not be limit pricing. Instead, the entrant
will be able to set the unconstrained profit-maximizing (monopoly) price. By implication,
an entrant that innovates further after its own initial innovation will also be able to set the
unconstrained monopoly prices1 o. Condition (2.9) also implies that, when the highest quality
machine is sold at the monopoly price, the final good sector will only use this machine type and
thus justifies the way we wrote the final good production function, (2.2), imposing that only
the highest quality machines in each line will be used.
Since the demand for machines in (2.8) is iso-elastic and b = 1 - f, the profit-maximizing
monopoly price is
px (v, tq) = 1. (2.10)
Combining this with (2.8) implies
x (v, tq) = qL. (2.11)
Consequently, the flow profits of a firm with the monopoly rights on the machine of quality q
1 0Notice that given the Inada-condion (2.3) on 4, the incumbent which has recently been replaced always has
incentives to innovate using the "tinkering" innovative technology to try to catch-up with the new entrant in
a patent race a la (Aghion-Howitt). However, we can make appropriate assumptions so that it is always more
profitable to invest in radical innovations. As a result, we can consider the incumbent as a potential entrant.
can be computed as:
r (v, tIq) = 3qL. (2.12)
Next, substituting (2.11) into (2.2), we obtain that total output is given by
1
Y (t) = Q (t) L, (2.13)
1-#3
where
Q(t) = j q(v,t)dv (2.14)
is the average total quality of machines and will be the only state variable in this economy.
Since we have assumed that q (v, 0) > 0 Vv, (2.14) also implies Q (0) > 0 as the relevant initial
condition of our economy.11
As a by product, we also obtain that the aggregate spending on machines is
X (t) = (1 -,3) Q (t) L. (2.15)
Moreover, since the labor market is competitive, the wage rate at time t is
w (t)=OLy 3  Q (t). (2.16)aL 1- #
To characterize the full equilibrium, we need to determine R&D effort levels by incumbents
and entrants. To do this, let us write the net present value of a monopolist with the highest
quality of machine q at time t in machine line v:
T(u,t) 
-ft-'rt-ds 
,V (v, tlq) = Et [j e t (r(, t + sq) - z (v, t + s) q (t + s)) ds] , (2.17)
where the quality q (v, t + s) follows a Poisson process that in each instant q (v, t + s + ds) =
Aq (v, t + s) with probability # (z (v, t + s)) ds, and T (v, t) is a stopping time where a new
"One might be worried about whether the average quality Q (t) in (2.14) is well-defined, since we do not
know how q (v, t) will look like as a function of v and the function q (-, t) may not be integrable. This is not a
problem in the current context, however. Since the index v has no intrinsic meaning, we can rank the v's such
that v -* q (v, t) is nondecreasing. Then the average in (2.14) exists when defined as a Lebesgue integral.
entrant enters into the sector v. So if the R&D of the entrants into the sector is -(v, t + si),
then the distribution of T (v, t) is
Pr (T (v, t) ;> t + s) = Et [e f0 (t+si)((,t+si))dsi.
Under optimal R&D choice of the incumbents, their value function V (v, tIq) defined in (2.17)
satisfies the standard Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation:
r (t) V (v, t~q) - V (v, t~q) = max {1 (v, tjq) - z (v, t) q (v, t)
z(v,t);>0
+# (z (v, t)) (V (v, t|Aq) - V (v, tIq)) - '(v, t) r ('(v, t)) V (v, tIq)}.
(2.18)
where -(v, t) 77 ('(v, t)) is the rate at which radical innovations by entrants occur in sector v
at time t and # (z (v, t)) is the rate at which the incumbent improves its technology. The first
term in (3.7) is 7r (v, t) flow of profit given by , while the second term is the expenditure of the
incumbent for improving the quality of its machine. The second and third line include changes
in the value of the incumbent due to innovation either by itself (at the rate # (z (v, t)), the
quality of its product increases from q to Aq) or by an entrant (at the rate '(v, t) q (- (v, t)), the
incumbent is replaced and receives zero value from then on).12 The value function is written
with a maximum on the right hand side, since z (v, t) is a choice variable for the incumbent.
Free entry by entrants implies that we must have: 13
77 ((v, t)) V (v, t rq (v, t)) q (v, t) , and
,q (' (v, t)) V (v, tjKq (v, t)) = q (v, t) if '(v, t) > 0, (2.19)
which takes into account that by spending an amount q (v, t), the entrant generates a flow
rate of innovation of q (i), and if this innovation is successful (flow rate q ('(v, t))), then the
12 The fact that the incumbent receives a zero value from then on follows from the assumption that a previous
incumbent has no advantage relative to other entrants in competing for another round of innovations.
13Since there is a continuum of machines v E [0, 1], all optimality conditions should be more formally stated
as "for all v E [0, 1] except subsets of [0, 1] of zero Lebesgue measure" or as "almost everywhere". We will not
add this qualification to simplify the notation and the exposition.
entrant will end up with a machine of quality tq, thus earning the (net present discounted)
value V (v, t I nq). The free entry condition is written in complementary slackness form, since it
is possible that in equilibrium there will be no innovation by entrants.
Finally, maximization by the representative household implies the familiar Euler equation,
C(t) 
_ r(t)-p
0(t) 9(2.20)C (t) 0'
and the transversality condition takes the form
lM e- ' r(s)ds V (v, tjq) dv = 0. (2.21)
This transversality condition follows because the total value of corporate assets is fo V (v, tlq) dv.
Even though the evolution of the quality of each machine is line is stochastic, the value of a
machine of type v of quality q at time t, V (v, tIq) is non-stochastic. Either q is not the highest
quality in this machine line, in which case the value function of the firm with a machine of
quality q is 0, or alternatively, V (v, tIq) is given by (2.17).
We summarize the conditions for an allocation to be an equilibrium in the following defini-
tion:
Definition 2.1 Equilibrium is time paths of {C (t), X (t), Z (t)}C'O that satisfy (2.1), (2.7),
(2.15) and (2.21); time paths for R&D expenditure by incumbents and entrants, {z (v, t) , z(v,t}} 0e01|t=
that satisfy (2.18) and (2.19); time paths of prices and quantities of each machine and the net
present discounted value of profits, {px (v, tlq) , x (v, tjq) , V (v, tlq)} 0 given by (2.10), (2.11)
and (2.17) or (2.18); and time paths of wage and interest rates, {w (t) ,r (t)} 0 that satisfy
(2.16) and (2.20).
In addition, we define BGP (balanced growth path) as an equilibrium path in which innova-
tion, output and consumption grow at a constant rate. Notice that in BGP, aggregates grow at
the constant rate, but there will be firm deaths and births, and the firm size distribution may
change. We will discuss the firm size distribution in Section 2.4 and will refer to BGP equilib-
rium with a stationary (constant) distribution of normalized firm sizes as "a stationary BGP
equilibrium". For now, we refer to allocation as a BGP regardless of whether the distribution
of (normalized) firm sizes is stationary.
Definition 2.2 A balanced growth path (hereafter BGP) is an equilibrium path in which inno-
vation, output and consumption grow at a constant rate.
2.2.3 Existence and Characterization of the BGP
The requirement that consumption grows at a constant rate in the BGP implies that r (t) = r*,
from (2.20). Moreover, in BGP, we must also have z (v, tIq) = z (q) and -(v, tIq) = -(q). These
together imply that in BGP V (v, tlq) = 0 and V (v, tlq) = V (q). The following Proposition
shows the existence of a linear BGP, in which the value function of incumbents is linear in the
incumbents' product quality
Proposition 2.1 Starting from any initial distribution of incumbent firms' product quality,
there exists a unique linear BGP. Moreover, there are not any transitional dynamics. The
economy jumps immediately on to a BGP.
Indeed, from the optimal research decision of the incumbents:
rV (q) = fLq + max # (z) (V (Aq) - V (q)) - zq - -(q) q ('(q)) V (q) (2.22)
From the free-entry condition
q (Z (q))V (rq) = q
or
'Z(q) = 7-1 (q)
Since we focus on linear equilibria in which V (q) is linear in q, we conjecture that
V (q) =vq
and look for v. Then
rv = #L + max #(z) (A - 1) v - z - 97 (F) v (2.23)
Z
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and
1 (F) io = 1.
Let z (v) denote arg maxz # (z) (A - 1) v - z, then z (v) is strictly increasing in v given that
#(z) is strictly concave. And let F(v) denote q-- ( ') then F (v) is strictly increasing in v as
well given n (z) is decreasing in z. Moreover, since zr (z) is strictly increasing in z, -(v) 77 (i-(v))
is strictly increasing in v.
From the Euler equation (2.20), we have
C (t) r-p
C (t) 0
where g is the growth rate of consumption and output.
From (2.13) we have
Y (t) Q (t)
Y(t) Q
As noted above, in a BGP, for all machines, incumbents and entrants will undertake constant
R&D z* and 2*, respectively. Consequently, in a small interval of time At, there will be # (z*) At
sectors that experience one innovation by the incumbent (increasing their productivity by A)
and 2*q (2*) At sectors that experience replacement by new entrants (increasing productivity
by factor of is). The probability that there will be two or more innovations of any kind within
an interval of time At is o (At). Therefore, we have
Q (t + At) = (A# (z*) At) Q (t) + (n2* ($*) At) Q (t)
+ (1 - # (z*) At - 2*7 (2*) At) Q (t) + o (At).
Now substracting Q (t) from both sides, dividing At and taking the limit as At - 0, we obtain
Q (t
-= (A - 1) #(z*) + (r, - 1) 2*77 ( F*) .Q (t
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Thus
g = # (z*) (A - 1) + 2*71(2*) (, - 1) . (2.24)
We combine the equations (2.20), (2.23) and (2.24) and rearrange terms to establish the
equation that determines v:
#L =- po + (0 - 1) # (z (v)) (A - 1) v + z (v) + (0 (r, - 1) + 1) Z(v) (Z(v)) v (2.25)
If 6 > 1, since the right hand side is strictly increasing, it equals 0 at v = 0 and goes to +oo as
v goes to +oo. There exists a unique v* > 0 such that the right hand side equals the left hand
side. From the implied investment rate of the incumbents and entrants
z* z* (v*) (2.26)
= 2*(v*). (2.27)
We can then recover the equilibrium growth rate
9* = # (z*) (A - 1) + 2*( (2.28)
and the equilibrium interest rate is determined from the consumer's Euler equation (2.20)
r* = +9g*. (2.29)
Lastly, we need to also verify that the transversality condition of the representative house-
hold, (2.21) is not violated. The condition for this is r* > g* which is also satisfied if 0 > 1.
Another set of interesting implications of this model concern firm size dynamics. The size
of a firm can be measured by its sales, which is equal to x (v, t I q) = qL for all y and t. We
have seen that the quality of an incumbent firm increases at the flow rate # (z*), with z* given
by (2.26), while the firm is replaced at the flow rate *q (i*). Hence, for At sufficiently small,
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the stochastic process for the size of a particular firm is given by
Ax (v, t I q) with probability #z*At + o (At)
x(v, t + At I q) = 0 with probability z*7 (*) At + o (At)
x (v, t q) with probability (1 - #z*At - *q ( *) At) + o (At)
(2.30)
for all y and t. Firms therefore have random growth, and surviving firms expand on average.
However, firms also face a probability of bankruptcy (extinction). In particular, denoting the
probability that a particular incumbent firm that started production in machine line v at time
s will be bankrupt by time t > s by P (t I s, v), we clearly have limtoo P (t I s, v) = 1, so that
each firm will necessarily die eventually. The implications of equation (2.30) for the stationary
firm size distribution will be discussed in Section 2.4. For now it suffices to say that this
equation satisfies Gibrat's Law, which postulates that firm growth is independent of size (e.g.,
Sutton 1997, Gabaix 1999).14
2.2.4 Linear return to R&D by the incumbents
Consider the limiting case in which # (z) is linear: # (z) = #z. We look for an interior equilibrium
in which both incumbents and entrants undertake R&D.
Equation (2.22) implies
# (V (Aq) - V (q)) = 1, (2.31)
otherwise the incumbents will undertake infinite amount of R&D or no R&D at all. Therefore,
the value of an incumbent with quality q simplifies to
V (q) = 1) (2.32)
Moreover, from the free entry condition (again holding as equality from the fact that the
equilibrium is interior):
1 ( ) V (q) = q.
4 The most common form of Gibrat's Law involves firm sizes evolving according to the stochastic process
St+1 = ytSt + Et, where -y is a random variable orthogonal to St and et is another random variable with mean
0. The law of motion in (2.30) is a special case of this, with et = 0.
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This equation implies that BGP R&D level by entrants 2* is implicitly defined by
'(q) =*= 1 Q(Al )) Vq > 0, (2.33)
where --1 is the inverse of the q (z) function. Since q (.) is strictly decreasing, so is 7- 1 (.). In
a linear BGP, the fact that V (v, tjq) = vq Vv, t and q together with (2.23) also implies
VL(q) = Oq (2.34)
r* + z77 (2)
Next, combining this equation with (2.32) we obtain the BGP interest rate as
r* = # (A - 1)#OL - *n(*)
Therefore, the BGP growth rate of consumption and output is
g * = 1(# (A - 1) #L - 2*7 2* p) . (2.35)
Equation (2.35) already has some interesting implications. In particular, it determines the
relationship between the rate of innovation by entrant 2* and the BGP growth rate g*. In
standard Schumpeterian models, this relationship is positive. In contrast, here we have:
Remark 2.1 There is a negative relationship between 2* and g*.
Proof. This follow immediately from (2.35) and the fact that 2q (2) is strictly increasing
in z. M
We will see in Subsection 2.3.1 that one of the implications of Remark 2.1 will be a positive
relationship between entry barriers and growth.
2.2.5 Growth Decomposition
In this framework, we can calibrate how much of productivity growth is driven by creative
destruction (innovation by entrants) and how much of it comes from productivity improvements
by incumbents. To determine this, we use (2.24) which decomposes growth into the component
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coming from incumbent firms (the first term) and that coming from new entrants (the second
term).
It would be informative to derive the quantitative implications of the model concerning
the decomposition of productivity growth between incumbents and entrants. Unfortunately,
however, some of the parameters of the current model are difficult to pin down with our current
knowledge of the technology of R&D. Hence, instead of a careful calibration exercise, we will
provide some suggestive numbers using plausible parameter values. The purpose of the exercise
is to get a better sense for the range of values for the contribution of incumbents and entrants
to innovation and productivity growth. We proceed as follow. First, we normalize population
to L = 1 and choose the following standard numbers:
g*= 0.02
p = 0.01
r*= 0.05
0 = 2,
where 9, the intertemporal elasticity of substitution, is pinned down by the choice of the other
three numbers. The first three numbers refer to annual rates (implicitly defining At = 1 as one
year). The remaining variables will be chosen so as to ensure that the equilibrium growth rate
is indeed g* = 0.02.
As a benchmark, we take
= 2/3,
which implies that two thirds of national income accrues to labor and one third to profits.
The requirement in (2.9) then implies that r, > 1.7. We will start with the benchmark value
of r. = 3 so that entry by new firms is sufficiently "radical" as suggested by some of the
qualitative accounts of the innovation process (e.g., Freeman, 1982, Scherer, 1984). Innovation
by incumbents is taken to be correspondingly smaller
A = 2
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Parameter Values i*r/(7*) W(z*) ( .-*
1. , = 3 A = 1.2 # = 2/3 a = 0.9 7 = 0.5 A = 0.0977 B = 0.0083 0.0033 0.0667 0.333
2. K = 3 A = 1.2 # = 2/3 a = 0.1 7 = 0.5 A = 0.3626 B = 0.0094 0.0033 0.0667 0.333
3. ,= 3 A = 1.2 # = 2/3 a = 0.1 7 = 0.5 A = 0.3500 B = 0.0033 0.0004 0.0958 0.0418
4. , = 4 A = 1.2 # = 2/3 a = 0.1 y = 0.5 A = 0.3500 B = 0.0032 0.0006 0.0909 0.0904
5. t = 2 A = 1.2 # = 2/3 a = 0.1 -y = 0.5 A = 0.3500 B = 0.0034 0.0003 0.0983 0.0164
Table 2.1: Growth Decomposition
so that productivity gains from a radical innovation is about twice that of a standard "in-
cremental" innovation by incumbents (i.e., A- = 2). We will then show how results change
when the magnitudes of the radical and incremental innovations are varied. For the functions
# (z) and rq(z), we adopt the functional form in (2.5) and choose the benchmark values of
a = 0.1 or 0.9 and -y = 0.5. The remaining two parameters A and B will be chosen to ensure
g* 0.02 with two third coming from the innovations of the incumbents and one third coming
from the entrants, i.e., the firm term in (2.24) # (z*) (A - 1) equals 0.0133 and the second term
2*rq (2*) (K - 1) equals 0.0067. Given the value of K, we obtain 2*77(2*) equals 0.0033 which
implies that there is entry of a new firm (creative destruction) in each machine line on average
once every 7.5 years ( recall that r* = 0.05 as the annual interest rate so that r* ~7.46).
Similarly, we have # (z*) equals 0.0667, so that there are on average 1.2 incremental innovations
per year by an incumbent in a particular machine line (r*/# (z*) ~ 1.2).
Table 2.1 shows how these numbers change as we vary the parameters f, K, A and a. The first
five columns of the table give the choices of parameters. The sixth and seventh columns are the
values of A and B that will lead to equilibrium growth g* = 0.02. The next two columns report
the innovation rate by the entrants, 2*r/ (2*) and the incumbents, # (z*). The final column
reports the fraction of total productivity growth accounted for by entrants, i.e., ( *
2.3 The effects of Policy on Growth
2.3.1 Entry Barriers
Let now use this model to analyze the effects of different policies on equilibrium productivity
growth and its decomposition between incumbents and entrants. Since the model has a Schum-
peterian structure ( with quality improvements as the engine of growth and creative destruction
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playing a major role), it may be conjectured that entry barriers (or taxes on potential entrants)
will have the most negative effect on economic growth. To investigate whether this is the case,
let us suppose that there is a tax (or an entry barrier) -e on R&D expenditures by entrants and
a tax ri on R&D expenditure by incumbents. Tax revenues are not redistributed back to the
representative household (for example, they finance an additive public good). Note also that
re, can be interpreted not only as a tax or an entry barrier, but also as a more strict patent
policy. Nevertheless, to keep the analysis brief, we only focus on the case in which tax revenues
are collected by the government rather than rebated back to incumbents as patent fees.
Repeating the analysis in Subsection 2.2.3 for the case of nonlinear return to R&D by the
incumbents, we obtain the following equilibrium conditions
ze (v) = arg max # (z) (A - 1) v - (1 + -r) z (2.36)
z
and
S(v) =i' (1 e). (2.37)
Plugging again in these two functions into (2.25) to obtain the equation that determines v
#L = pv + (9 - 1) # (zr (v)) (A - 1) v + (1 + ri)z, (v) (2.38)
+ (O (K - 1) + 1) q(v) (v)) V
In the case of linear return, we repeat the analysis in Subsection 2.2.4. We have:
q (1+Tre)
77 (2* [T]) V (iq) = (1+ Te) q or V (q) = , (2.39)
where 2* [r] is explicitly conditioned on the vector of taxes, T = (ri, Te). The equation that
determines the optimal R&D decisions of incumbents, is also modified because of the tax rate
ri and becomes
# (V (Aq) - V (q)) = (1+ ri) q. (2.40)
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Now combining (2.39) with (2.40), we obtain
((A - 1) (1+ re)r/ (2* [7])'
Consequently, the BGP R&D level by entrants * [r], when their R&D is taxed at the rate Te,
is given by
_1] (A - 1) (1 + re) (.1z [r]= r/(2.41)
r, (1+ ri) )
Equation (2.34), in Subsection 2.2.4, which was derived from the value function (2.18) still
applies, so that the BGP interest rate is r* [T] = (1 + Te)- 1 rM (2* [T]) #L - 2* [r] r/ (2* [r]), or
substituting for (2.41),
r* [T] = (A* -1)L ] (2* [])
1+ Ti
and the BGP growth rate is
g*[]=1(0 (A1) 3 L - I]r(2T*[])-p , (2.42)
which 2* [r] is given by (2.41). Armed with the equilibrium with introduction of entry barriers
and R&D taxes, we can study the effect of those policies on the incentive of the entrants,
incumbents and the aggregate growth. The following proposition summarizes the results:
Proposition 2.2 An increase in R&D tax on incumbents increases the value of entrants, there-
fore induces higher entry. However, the disincentive effect of the tax on incumbents reduces
their investment more than increases entry. As a result, aggregate growth is unambiguously
decreasing in R&D tax on incumbents. Similarly, an increase in R&D tax or entry barrier
on entrants increases the value of incumbents, therefore increases their R&D investment. The
overall effect on entry and aggregate growth is in generally ambiguous. Only in the case of
linear return, the growth rate of the economy is (strictly) increasing in the tax rate on entrants,
i.e., dg* [T|I/dre > 0.
Proof. To prove the proposition we will use the following results that can be obtained by
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applying the envelope theorem to (2.36):
0z, (v) 4z, (v)
T -z, (v) and = # (zr () (A - 1)
and the first order condition implies
#' (zr (v)) (A- 1)V = 1+ Ti.
First, consider the case of an R&D tax on the incumbent, Ti > 0. The derivative of the right
hand side of (2.38) with respect to ri is
((0 - 1) #' (zr (v)) (A - 1) v + 1) d( + )+zr (v). (2.43)
dri
Using the fact that dzj(v) equals -z, (v) , (2.43) simplifies to
- (0 - 1) #' (zr (v)) (A -1)vz, (v) < 0.
This means the right hand side of (2.38) is also pushed downward as ri increases. This increase
in v* induces a higher level of entry given by (2.37). As we show next, the effect on z- (v) is
negative enough to cancel the increasing entry. Indeed,
dz,(v*) _ 0zr(V*) Oz,(v*)dv*
dTi ri 49v dri
dv*
=-zr (v*) + # (zr (v*)) (A - 1) drv'
d-Ti
So
dg* = (A - 1) #' (zr (v*)) dz,(v*)
dTi dTi
d dv*
+(- 1) d (7 V )rq(Zr(V))) dr '
By the implicit function theorem
dv* N) .D
d -ri /Tiav
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in which
(ri, v) = pv + (0 - 1) # (z, (v)) (A - 1) V + (1 + Ti)zT (v) + (0 (, - 1) + 1) 'Z (v)r, (Zr (v)) v.
Further detailed algebra in the Appendix shows that - has the same sign as
1 + T d
-- T p - 0# (z-r (v)) (A - 1) - (1 + -ri) (0 (r, - 1) + 1) d(zr (V) n (Z7- (0)))
V de
d
-(1+ Ti) Z2 (v) iy (Fr (v)) - x- 1) dv(Zr (v) y (Zr (v))) < 0.
Second, consider the case of an entry barriers, Te > 0. Plugging that tax in (2.37) and (2.38),
the right hand side of (2.38) is pushed downward, therefore the equilibrium value of v increases.
This increase in v* induces a higher level of the investment from the incumbents since (2.36)
implies dz v) = g (zr (v)) (A - 1) > 0. This increase in v* ,however, has opposite effects on the
equilibrium value of - since the direction of change of the ratio ',*e in (2.37) is ambiguous.
The change in g* is also ambiguous. In the case of linear return, we have a better estimates of
the effect of policies on equilibrium growth. From (2.42), g* does not directly depend on re.
Therefore,
dg* [T] _ Og* [T] O$* [T] (2.44)
die Oz* Te
From Remark 2.1, ag* ] < 0. (2.41) then shows that a* [T- < 0, and thus dg > 0. With
respect to -ri, note that the indirect effect in (2.44) is now negative, since, from (2.41), O'"T] > 0,
and in additionri is also has a negative effect on g* as shown by (2.42). Therefore d* < 0.
The second result for the case of linear return is rather surprising (by continuity this results
also holds for the case in which a is sufficiently small ). In Schumpeterian models, making
entry more difficult, either with entry barriers or by taxing R&D by entrants, has negative
effects on economic growth. Despite the Schumpeterian nature of the current model, here
blocking entry increases equilibrium growth. Moreover, since as we prove in Subsection 2.3.2
that there tends to be too much entry in the decentralized equilibrium, a tax on entry also
tends to improve welfare in this model. The intuition for this result is related to the main
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departure of this model from the standard Schumpeterian models. The engine of growth is
still quality improvements, but, in contrast to the textbook models, these are undertaken both
by incumbents and entrants. Entry barriers and taxes on entrants, by protecting incumbents,
increase their profitability and value, and greater value by incumbents encourages more R&D
investments and faster productivity growth. Taxes on entrants or entry by barriers also further
increase the contribution of incumbents to productivity growth.
Ambiguity of the effects of policies on aggregate growth comes when the return to R&D
investment is sufficiently concave. In the case of the functional form (2.5), this corresponds to
a sufficiently high a. The following example illustrates the results:
Example 2.1 Consider the case in which the aggregate growth is 2% and the parameters A, B
in (2.5) are chosen such that one third of growth comes from entrants and two third comes from
incumbents. When a = 0.1, an entry barrier equivalent to 10% R&D tax on entrants increases
growth to 2.004% and when a = 0.9 the barrier lowers growth to 1.96%.
2.3.2 Pareto optimal allocation
We now briefly discuss the Pareto optimal allocation, which will maximize the utility of the
representative household starting with some initial value of average quality of machines Q (0) >
0. As usual, we can think of this allocation as resulting from an optimal control problem by
a social planer. There will be two differences between the decentralized equilibrium and the
Pareto optimal allocation. The first is that the social planner will not charge a markup for
machines. This will increase the value of machines and innovation to society. Second, the
social planner will not respond to the same incentives in inducing entry (radical innovation). In
particular, the social planner will not be affected by the "business stealing" effect, which makes
entrants more aggressive because they wish to replace the current monopolist, and she will also
internalize the negative externalities in radical research captured by the decreasing function r.
Let us first observe that the social planner will always "price" machines at marginal cost,
thus in the Pareto optimal allocation, the quantities of machine used in final good production
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will be given by
xS(v,tlq) = $ OiqL
= (1 -- )7qL.
Substituting this into (2.2), we obtain the amount of output in the Pareto optimal allocation
as
YS (t) = (1 - #)70 QS (t) L,
where the superscript S refers to the social planner's allocation and QS (t) is the average quality
of machines at time t in this allocation. Part of this output will be spent on production machines
and is thus not available for consumption or research. For this reason, it is useful to compute
net output as
Ys (t) = Ys(t)-XS(t)
S#(1-#)~ QS (t) L.
Given the specification of the innovation possibilities frontier above consisting of radical and
incremental innovations, the evolution of average quality of machines is
Qs (t) = (A - 1) #z 5 (t) + (r, - 1) 2s (t) 77 (W (t)), (2.45)
where zS (t) is the average rate of incumbent R&D and s (t) is the rate of entrant R&D chosen
by the social planner. The total cost of R&D to the society is (#z5 (t) + 2S (t) 7 (2s (t))) QS (t). 15
The maximization of the social planner can then be written as
maxj e-tCs (t) -dt
0O 1-0
1 5 We assume here that the social planner invests into each sector proportionately to its highest quality. This
can be proved using the convexity of the social planner maximization problem.
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subject to (2.45) and the resource constraint, which can be written as
Cs (t) + (zS (t) + 2s (t)) QS (t) < # (1 - #) - QS (t) L.
As we derive in the Appendix, the two equations that determine zS and 23 are:
0 ((A - 1) # (zS) + (K - 1) $q (ES)) + p
= ( (1 - #)OI L - (zS + )) (A - 1) #' (zS)
+ ((A - 1) # (zA) + (r, - 1) 2? (s)) (2.46)
and
(A-1) '(zS) = ( - 1) (q (ES) + , (2S)) . (2.47)
In the case of linear return, (2.47) becomes
(A - 1) # = (K - 1) (q (z) + zy' (2z)) (2.48)
that determines. Then (2.46) becomes
0 ((A - 1)#OzS+ (r, - 1) -zs (-z)) + p
= (1 - #) L - 2S) (A - 1)#+ (, - 1) zq (z) (2.49)
that determines zS and
g9S (A - 1)#OzS + (n - 1) ?ST (z-)
( .1 (2 .50)
Equations (2.47) and (2.48) shows that the trade-off between radical and incremental innova-
tions for the social planner is different because she internalizes the negative effect that one more
unit of R&D creates on the success probability of other firms performing radical R&D on the
same machine line. This is reflected by the negative term 2 77' (2s) on the right-hand side of
(2.47) and (2.48). This effect implies that the social planner will tend to do more incremental
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innovations than the decentralized equilibrium. Since zS and 2S are constant, consumption
growth rate is also constant in the optimal allocation (thus no transitional dynamics). This
Pareto optimal consumption growth rate can not be directly compared to the equilibrium BGP
growth rate, g*, because there are two counteracting effects. One the one hand, the social
planner uses machines more intensively (because she avoids the monopoly distortions), and this
tends to increase gs above g* given in (2.28) or (2.35) (this can be seen by the fact that the
first term in gS, (1 - #)- L (A - 1) # is strictly greater than the first term in g* in (2.35),
since (1 - #) > 1). This same effect can also encourage radical R&D. On the other hand,
the social planner also has a reason for choosing a lower rate of radical R&D because she in-
ternalizes the negative R&D externalities and the business stealing effect. One can construct
examples in which the growth rate of the Pareto optimal allocation is greater or less than that
of the decentralized equilibrium (though only in exceptional cases is the equilibrium rate of
Pareto optimal allocation smaller than that of the decentralized equilibrium). The following
proposition illustrates the intuition:
Proposition 2.3 When return to R&D of the incumbents is linear then the growth rate of the
Pareto optimal allocation is always greater than that of the decentralized equilibrium. However,
generally we can choose parameters such that the Pareto optimal growth rate is strictly less the
equilibrium growth rate.
Proof. Replacing (A - 1) # from (2.48) into (2.50) and simplify, we obtain
9 =98 - (I -8 7YL(-1)2s 2 p
#L(A-1)#-p *,
in which the growth rate in the decentralized equilibrium, g*, is defined in (2.35). Notice also
that (2.48) implies
7W)>(A - 1) # W
Therefore, 2* > 2s, i.e., entry is too high in the decentralized equilibrium compared to the
Pareto optimal level of entry.
0
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We choose a set of parameters to show that the result does not hold generally.
Example 2.2 Suppose we start with a set of parameters in which the innovations from the
entrants contribute significantly more to the aggregate growth than that of the incumbents do.
Since the social planner internalizes the business stealing effect of entry on incumbents' inno-
vation incentive, he will invest less into radical innovations. However, given the large share
of radicals innovation into growth, Pareto optimal growth rate is smaller than the competitive
equilibrium growth rate.
A = 0.003
B = 0.012
a = 0.9
-y = 0.9
Then g* = 0.02 with 90% contributions from entrants. In the Pareto allocation, gs = 0.018.
2.4 Stationary BGP equilibrium
We discussed at the end of Subsection 2.2.3 that the evolution of firm size follows the Gibrat's
law, i.e., firm growth is independent of size. This process potentially gives rise to an equilibrium
size distribution following the Zipf's distribution, as in Gabaix (1999). However, we show in
Subsection 2.4.1 below that in the original model, a stationary distribution does not exist. In
particular, as time goes, all firms have approximately zero size relative to the average size and
a vanishingly small fraction of firms become arbitrarily large.
Subsection 2.4.2 shows that if we introduce one more type of entry, entry by imitation,
which allows potential entrants at any moment of time to pay some cost to copy a technology
with quality proportional to the current average quality in the economy. The entrants will
then enter and replace any entrants with product quality relative to the average quality falling
below a threshold. We thus impose a minimum size of existing firms in the economy. As a
result, a stationary firm size distribution exists. We also show that by choosing appropriate
parameter of the imitation technology, the equilibrium in this modified economy is "closed" to
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the equilibrium in the original economy.
2.4.1 Equilibrium firm size dispersion
The model generates a dynamic equilibrium in which the economy, and thus the size of average
firm, as measure by sales x (t), grows, but does so stochastically. Therefore, the equilibrium also
generates a firm size distribution. An interesting question is whether this firm size distribution
resembles the empirical distributions. To investigate this question, we first need to normalize
firm sizes by the average size of firms in the economy16 , X 1 (t) = f x (v, t) dt, given in (2.6) -
so that the equilibrium has a possibility of generating a stationary distribution. In particular,
let the normalized firm size be
xF (t ) = .X1 (t)
Notice that
Q (t)
the product quality relative to the average product quality. We would like to determine the
equilibrium law of motion of the normalized firm size i (t) and its stationary distribution. Since
in equilibrium X = g* > 0, for At sufficiently small the law of motion for the normalized
size of the leading firm in each industry can be written as
A Y (t) with probability # (z*) At
3 (t + At) = + (t) with probability $*T (2 *) At (2.51)
I 1±" 5(t) with probability 1 - # (z*) At - 2*, (2*) At.
Notice that this expression does not refer to the growth rate of a single firm, but to the leading
firm in a representative industry. In particular, when there is entry, this leads to an increase in
size rather than extinction.
The following proposition shows that if a stationary distribution of (normalized) firm sizes
exists, then it must take the form of the Pareto distribution with an exponent equal to 1. Recall
that the Pareto distribution takes the form Pr [Y < y) = 1 - Fy~X with F > 0 and y ;> F.
"Another way to interpret this normalization is to consider the sales relative to labor wage w (t) which is
proportional to Q (t) and X (t).
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Proposition 2.4 In the economy studied here, if a stationary distribution of (normalized) firm
sizes exists, then it is a Pareto distribution with exponent equal to 1. However, in the economy
studied here, a stationary distribution does not exist.
Proof. The equation that determines the stationary distribution with cdf F (y) (derived in
the Appendix) is
0 = Fy (y) yg* - # (z*) (F (y) - F (y)- 2*77 (2*) (F (y) - F (y) (2.52)
This yields F (y) = 1 - ( ), plugging in this distribution into (2.52) to obtain
# (z*) (AX - 1) + 2*, (2*) (nX - 1) - g*x = 0.
However, given A and K-1 are strictly increasing in x and by definition of g* we have
equality at X = 1. Therefore x = 1 is the unique solution. In some ways, this result looks quite
remarkable, since it generates a stationary firm size distribution given by a Pareto distribution
with an exponent of one, in a much simpler manner than any existing approaches, and does so
despite the fact that the model was not designed to study firm size distribution. Unfortunately,
we can show a stationary distribution does not exist. Indeed, we have just shown that if a
stationary distribution exists, it must take the form Pr [Y ; y] = 1 - £ with F > 0. But they
Pareto distribution is only defined for all y ;> F, thus F should be the minimum normalized
firm size. However (2.51) shows that it is possible for the normalized size of a firm i to tend to
0. Therefore F should be equal to 0, which implies that there does not exist a stationary firm
size distribution. *
The essence of Proposition 2.4 is that with the random growth process in (2.51), the dis-
tribution of firm sizes will continuously expand. The nature of the "limiting distribution" is
therefore similar to the immiserization result for income distribution in Atkeson and Lucas's
(1992) economy with dynamic hidden information; in the limit, all firms have approximately
zero size relative to the average X 1 (t) and a vanishingly small fraction of firms become arbi-
trarily large (so that average firm size Xi (t) remains large and continues to grow).
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2.4.2 Epsilon Economy
A way to avoid the dispersion of the firm size distribution is to introduce a lower bound on firm
size. To do this, let us introduce a third type of innovation, "imitation". A new firm can enter
in sector v E [0, 1] with a technology qe (v, t) = wQ (t), where w > 0 and Q (t) is average quality
of machines in the economy given by (2.14) - after entry, the firm can engage in incremental
innovations as usual. The cost of this type of innovation is assumed to be pIewQ (t). The fact
that the cost should be proportional to average quality is in line with the structure of the model
so far. We call the economy with this "imitation" technology an epsilon economy.17
Given this cost of imitation, if a firm could enter into a particular sector, become the
monopolist and obtain the BGP value (2.17) (T (v, t) is now the stopping time where either a
entrant or an imitator enters and replaces the monopolist), it would be happy to do so. More
precisely, it would be indifferent between entering and not entering, and we suppose that it
chooses to enter depending on the quality of the incumbent in the sector. However, since there
is already an incumbent in the industry, the entrant may not be able to charge the monopoly
price and may be forced to charge a limit price. Even if the entrant had to charge a limited
price for a short time interval, its value would strictly less than that implied by (2.17), and
entry by paying the cost pewQ (t) would not be profitable. Recall from condition (2.9) that
the higher-quality firm can charge the unconstrained monopoly price when its quality is greater
than a fraction (1 - #)1-)/# of the next highest quality, and otherwise, it will be forced
to charge a limit price (upon entry). This reasoning then implies that entry by imitating the
average technology is profitable in machine line v at time t only when
q (v, t) w (1 - #)(1-13)/13 Q (t)
Given the imitators are indifferent between entering and not entering, we will assume that
there exists e < w (1 - #)(1~)/4 such that the imitators enter into a sector v if and only if
q (v, t) 5 eQ (t). This implies that there will be no firm with quality q (v, t) < eQ (t), because
17 This imitation technology captures the knowledge spillover channel as in Romer (1990). However, there are
other ways to introduce the epsilon economy. For example, in a companion paper we consider the case in which
each firm has to pay an epsilon-fixed labor cost. Such an economy is similar to the one in Luttmer (2007) except
firm growth is exogeneous in his paper and endogeneous in our paper. What matters is that the cost is proportional
to the aggregate quality.
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they will be immediately replaced by imitators (the case where w = e = 0 is identical to the
economy we studied so far). The problem with this modified model is that the possibility that
there will be another type of entry, as a function of the gap between current and average quality,
will affect both the value function of firms and their incremental innovation decisions. However
as w -- 0, the value function and the innovation decisions converge to those characterized in
Subsection 2.2.3 and so does the equilibrium. Therefore for w arbitrarily small, the equilibrium
characterized in Section 2.2.3 provides an arbitrarily close approximation to the equilibrium of
the economy with w > 0. However, once we have that q (v, t) > eQ (t) for all v and t, we obtain
the result that a stationary firm size distribution exists and takes the form of an asymptotic
Pareto distribution.
To prove the existence of a balanced growth path equilibrium of the epsilon economy. We
need the following assumption on the technology for radical innovation:
Assumption 2.1 max,>o en (z) K 1 - , where c. (z) = is the elasticity of the entry
function q (z).
Remark 2.2 Under functional form (2.5), Assumption 2.1 is equivalent to y < 1 - r or
the entry function q (z) is sufficiently inelastic. This assumption is used in Lemma 2.2 in the
Appendix to ensure boundedness and some limit behaviors of the value function of incumbent
firms under the presence of the two types of entry. The condition is imposed on the elasticity of
q because it is the source of non-monotonicity of the value of the incumbent firms. For example,
high value to the incumbent firms will attract more entry by radical innovation which in turn
depress present value to the incumbents. Lastly, when there is no entry by radical innovation,
this assumption is automatically satisfied.
If Assumption 2.1 is satisfied, we have the following theorem describing the epsilon economy:
Theorem 2.1 (Existence of the Epsilon Economy) Suppose the equilibrium in the bench-
mark economy r*, v*, g* in Subsection 2.2.3 and Assumption 2.1 is satisfied . There exists an
interval (p, -) and A > 0, a > 0 such that given Le E (p,ft) and for each w E (0,o), there is
a BGP with the following properties :
1) An imitator pays pwQ (t) to buy a product quality wQ (t) and to enter into a sector v if
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q (v,t) < e (w) Q (t), where 0 < e (w) w (1 - 0) 0 .The imitator can charge unlimited mo-
nopolistic price and it replaces the incumbent in the sector.18
2) The equilibrium growth rate of the aggregate product quality is g (w) E (g*, g* + A) which
satisfies
lim g (w) = g*.W-+o
This economy admits a stationary distribution of normalized firm size with the cdf f (.)
which is approximately Pareto. Formally:
Theorem 2.2 (Tail Index) The stationary distribution has an approximate Pareto tail with
the Pareto exponent x = x (w) > 1 such that: V > 0 there exist BB and yo such that
f (y) < 2By-(X-1-)Ivy yo
and
f (y) > 1By-(x-1+) vy > yo.2
In other words, f (y) = y~-x-l9 (y), where o (y) is a slow-varying function. Moreover
lim X (w) = 1.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the Lemma 2.7 in the Appendix. *
Remark 2.3 This theorem regarding the stationary distribution differ from the literature on
city and firm size distribution, for example Gabaix (1999) in two respects. First, Pareto tail
is obtained using Gibrat's law which is assumed exogenous in his paper, but is a result of
endogenous investment decisions of firms given that their innovation cost is proportional to
the quality of their current technologies. Second, the endogenous growth rate of the economy
pushes the Pareto tail towards one, which is the Zipf's law.19
18 The incumbents and innovative entrants solve the net present value maximization problem as in (2.18), but
they take into account the behavior of the imitators.
19See Edward Glaeser's comment http://economix.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/04/20/a-tale-of-many-cities/
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Sketch proof of Theorem 2.1. For pL, E (p, pE) and w E (0, i0) we show that there exists
an equilibrium growth rate function g* that satisfies the condition of BGP in three steps:
Step 1: For each g E (g*, g* + A), we show the existence of a value function of an incumbent
in sector v at time t under the form
Vg (v,tq) = Q (t) Vg (Q ,t) (253)Q (t) )'(.3
and a threshold Eg (w) that an imitator will pay the cost pewQt to buy a technology with quality
wQt to enter into sector y at time t and replace the incumbent if q (v, t) < Cg (w) Q (t).20 Value
of the incumbent depends only on the current average quality, Q (t), and the gap between the
current quality and the average quality. Plugging (2.53) in (2.18) and notice that
Yg (v,t~q)=-gQ (t)Y Vg gQt)
we have
(r - g) g (q) - g'(q~ = 3Lq + max { (z (v,t ))( (Aq) - g(q)) - z (v,t) i
- (V, 0) 7 (z (v, t)) V (~-) ,(2.54)
in which we have r = p + Og and (v, t) = . Free-entry condition (2.19) becomes
R (z(v, t)) Vg (r4(v, t)) = q (v, t) .
Moreover, the free-entry condition of the imitators implies
Vg (w) (2.55)
Given the imitators will replace the incumbent in sector y at time t if q (v, t) egQ (t), we also
have
Vg (Eg) = 0. (2.56)
2 0 Again, due to the Arrow replacement effects, the incumbent firm will never purchase this imitation technology.
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We will show that there exists a solution Vg (4) to the functional equation (2.54) with the
pointwise condition (2.55) and (2.56). We will assume that pe belong to certain interval (p, yuz)
such that the imitators enter in equilibrium but they do not enter too early, and when they
enter they can charge unlimited monopoly price, i.e., E < w (1 - #) 0 .Moreover Vg (4) is
equicontinuous with respect to g. The functional equation (2.54) also implies the investment
decision of the incumbents zg (~) and of the entry rate of the innovative entrants -zg (~).21
Step 2: These investment decisions together with the entry rule of the imitators and the growth
rate g of the average quality yields a stationary distribution over the normalized sizes q with
the cdf and pdf F (.) satisfying:
If y > w
0 = Fy (y) yg - #, (z (q)) dF (~-) - (~-) T1 (' (q)) dF (q) .(.7
If y <w
0 = Fy (y) yg - Fy (c) cg - (z (q)) dF (~) - 2(q) q ((q)) dF (q) (2.58)
Let Fg denote such a distribution.
The intuition for (2.57) and (2.58) is the following: Given y > 0 the mass of firms with size
jumping out of (c, y) consists of firms with size between (A, y) and experience tinkering innova-
tion, ff # (z (4)) dF (q), and firms with size between ([, y) and experience radical innovation,Aft1 -(~) 7 (-(q)) dF (q). When y < w, we must also add the mass of firms being replaced by
imitators with relative quality w. This mass consists of firms around E and do not experience
any innovation, therefore are drifted under E due to the growth rate g of the average quality Q,
which is Fy (c) eg. Because of the stationarity of the distribution, this mass of firms must be
equal to the mass of firms going into the interval (E, y). This mass consists of firms around y
and do not experience any innovation, therefore are drifted inside due to the growth rate g of
the average quality Q, which is Fy (y) yg.
21 There are two difficulties associated with proving the existence of the value function. The first one is that
this is a differential equation with deviating arguments given that the right hand-side depends on value of V
evaluated at Aq and rq. As a result, we cannot apply standard existence proofs used for ordinary differential
equations. We use here instead bound function techniques used in monotone iterative solution methods, see for
example Jankowski (2005). The second difficulty is that we want to show that the value function statisfies some
properties at infinity. This non-standard boundary problem is solved as in Staikos and Tsamatos (1981).
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Step 3: We obtain an implied growth rate of the average product quality g' = t from theQt
investment decision zg (~), and Z (~, imitation decision eg and stationary distribution Fg.
(A - 1) EFg [d (z (~-)) Q] + (r- - 1) EFg [-9 (q) 77 (-g (q-) qj2 9
g - 1- EgF (Eg)(w -eg).
This formula is similar to the decomposition of growth in (2.24). In particular the nominator
consists of innovation from the incumbents
(A - 1) EFg [0 (z (-q) qj
and entrants
(K -1) EFg [Zg(q- 71('g(-q))qj-
The denominator shows the contribution of imitation to growth. The higher the gap W - Eg is,
the more important this component. Finally the equilibrium growth rate g* (w) is solution of
the equation
D (g) = g' - g = 0.
Notice that, by using Theorem 2.2, as g goes to g*, the asymptotic tail index of the quality
distribution goes to 1, as a result the mean quality goes to infinity. Therefore (2.59) shows that
lim. D (g) = +oo.
9 )9
It remains to show that there exists some A such that D (g* + A) < 0 and that D (g) is
continuous to show the existence of g* (w).
The details of these steps are given in Appendix. m
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2.4.3 Simulations
In addition to the parameters in the first row of Table 2.1 in the calibration part. We pick the
following parameters for the epsilon economy:
pe = 15
W = 0.1.
The resulting growth rate is gq (w) = 0.0205 > g* = 0.02. The exit threshold for incumbent
1-0
firm is e (w) = 0.045 < w (1 - 3) 0 , therefore the imitators can charge unlimited monopolist
price.
Then, we have the following equilibrium tail of the station distribution
7 (w) = 1.12
The resulting rank distribution is:
G(i) = f (qj) dq .
Figure 2-1 represents the following relationship, similar to the one in Gabaix (1999)
log (rank) = C - y log (size)
Figure 2-2 presents the value functions of the incumbents in a sector with the imitation threat
(solid line) and without (dashed line). Under entry by imitation, the value of the incumbents is
zero if q = Q < E. We see here that the value of incumbent firms without the imitation threat
is greater than it is with the threat. However this might not be true in general, given that
entry by radical innovation will react to the value of the incumbents. Figure 2-3 presents the
contributions of the incumbents and the entrants to the aggregate growth of product quality.
About two-third of the aggregate growth is attributed to the incumbents. Notice that, the
incumbents with lower quality invest more because of the threat of entry by imitation. This
threat also makes the innovative entry less profitable.
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Figure 2-1: Stationary Distribution of Firm Size
2.5 Conclusion
A large fraction of US industry-level productivity growth is accounted for by existing firms and
continuing establishments. Standard growth models either predict that most growth should be
driven by new innovations brought about by entrants (and creative destruction) or do not pro-
vide a framework for decomposing the contribution of incumbents and entrants to productivity
growth. In this paper, I proposed a simple modification of the basic Schumpeterian endoge-
nous growth models that can address these questions. The main departure from the standard
models is that incumbents have access to a technology to undertake incremental innovations
and improve their existing machines (products). A different technology can then be used to
generate more radical innovations. Arrow's replacement effect implies that only entrants will
undertake R&D for radical innovations, while incumbents will invest in incremental innova-
tions. This general pattern is in line with qualitative and quantitative evidence on the nature
of innovation.
The model is not only consistent with the broad evidence but also provides a tractable
framework for the analysis of productivity growth and of the entry of new firms and the ex-
pansion of existing firms. It yields a simple equation that decomposes productivity growth
between continuing establishments and new entrants. Although the parameters to compute the
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exact contribution of different types of establishments to productivity growth have not yet been
estimated, the use of plausible parameter values suggests that, in contrast to basic endogenous
technological change models and consistent with the US data, a large fraction-but not all-of
productivity growth is accounted by continuing establishments.
The comparative static results of this model are also very different from those of existing
growth models. Most importantly, despite the presence of entry and creative destruction, the
model shows that entry barriers or taxes on potential entrants increase the equilibrium growth
rate of the economy. This is because, in addition to their direct negative effects, such taxes create
a positive effect on productivity growth by making innovations by incumbents more profitable.
In the current model, this indirect effect always dominates. This result is rather extreme in
the model, because of the simplifying assumptions (in particular, because the technology of
incremental innovations is linear). It should therefore not be interpreted as suggesting that
entry barriers generally increase growth, but as highlighting that they not only create the well-
understood negative effects by reducing creative destruction, but may also encourage further
productivity-enhancing activities by incumbent producers. Which effect is more important in
practice is an empirical question.
Finally, because the model features entry of new firms, and expansion and exit of existing
firms, it also generates an equilibrium firm size distribution. Although the model has not been
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Figure 2-3: Innovations by Entrants and Incumbents.
designed to generate equilibrium firm size distributions, the resulting stationary distribution
approximates the Pareto distribution with an exponent of one (the so-called "Zipf distribution")
observed in US data (e.g., Axtell 2001).
The model presented in this paper should be viewed as a first step in developing tractable
models with endogenous productivity processes for incumbents and entrants (which take place
via innovation and other productivity-increasing investments). It contributes to the literature on
endogenous technological change by incorporating additional industrial organization elements
in the study of economic growth. An important advantage of the specific features emphasized
here is that they generate predictions not only about the decomposition of productivity growth
between incumbents and entrants, but also about the process of firm growth, entry and exit,
and the equilibrium distribution of firm sizes. Nevertheless, the stochastic process for firm size
is rather simple and does not incorporate rich firm dynamics that have been emphasized by
other work, for example, by Klette and Kortum (2004), who allow firms to operate multiple
products, or by Hopenhayn (1992), Melitz (2003) and Luttmer (2007), who introduce a non-
trivial exit decision because of fixed costs of operation and also allow firms to learn about their
productivity as they operate. Combining these rich aspects of firm entry and exit dynamics
with innovation decisions that endogenize the stochastic processes of productivity growth of
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incumbents and entrants appears to be an important area for future theoretical research. Per-
haps more important would be a more detailed empirical analysis of the predictions of these
various approaches using data on productivity growth, exit and entry of firms. The relatively
simple structure of the model presented in this paper should facilitate these types of empirical
exercises. For example, a version of the current model, enriched with additional heterogeneity
in firm growth, can be estimated using firm-level data on innovation (patents), sales, entry and
exit.
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2.6 Appendix
Algebraic Manipulation for Proposition 2.2.
dg*= (A - 1) #'(zr (v*)) dz, (v*)
dTi dTi
+ r )d Z' T dv*
+ d 1 (2' (V) r; ('r (v))) d-ri
= -z, (v*) (A - 1) #' (zr (v*))
dv*+ (A - 1) #' (z-r (v *)) # (z-r (v *)) (A - 1) v
d dv*
+(K -) (r (V)r/ (r (v)))
= -z'- (v*) (A - 1) #' (zr (v*))
((A - 1) #' (zr (v*)) # (z-r (v*)) (A - 1) dv* (2.60)
+ (d - 1) d (Z7 (v) rj (Z' (v))) dri
From the implicit function theorem, (2.38) implies
dv* 8Q __
d * a- / , (2.6 1)
We rewrite
= (( - 1) #' (zr (v)) (A -1) V + (1 + Ti)) zr (v)+Z (V)
=- ((6 - 1) #' (zr (v)) (A -1) V + (1 + Ti)) Z, (V) + Z, (V)
- ((0 - 1) (1 + Ti) + (1 +rTi)) ' (V) + Z (V)
= - ( (1 + ri) - 1) z (v).
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since = Z- (v) and #' (zr (v)) (A - 1) v = (1 + T) from (2.36). Similarly
dd
= p +(9(1-T1)(9())tIZ(A-)) ((-1)#'( ()(A-1o+(1+r)dz()
(6 0 -1 + 1) ('r (V) r/ (P (M) V)
  (6 - 1) # (z, (v)) (A - 1) + ((0 - 1) #' (z-r (v)) (A - 1) V + (1 + ri)) # (z7. (v)) (A - 1)
+ (0 (K - 1) + 1) (Fr (v ZT(7 v)v
= P + (6(1 + ri) + (6 - 1)) # (zr (v)) (A - 1)
+ (0 x-1 + 1) (F ()r F v)v
Plugging the expression (2.61) into (2.60), we have
dg* 
-Z (V*) (A - 1) #'(zr (v*))
dTi
(A 1 '(z7 (*)) # (r (V*)) (A - 1)
+(r - d) (2, (V) r/(- (V)))
(6 (1+ ri) - 1) zT (V)
*a<
av
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Replacing (A - 1) #' (z, (v*)) by 1+71, we just have to show
1 + Ti 0<D
V 0v
> 1+ Ti #((V*)) (A - )+(n( ±T
+ i p + 0# (zr (M) (A - 1)V
1+i ( ( - 1) + 1) ( (v) (r
+ 1 y)( ( -1 +1 (, (V) 7 (M) (V)
+1 +Tr (9( 1) 1) ( (v ) ( / ((v)) 
V
> (n-1) (d (v) y(q (v))) (0 (1 + r)-1)
which is trivially true. *
Solution to the social planning problem.
(# (1- #) QSL - (zs + 2s) QS) - 1
1- 1
+p~s ((A - 1) q5 (zs) + (K - 1) 2zS?7 (EzS)) QS*
-QS (3(1- /)-- QSL - (zS ±S) QS)
+p (A -1) #' (zs) QS
-QS (#(1/-#)QSL
- (z s+)
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OHt
azs
aft
QS)
- 1) (2 v)y(r
H (Qs, zs,2 pzs )
+p"ts(r - 1) (TI (-s) + 'Z7' ('Z)) Qs-
_ 1+ ri p + (0(1 + -ri) + (6 1)) # (z-r (v) (A - 1)
v +(0 (K - 1) +1) (Y (v 77 (' Mv))
(0)) ) (0 (1 + ri) - 1)
Lastly
ppS _ / OQS
= # (1-#~ L - (zs + 7)) (# (1 -,3)~! QSL - (zs + ) Qs) 0
+ps ((A - 1) # (zS) + (m - 1) f y (79))
Since
(Zs + 79) QS -O
= -#(1 
-#)~L - (z + 7)) (QS)-
by differentiating both sides with respect to t, we obtain:
(-6) (Qs)- - 1 (t)yL (A - 1) #' (zs)
L - (z + 9) ) 0 (Qs)-0
((A - 1) # (zA) + (i - 1) 9 (t) 7 (79))
Therefore
(A - 1)#0'(zS)
#( - #- L - (zs +S)
+P (A - 1)#0'(zs)
#(1 - 3) L - (zs + -z) ) (#3 (1 -,3#)~3 L
+ ((A - 1) # (zs) + (r, - 1) 239? (23S))
- (zS + ))
(A L - (zs + 2)
(A - 1) #' (zs)
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# (1 - #) -0 L - (zs + ]2S )0 6 ((A - 1) # (zs) + (K - 1) s (t) 77 (2s)
= -(#(1 #~iQSL -ps (A - 1) #' (zs)
= - (1 - L)i
- (z s + 2z3) 0
Simplifying both sides by (1)L(z+) we have
9 ((A - 1) # (zS) + (n - 1) z? (ES))
+P
= ( -(1 )- L - (zs + )) (A - 1) #' (zs)
+ ((A - 1) # (zs) + (K - 1) 2S?7 (ES))
and
(A - 1) #' (zS) = (K - 1) (r (2Z) + ZSri' (ES)) .
Therefore
S (0(1 - #)--A6 L - 23S) (A -1) # + (x-1) 239? (2s) - p
9 = -
Derivation of the Functional Equation for the stationary distribution. Consider
the evolution of the highest quality product in each sector. In the case of entry without imitation
q (t + At) = {q (t)Aq (t)
Kq (t)
with probability 1 - # (z (q~(t))) At - -(q~(t)) q (Z(q (t))) At + o (At)
with probability # (z (q(t))) At + o (At)
with probability -(q (t)) 7 ((q~(t))) At + o (At)
in which q -(t) Q(t), and the average product quality Q (t) grows at a constant rate g. We also
assume that when q (t) eQ (t), q (t+) jumps to wQ (t), w > e. Therefore the evolution of the
normalize quality,4(t) = q ,is
q (t) (1 - gAt) + o (At)
with probability 1 - # (z (q(t))) At - -(q(t)) r ($(qj(t))) At + o (At)
Aq (t) (1 - gAt) + o (At) with probability # (z (q(t))) At + o (At)
Kq (t) (1 - gAt) + o (At) with probability '(4(t)) T/ ('(q~(t))) At + o (At)
Moreover, when qj(t) c, it jumps immediately to q(t+) = w > c. By taking the limit At -+ 0
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q (t + At ) =
we can ignore the terms o (At). Suppose we have a stationary distribution of relative product
quality with the cdf F (y).Then, for y > w
F (y) = Pr (4(t + At) ; y)
= E [1{i(t+At)sy} )
=E [E [{ga~y| t]
We rewrite
E E[
=E E
= E
Replacing the
the iterated expectation as
'+z) 
-( ()i(g>+ 1 {(t)(1-gAt) e} q (t)l1
+1'{Ai(t)(1_gAt) y,4(z(f(t)))At} + 1{,(t)(1-gAt) y,i((()At}JJ[ ~ '{~t)(1g~t)e} -(t)
±l i(t) (1+gAt),(z(i(t)))At t} + t(1_gAt)(q }
1- # (z (~(t))) At - (q~) ((~)) At) 1 {q(t)<y(1±gAt),i(t)(1-gAt)>e}
+1{i(t)(1-gAt) e} + # (z (M(t))) Atl (2
+ Z(q) 7 (z (q))Al
last expectations by integrals, we obtain
y(1+gAt)
F (y) = 1(+t)(1 - # (z (~-)) At - 2(q
J (1+gAt)
+ F (e (1 + gAt)) + #± (z
(1+gAt)
+ 10Z(q) q (-(~)) AtdF (q)
Develop right hand side with respect to At, we have
F (y) = F (y) + Fy (y) ygAt - Fy (E) egAt + F (E (1 + gAt))
-y # (z (~-)) dF (q) At - fy-(q) q (- (~)) dF (q) At
+0 # (z (~-)) dF (~-) At + J (q~ z (zq) F q)
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.62)
(2.63)
)n (-Z (q)) At) dF (~-)
(~-)) AtdF (q)
so, eliminate F (y) from both side of the last equation and dividing At and send At to zero we
arrive at
0=Fy (y) yg - #V- (z (q)) dF (q) - (q)q (- (q)) d ~
as in (2.57). For y < w, we proceed exactly as above except now the terms 1{i(t)(1-gAt)<;e} and
F (E (1 + gAt)) do not appear in (2.62) and (2.63) due to the fact that any imitator entering
into the economy will have relative quality w exceeding y. We obtain the final expression
0 = Fy (y) yg - Fy (e-) eg - #(z (q)) dF (~) - (q~ ('Z(q) dF (~
as in (2.58). For the special case in which E = w = 0, g = g*, z (q) = z* and 2(q) *, we
obtain the equation (2.52). m
Derivation of the implied growth rate. The growth of the average product quality Qt
comes from three sources: Innovation of incumbent firms, of innovative entrants and imitators.
Recall the definition of Qt
Qt = jq (v, t) dv
where q (v, t) is the highest quality in sector v. We suppose that the investment of the incum-
bents in each sector are z (~) and of the innovative entrants are 2 (~), where q is the quality
relative to the average quality that grows at the rate g then at time from time t to t + At:
Qt+At = q(v,t+ At)dv
1 ( z AtAq (v,t) +( - () Attq(v,t) de
= JO,q(v,t)2eQ(t)(1+gAt) + - # vz At - Q ) Q tt q(v
1 # z AtAq (v, t) + - (q2) (( ) Atnq (v, t ) deK (1 - (0 ( MOt)) At - - 0 77 (-( 00t)) At) wJQ t
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Expand the right hand side around At = 0, we have
= AQtt J# (q
" 0,q(v,t);>eFQ(t)(1+gAt)
0 J,q(v,t)<EQ(t)(1+gAt)
( t) qt vt)dv+QtAt
-# (Z ( Qt ))
I t q d(vvt) q 
o\qY _ t\ Qt/ Qt
q (t)q (vt))) At) q(v,t)dv
-j Q(vt)) q ( vQt) At) wQ(t)dv
We can rearrange to decompose the growth of average quality into three different component:
innovation from incumbents, from entrants, and from imitators.
Qt+At = Q (t) + (A - 1) QtAt 1 (z ( , Qt) Q(vt) do
Innovation from Incumbents
q( t q ( t) q( t)do
Innovation from Entrants
1
0 J,q(V't)<e-Q(t)(1+gAt)
1- # z N() At
-z QtQ At)
(t) - q (v,t)) dv
Innovation from Imitators
We rewrite this growth accounting in term of stationary distribution with cumulative distribu-
tion function F (.) over q= > 6 and probability density function f (.)
Q (t + At) = Q (t) + (A - 1) Q (t) J # (z (q)) qdF (q) At
-(q) q ((q)) qdF (q) At
+ F (e (1 + gAt)) (w - e) Q (t).
9' = (A - 1) E [# (z (~)) q + (. - 1) E ['(q) n ('(q)) q + egf (e) (w - _) .
Equivalently
(A - 1) E [# (z (~)) q + (r - 1) E [ (q) 7 ( (~)) q
1 -Ef (E) (W - E)
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Qt+At
+( 
-1) QtAt J
+ (r_ - 1) Q Mt)
-#{(z (Qt ))
as in (2.59). When w = 0 we have
g' = (A - 1) E [# (z (q)) q] + (K - 1) E [-Z(~-) q ('Z(q)) q]
and when z (q) = z* and -(q)
9 = (A - 1) # (z*)+(K 1)+2* (*)
as in (2.24), given E [q] = 1. *
To prove Theorem 2.1, we need the following definition
Definition 2.3 Let Ii (v) = maxz>o # (z) v - z and Ie (u) = A- 1 (±).
Remark 2.4 Ii (v) is the value to incumbent firms from undertaking incremental innovation.
Ie (u) is the rate of entry by entrants with radical innovations. There are one-to-one mappings
from the investment technology # and q to the functions i and Ie.
We prove Theorem 2.1 in three steps sketched in the body of the paper:
Step 1: We show the existence of Vg (~) under the form qUg (In (q) - In eg) where Ug is
shown to exist as follow.
Definition 2.4 C0 ([g* - A, g* + A] x R+, R) denotes the Banach space of continuous func-
tions U : [g* - A, g* + A] x R+ - R and U (g, 0) = 0 Vg E [g* - A, g* + A] with the norm
IIUI|= sup sup |U(g,p)|.
g* -A<gsg*+A 060p0o
Definition 2.5 For each function u = U (g,.) E CO (R+, R) consider the operator Tg
Tgu E C (R+, R)
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satisfies the following ordinary differential equation22
g (Tgu)' (p) + (rg + Ie (u (p + In n))) (Tgu) (p)
= #L + Ii (Au (p + In A) - Tgu (p)). (2.64)
with the initial condition Tgu (0) = 0. Notice that
rg = p+0g. (2.65)
Here ' (p) is defined as:r; (- (p)) Ku (p + In K) = 1. The operator T is defined by
TU (g, p) TgU (g, p).
To prove the existence of the value function of the incumbent, we need the following key
lemma:
Lemma 2.1 Suppose Assumption 2.1 is satisfied. Then there exists A > 0 such that for each
g E [g* - A, g* + A], there is a solution Ug > 0 to the functional equation
rU (p) + gU' (p)
- #L + max {#5 (z) (AU (p + In A) - U (p)) - z} - $(p) r/ (F(p)) U (p),
where r = p + Og and
rq (- (p)) rU (p+ In ) = 1.
U should also satisfy the boundary conditions
U (0)
lim U (p)p-+oo
=0
= Vg,
(2.66)
(2.67)
22 Standard theorems in ODE theory imply the existence and uniqueness of Tgu (p) if u E F defined below.
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where vg is solution of the equation
#L + Ih ((A - 1) v)
r + Ie (v) (2.68)
Moreover, Ug is equicontinuous in g over any finite interval.
In order to prove this lemma, we again need the following lemmas
Lemma 2.2 Suppose Assumption 2.1 is satisfied. Then there exists A > 0 such that the set F
of continuous function U : [g* - A, g* + A] x R+ - R, U (g, 0) = 0 and
Vg - vge-p < U (g,p) < v9 + Vge--p Vp > 0 (2.69)
satisfies T (F) C F.
Proof. Let kg (p) = vg + vge-P and kg (p) = vg + vge-P. By definition, for each U E F,
we have
kg (p) :5 U (g,p A : kg (p).
Let kg (p) = TgU (g, p) then, also by definition (2.64) implies that
gk' (p) = #L - I (Au (p + In A) - kg (p)) - (r + I, (u (p + In ))) (Tu) (p)
< L - I (Akg (p + In A) - kg (p)) - (rg + Ie (kg (p + ln r))) kg (p)
So if we can show that
gkg (p) > 3L - Ii (Akg (p + In A) - kg (p)) - (rg + Ie (kg (p, + In ))) kg (p) (2.70)
we will have kg (p) < kg (p) Vp > 0 given that kg (0) = 0 < kg (0). Similarly, if we can show
that
gk'(p) <#L- I(Akg(p+InA)-kg(p)) -(rg+Ie(kg(p--in.))) & (p)
we will have kg (p) > kg (p) Vp > 0 given that kg (0) = 0 = kg (0).
(2.71)
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Below we will use Assumption 2.1 to show (2.70) and (2.71). Indeed, the two inequalities can
be re-written as
-gOx > 3L + Ii ((A - 1) vg + (A1-1 - 1) x)
- (rg + Ie (vg - K-0 X) ) (vg + X) (2.72)
and
gOx < 3L + Is ((A - 1) vg - (Al-0 - 1) x)
- (rg + Ie (vg + K-0X)) (vg - x) (2.73)
vo < x < V9.
By definition of v9 in (2.68), we have equalities at x = 0. It is sufficient to show that the
derivative of the left hand side of (2.72) is strictly greater than the derivative of its left hand
side. Or equivalently,
-go > If ((A - 1) vg + (A-0 - 1) x) (Al-o - 1)
-rg - Ie (v9 - K-x) + I' (v9 - K-0X) K 0 V9 .
(2.65) yields rg > go and 9 > 1 yields Ij ((A - 1) vg + (Al- 0 - 1) x) (Al- 0 - 1) < 0. It remains
to show that
Ie (vg - K-zo 9  I' (vg - K K- 0,
or
(vg - K-0x) > m .Ce 0 V9.
min c1,
or
min c*_ > - (2.74)min i ter -
Similarly, it is sufficient to show that the derivative of the left hand side of (2.73) is strictly
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greater than the derivative of its left hand side. Or equivalently,
go < Ii ((A
+rg +
- 1) Vg - (Al-0 - 1) x) (I - A1-O)
Ie (vg + K-x - I' (vg + K-0X) I&0 V
This is true if
1 -(vg + mm e 1 Vg
min ce, 2 n-0.
Given that
(2.75)
EIe = - - 1,
Assumption 2.1 implies both (2.74) and (2.75).
Lemma 2.3 T (F) is a relatively compact subset of Co ([g* - A, g* + A] x R+, R).
Proof. Suppose {f,}', 1 c F, we will show that we can extract a Cauchy sequence from
{Tfn}'_ 1 . First, there exists a constant K > 0 such that IIUIl K VU E F. So
8 d g gL + I ((A + 1) K)
T = ~Tfn(g~p)
Vg, Vp
Second, Dg (p) = a (Tfn (p)) is the solution of
gD' (p) + Tfn (p) + (r+Ie
+ (p + 0 (g* +,A) + Ie (K)) K
g *- A
(fn (p + In ))) Tfn (p)
= (Ii (Afn (p + In A) - Tfn (p)) - (rg + Ie (fn (p + In )))) Dg (p)
So Dg (p) is uniformly bounded over [g* - A, g* + A] x [0, M] for any M > 0. Therefore, for
each M = 1, 2, .... we have {Tfn (g, p)} I is equicontinuous over
Co ([g* - A, g* + A] x [0, M], R).
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M = 1 since {Tfn},a> is equicontinuous over [g* - A, g* + A] x [0, M] there exists a subse-
quence {Tfi,}I1 converges uniformly to fg over [g* - A, g* + A] x [0, M]
M ==> M+1 : Since {TfM } =2 is equicontinuous over [g* - A, g* + A] x [0, M + 1] there exists
a subsequence {Tf(M+1)k } converges uniformly to fu+1 over [g* - A, g* + A] x [0, M + 1].
Because of the subsequence property: fr+1 [0,M] =
Let f* : [g* - A,g* + A] xR+ - R be defined by f*|[g*-A,g*+A[O,M] =fZ VM E N*.
We show that
lM oo TfMM ICO({g*-A,g*+A~xR+,R)=O'M,N-*oolTf  -
Indeed, Ve > 0: Given (2.69) there exists M 1 C N* such that ITfMM (gp) - u9I < Vp 2 M1 .
Given limM- TfMM (g, p) = f* (g, p) Vp, we have
E
If* (g,p) - ugl _ -Vp > M1
and g E [g* - A, g* + A]. Given M 1, there exists M2 > M1 such that ITfMM (g, p) - f* (g, p) I
E VM1 > p 0,g E [g* - A, g* + A] and M > M 2 . Therefore Vp > 0, g E [g* - A, g* + A] and
MN > M 2
ITfMM (p,g) - f. (p,)[ < E
Lemma 2.4 The mapping T is continuous over F.
Proof. Suppose f, -+ f, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we have Tf"
converges pointwise toward Tf. It remains to prove that
lim |ITfn - TfIIco([g*-A,g*+AlxR+,R) 0.
By the relative compactness of T (F), from any subsequence of {Tfn} there is subsequence {hM}
of {Tfn} that converges to h over C0 ([g* - A, g* + A] x R+, R). Since {hM} also converges
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pointwise to Tf we have h = Tf. Therefore
lim ||hM - TfIJCo([g*-Ag*+A]xR+,R) 0.M-)00
Thus
n ||Tfs - Tf|co([g*-A,g*+AIxR+,R) 0-
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Given Lemma 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 we can apply the Schauder Fixed
Point Theorem to show that T admits a fixed point U in F: TU = U. Or equivalently for each
g E [g* - A, g* + A], u (.) = U (g,.) satisfies u (0) = 0 and (2.66). The limit at infinity in (2.67)
follows directly from the definition of F. Finally, equicontinuity is a consequence of the fact
that U(.,.) E Co([g* -A,g* +A] x R+,R). m
Existence of the Value Function. Let p = U9 (= U ( 3log (I ) +6),
where 3 > 0 and pe E (p, 7). Given U (g, p) is equicontinuous in g E [g*, 9g* + A], we can
choose A sufficiently small such that U g1 log (1 < pe < Ug ('3 log (1) + 6)
Vg E [g*, g* + A]. Therefore, there exists Wg E (10 log ,3 log + 3) such that
ye = U (wg). For each w, let
Eg = W/W 9  (2.76)
< W(1 3
and let. V (~) = qUg (lIn (q) - In cg). Then V satisfies (2.54), (2.55) and (2.56). 0
Given the existence of U (g, p), for each g E [g*, g* + A], we define
zg (p) = arg max (AUg (p + A) - Ug (p)) # (z) - z
and
i U (p + In h)
z9 (p) ='r
Given that
lim U9 (p) = og
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we have
lim zg (P) = z (vg)
p--00
lim 29 (p) = 2(vg).p--oo
Armed with the existence of the value function and the corresponding investment decisions, we
are ready to prove the second step
Step 2: We show the existence of the stationary distribution under the form fg (y) = h (Iny).
y
Moreover, we show that fg satisfies the asymptotic Pareto property in Theorem 2.2.
The implied stationary distribution F (y) solves equations (2.57) and (2.58) with z (~) -
zg (In~) and -(~) = q (nq). Let h. (p) = ePFy (eP). The equations (2.57) and (2.58) become:
If p > Inwi
0 h(p)g - # (z (p)) hg (p) dj - 2 (p) q (g (p)) hg (p) dj5. (2.77)
Jp-In A fp-In n
If p < lnwi
0 h(p) g - hg (0) g - # ( z (p)) hg (p) di - 2 p (p ~)) hg (p) di. (2.78)
p-ln A Jp-In K
We also have hg (p) = 0 Vp < 0. The conditions for h. to be a well-defined distribution is
Shg (p)dp = 1.
Lemma 2.5 Given the investment strategies z9 (p) , - (p), the stationary distribution hg (p)
exists and unique.
Proof. Differentiate both side of the integral equations on hi, we have
gh' (p) = #(zi (p)) hg (p) - # (zg (p - In A)) hg (p - In A)
+ 2g (p) q (2g (p)) hg (p) - - (p - In K) q (- (p - In K)) hg (p - In n,).
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We rewrite this equation as
gh' (p) - (# (zg (p)) + ' (p) 7 (- (p))) hg (p) = (zg (p - In A)) hg (p - In A)
- Zg (p - In K) T (' (p - In K)) hg (p - In K).
Using the variation of constant formula, this equation yields a unique equation for 0 ; p < Wg
given hg (0). For p > Wg the equation also yields a unique solution, however the initial condition
is now
ha~ ln= (zg (p ))hg(p) dp
1 In 1 _
+- 1 " n 0 (p) Tj('(p)) hg(p) dji.
9q I in -In ns3
Since the system is linear in the initial condition hg (0), therefore, there exists a unique hg (0)
such that fO hg (p) dp = 1. Notice that given the lemma below fOO hg (p) dp < oo. U
Let z* = z (vg) and 2i* =g (vg). Then for each g > g*, define the x (g) is the unique number
x satisfying
AX - KX -1
g=4(z*) +*(;
x x
Lemma 2.6 x (g*) = 1 and x (g) > 1 Vg > g* and in the neighborhood of g*.
Proof. By definition of g* we have g* = # (zg*) (A - 1)+* (2*) (K - 1), therefore X (g*) =
1. For g > g*
g > # (z*) (A - 1) + i*n (:,*) (K - 1)
Thus X (g)>1.
Lemma 2.7 (Tail Index) There exists V > 0 there exist B,B and po such that
hg (p) < 2Ee-(X(9)-)P, Vp po
and
hg ( p)> _Be-(X(9)+ )PVp po.
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In other words, h. (p) = e-x(9)P p. (p), where Pg (p) is a slow-varying function.
In order to prove this lemma we need the following lemma
Lemma 2.8 For each > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that
-#(zg*)
-#(zg*)9 -6)
AX-C - 1
+
AX±C - 1
+
Proof. This is true given j# (z*)
(1
I- Z*7
- (
(9*)+6 )
-6)
rtX- - 1
<1
x- 1
>1x +
A'- + 12*77 (2*) - = 1 and the functions
Ax- _ 1 rx- _ 1
are strictly increasing in . *
For each ( > 0 let 6 > 0 be such a 6. Given limit result in the last section, there exists a
PO = PO (6) > wg such that, for all p > po
#(15 (zg (p)) +
\9 g
1,
9 -g (p) Y7 (2g9g
1
9
1(p - In A)) - (zg*) <6
9
1
-z (p - In ,)77 ( (p - In n)) -
9
1
9 1 77
9
Let define R (6) = maxpospspo+1n n hg (p) e(X-)P and B (6) = minpospspo+1n , hg (p) e(X+)P.
Proof of the Tail Index Lemma. We show that
hg (p) < 2P (6) e-(X-)P, Vp > po
and
hg (p) > _B (6) e-(x+)P, Vp > po.
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and
and
- (# 0(zg*)9 + I9 (Zg*) < 6
(2*) < 6.
These inequalities hold for po p po + In , by definition. We will show that they also hold
for all p > po using contradiction. Suppose that there is p > po + In r, such that
hg (p) > 2P (6) e(X-)P.
Consider the infimum of those p, then
hg (p) = 2P (6) e-(X-)P.
In the other hand, the equation determining h9 implies
1 P
hg (p) = 1-
g p-n A
1 P
$(zg (p)) hg (p) d + -
g p~-in
+ 6) 2P (6) e (X )Pd /+ l
p-In -
+ 6) e"-1-(X-OP + 2B (5)
X- ,
r9 (FT Gg) +
1-gr(2)+
2P (6) e(X )Pdi
nx -1e-(X-OP
x -
< 271(J) e-(x-Op.
This yields a contraction. Therefore
hg (p) < 2W (6) e-(X-)P, Vp po.
Similarly, we can show that:
hg (p) > B (6) e-(x+C)P, Vp Po
As a consequence, if g > g*, then x (g) > 1, Lemma 2.7 for ( = x)- implies f hg (p) dp <
1+x
Cf e- 2 Pdp<oo.
When g = 9* we have a better lower bound of hg in the following lemma
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1 (z*
9
=2E (6) 
-#0 (zg*)(9
Lemma 2.9 (Tail Index at the Limit) There exists B and po such that
1 e-P
hg.(p) >-B ,Vp 2po.2 p
Proof. Let choose B > 0 such that the inequality hold for po < p < po +In K. We will show
that they also hold for all p po using contradiction. Suppose that there is p > po + In K such
that
1 ePhg (p) < -B
2 p
Consider the infimum of those p, then
1 -P
hg (p) -B .2 p
In the other hand, the equation determining h9- implies
hg (p) =- $ (zg (p)) hg* (p) dji-9 p-InA 9 - )-)n B ,
/> 1 e- (zg*) - Ce-* _B ~-ydj +
p-InA (9 * pI 2-5
I p
p-InK
Ce-,P) 1- e
-B dj5
1 1
= -B-#5 (zg*,) (A -
2g*
e-P
P
1 1 e-P
2 g p
1 e-P 1
+ BC' 2- BC"e-(1+P
1 e P
> -B-.
2( p
(wechoseP0suctatC'e-P iCtle7(1±0 2)P > 0 Vp ! Po) This yields a contraction. Therefore(we~~~~ 2hoep uc ht i
1 e-Phi (p) > -_B ,Vp ! po.2 p
hg (p) ePdp > 001 1J-B-dp= c
P0 2-p
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Eg* p)r (-p)) hg.(p) dJ
(1 *
9 * 2g-r77(2g -
Lemma 2.10 hg is uniformly continuous in g. And for g > g*
D(g)= hg(p)ePdp <oo
is continuous in g. Moreover limglg. 4D (g) = +oo.
Proof. The fact that h9 is uniformly continuous in g is a result of uniform continuity of
{Ug}, thus of zg (.) and 2g (.) as well. 4 (g) is finite given Theorem 2.2. 4 (g) is continuous by
the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. Finally, as we show above 4 (g*) = +00 and by
the uniform continuity of hg:limgig; i (g) = +00. U
For any w > 0, e is defined as in (2.76). The corresponding stationary distribution is
h, (p) = hg (p - In e) Vp > In e.Given g, g' is defined in (2.59) can be written using hg =F as
(A- 1) ePp (zg(p))hg(p)dp+(,- 1)f eP-e(p) ('e(p))hg(p)dp0 1 -heIne) w -e
1 - hg (0) (W - )
We obtain an BGP if g'= g.
Step 3: There exists g* (w) such that g' = g.
Theorem 2.1 (Existence of the Epsilon Economy) Suppose
Pe E (Ug- log ,Ug. log+ .
Consider A > 0 such that
e (Ug log ( )Ug (1- log +6 )
Vg E [g*,g* + A]
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and E > 0 sufficiently small such that VO < w < 0 : s = satisfies
(A - 1) f 0 eP# (zg*+s (p)) hg*+A (p) dp + (r, - 1) fo eP$9*+A (p) - (zg*+A (P)) hg*+A (p) dp
1 - hg*+A (0) (W -
<g *+A.
Notice also that A should also be small enough to apply Lemma 2.1.For each w such that
0 < w < a There exists a g = g (w) E (g*, g* + A) such that g' = g. Moreover
lim g (w) = g*.
Proof. Since
log U( log
there exists wg : log (Wg) E log _)
define e = andWg
13 log ( +10) ) such that Ug (wg) = pA. Let
D (g) (A 1) eP& (zg (p))hg (p)dp+( - 1) f ePY,(p) T (- (p))hg (p)dp1 - hg (0) (W - 6)
-9.
Using Lemma 2.10, we can show that D (g) is continuous in g. Moreover
D(g*+A) <0
and
lim D (g) = +oo
9 9*
therefore there exists g (w) such that D (g) = 0. Moreover if g (w) > g* + w when w - 0 then
the first part of D (g (w))
(A 1) fo eP (zg (p)) hg (p) dp+ (r - 1) fo ePsg(p) i(2g (p)) hg (p) dp
E ~1 - hg (0) (P - --) 9 : 0
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Pe E (Ug (1-# (1'\
~i-/3J
given that e -+ 0. So D (g (w)) < - (g* + w) < 0. This yields a contradiction with the fact
that D (g (w)) 0. Therefore
lim g (w) = g*.)-
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Chapter 3
Racing: When Should We Handicap
the Advantaged Competitor?
3.1 Introduction
A race is a contest among two or more competitors who exert effort to win a prize. Sport
contests, such as bicycle races, golf tournaments and basketball championships, are the most
popular forms of races. Races studied in economic theory include patent races and contests
for job promotion. An important question in the study of races is how a race designer who
wants to promote effort from all competitors should treat competitors with different capabilities
differently? Should he give more incentives to the advantaged competitors or the disadvantaged
ones?
We observe in reality both types of races, in which advantaged or disadvantaged competitors
are given higher incentives. In golf's stroke play competition, the competitor's handicap is sub-
tracted from the total "gross" score at the end of each round, to calculate a "net" score against
which standings are calculated. Therefore, golfers with higher handicaps are given advantage.
In labor markets, Lazear and Rosen (1981) find that reverse discrimination, where less able
workers are given a head start or rewarded more lucratively if they happen to accomplish the
unlikely and win job promotion contests, can be consistent with efficient incentive mechanisms.
However, in NSF research grants allocation processes, researchers with higher past performance
are more likely to win the grants.
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This paper introduces a continuous time, continuous state-space model based on Harris
and Vickers (1987)'s tug-of-war to address the question above. In this benchmark model, two
players compete for a final reward. The reward is won by the first player who achieves a given
distance over his rival. At any moment when the race is ongoing, each player puts in effort
which influences the distance between him and his rival: a Brownian motion with a drift that
depends on the players' effort. The cost of effort functions are strictly convex. The model is
particularly suitable to describe job promotion contests. An employee is promoted when he
demonstrates significantly better qualities than his co-worker do.
The criteria I choose to select among different designs of races are the expected completion
time and the final rewards. Beside final rewards, completion time is especially important in
patent races. For example, the Human Genome Project, officially founded in 1990, was expected
to be completed before 2005.
I consider the set of Markovian Perfect Equilibria (MPEs) in which equilibrium strategies of
the players are conditioned only on the current distance between them. As in the discrete state-
space model in Harris and Vickers (1987), the Markov Perfect Equilibrium (MPE) strategies
exhibit a discouragement effect: The players exert high effort only when they are close to
each other. When a player is left further behind by his rival, he reduces his effort given his
slim chance of winning. The rival who gets further ahead therefore faces less competition and
can safely reduces his effort. A larger distance between the two players thus discourages both
players.
My answer to the initially asked question is that when the discouragement effect is strong
we should reduce the promised reward to the advantaged player or handicap him. This is
because reducing the promised reward to him or handicapping him mitigates the effect, therefore
increases both players' effort and reduces the expected completion time. However, when the
discouragement effect is weak, the direct incentive effect of reducing the promised reward to
the advantaged player or handicapping him decreases his effort. Consequently, the expected
completion time increases instead of decreases.
The intuition behind this result is the following. If we handicap the advantaged player, or if
we promise him a lower reward, and hold the strategy of the disadvantaged player constant, the
advantaged player exerts lower effort because of direct incentives. However, the disadvantaged
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player increases his effort because of his higher chance of winning the race. This increase in effort
of the disadvantaged player in turn induces a higher effort from the advantaged player, due to
their strategic interaction. In total, lower incentives to the advantaged player has an ambiguous
effect on his effort. By reducing incentives to the advantaged player, we can, therefore, induce
higher effort from him, as well as higher effort from the disadvantaged player.
Moreover, I show that the discouragement effect is stronger under the following conditions:
higher final rewards, lower cost of effort, less uncertainty, more patient players or less convex
cost-of-effort functions. Therefore, under these conditions, reducing incentives to the advan-
taged players will raise the players' effort and shorten the expected completion time more
effectively.
In addition to the tug-of-war model above, I consider another continuous time, continuous
state-space model of races which is more suitable to describe patent races. The departure from
the benchmark model is that a player wins when he reaches a given finish line, independent
of his distance to his rival. The MPE strategies now depend on the two distances of the two
players to the finish line. Numerical exercises suggest that all the results for the benchmark
model carry over to this model.
The same question about competition design has been asked, by Acemoglu and Akcigit
(2006) in the context of optimal intellectual property right policy. They find that the welfare-
maximizing policy involves state-dependent intellectual property right protection: providing
greater protection to the technological leaders that are further ahead than to those that are close
to their followers. This is a result of the "trickle-down effect": greater protection to the leaders
with higher technological gaps and lower protection to the leaders with lower technological gaps
does not only encourage the R&D investment of the former but also of the latter because of the
prospect to the latter of reaching a higher technological gap to benefit from higher protection.
In my model, the final reward can be considered as a degree of patent protection to the winner
of a R&D race. Thus, offering a high final reward and handicapping the advantaged player
simultaneously encourage his effort.
Moscarini and Smith (2007) is the first paper to address the optimal design of the race
in a similar continuous time, continuous state-space model. The authors study the optimal
score function as a function of the distance between the two players. However, they only ask
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the question how to treat ex-post different players that are otherwise ex-ante identical. The
optimal score function "taxes" the a leader and "subsidizes" the follower at any moment of the
race.
Moscarini and Smith take a different approach to solving the model, relying on the symme-
try of Markov Perfect Equilibria. Besides restricting their attention to symmetric equilibria, the
authors mostly work with quadratic cost functions and consider only the case of no discounting.
In contrast, I use the theory of boundary value problems for systems of second-order differential
equations developed in Hartman (1964); this theory allows me to consider the model in full gen-
erality without restricting attention to symmetric equilibria and with discounting. Especially,
I can consider the case in which players have different abilities to address the question in the
title. My results are related to Moscarini and Smith's: They find that the total expected effort
is decreasing in the size of the final reward at high levels due to the same discouragement effect
mentioned earlier.
My paper also contributes to the relatively sparse literature of modelling dynamic com-
petition.Harris and Vickers (1987) is a pioneering paper with a model in discrete state-space.
In their model, they prove that at least one equilibrium exists and characterize some of its
properties. However, they only prove uniqueness of the symmetric equilibria and they do not
allow players to discount future. In the continuous time and continuous state-space version of
their paper that I consider, I prove the existence and uniqueness of equilibrium MPE strategies
under some weak conditions on the cost functions and final rewards. Also, the general model I
consider does not rule out discounting. In some special cases, the continuous time framework
delivers a closed-form solution of MPEs which facilitates the characterization of equilibrium
strategies1 . The equilibrium strategies share basic properties with the equilibrium strategies in
the discrete time model.
Budd, Harris, and Vickers (1993) also solve a similar model using boundary value repre-
sentations. Their method only applies when the discount rate r goes to infinity. Another
continuous time continuous state-space version of the Harris and Vickers model is developed in
Horner (1999). He restricts the action space to be finite, allowing for only two levels of effort.
'In the case with identical players, Moscarini and Smith (2007) find a closed-form identical to mine up to an
affine transformation. Their method relies on symmetric equilibria. My method covers asymmetric equilibria
also.
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Hence, the MPE strategies are such that players switch their actions only infrequently based
one some threshold rule.
In the next section, I present the model. I prove the existence and uniqueness of MPEs
with general cost functions under some weak restrictions, both with and without discounting.
I also illustrate these theorems for the case of quadratic cost functions. In Section 3, I study
the properties of equilibrium strategies including the discouragement effect. For that purpose,
in the case of quadratic costs and no discounting, I use closed-form solutions for MPE and in
the case of general cost functions with discounting, I use numerical analysis. In Section 4, I
show that if the discouragement effect is strong we should lower the promised reward to the
advantaged player to encourage effort provision from both players, and to reduce the expected
completion time. Section 6 concludes.
3.2 The Model
Two players, A and B, engage in a contest for a final reward in continuous time. At each
moment, each player chooses an effort, XA for player A which costs him cA (XA) and XB for
player B which costs him cB (XB). In Harris and Vickers (1987), A and B are two research
firms competing for an exclusive patent. The effort can then be interpreted as money spent
on laboratories, equipment, researchers, etc. Let z E R denote the distance between the two
players. The race starts at z = 0, and a player wins the race if he attains a certain lead over the
other player: Player A wins the race with reward PA when he reaches his lead over B, z = KA,
and B wins the race with reward PB when he reaches his lead over A, z = -KB. Therefore, z is
also the only payoff relevant state of the race. Without loss of generality I assume KA, KB > 0.
The uncertainty is incorporated in the temporal evolution of the state zt
dzt = (xAt - XBt) dt + -dWt, (3.1)
where Wt is a standard Brownian motion and W = 0.
I assume that the cost functions are twice continuously differentiable, strictly increasing and
strictly convex: c' (.) > 0 and c'(.) > 0, i C {A, B}. I also assume that players do not bear any
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cost if they do not exert effort, ci (0) = 0 and the Inada conditions at 0 and oc are satisfied:
c'i (0) = 0 and lim c' (x) = +oo.
x-+oo
These conditions ensure that in each moment, the effort choice of each player is a well-defined
maximization problem. In addition, the last assumption implies that players always have an
incentive to exert effort. Lastly, I restrict players' efforts to the compact set [0,T], where the
upper bound T is chosen large enough 2. This condition ensures that the evolution of the distance
zt as well as the expected payoff function of each player are well-defined.
The expected payoff to player i is
E e-rTrp _ e-ci (zie) dtl , (3.2)
where r is the finish time of the race, it is the first time where either zt reaches KA, player A
wins the race, or zt reaches -KB, player B wins the race. The indicator function indicates who
wins the race. Notice that r is a random variable depending on the uncertain evolution of the
race; or more precisely, it is a stopping time. The race starts at zo E (-KB, KA). There are
two components of the payoff functions. The first part is the discounted reward e-,Pi if player
i wins the race, and the second part is the discounted cost of effort, e-rt ci (xit), that player i
continuously makes during the race. Each player chooses a strategy maximizing his expected
payoff given his rival's strategy.
Under the restrictions on the cost functions and the effort choice of the players, the payoff
functions are well-defined. The problem now is to find the strategy functions, XA = {xAt} and
XB = {XBt}, such that each player maximizes his expected payoff given his rival's strategy:
Ji (z) = max Eo e-Pil{i wins} - e-rtci (xit) dt ZO = Z
Xi given X-i I JOI
in which i is again either A or B and -i is the other player, i.e., B or A respectively.
2It will be shown later that Y can be max {cA1 (M),cB1 (M)} in which M is determined as
f MPA 2 -1 = PA + PB. Harris and Vickers (1987, p7) also assumes this.
KA+KB 2 max(PA,PB)+ c ((<, (s)+(c's) (s(8) s
However, they do not show conditions under which the bound is not binding.
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It is well-known that any MPE is a subgame perfect equilibrium 3 . An analogy for continuous
time games is that, if strategy XBt is Markovian, i.e. function of zt only, then XAt can be chosen
from the class of Markovian strategies, and vice versa; therefore, I can restrict myself to cases
where both strategies are Markovian.
I further restrict myself to the set of equilibria with twice differentiable value functions
in order to write the second derivatives. We can then obtain the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
equations using the dynamic programming principle:
max -ci (x) - rJi (zt) + (x - x-i (zt)) J (zt) + (z) =0. (3.3)
At each moment, the effort choice of each player involves the trade-off between the current
convex cost of effort, -ci (x) with higher chance of winning, taken the other player's strategy
as given,(x - x-i (zt)) Ji (zt) . Each player also discounts the future payoff,-rJi (zt), and takes
into account the uncertainty evolution of the state z, g-2J' (zt). The first order conditions from
(3.3) determine the effort levels of players as functions of the derivatives of their value functions:
(XA (z) , xB (z)) = (fA (J' (z)) , fB (JB (z))) (3.4)
where
0 if k < 0fi (k) = (3.5)
min (c 's)-(k) ,T otherwise
These equations determine XA as a function of JA (z) and XB as a function of JB (z). Finally,
the boundary conditions for JA and JB are
JA(KA) = PAJB(KA)=0
JA (-KB) = 0, JB (-KB) = PB- (3.6)
These boundary conditions are intuitive: when A is KA ahead of B, he wins the reward PA, B
receives nothing. The interpretation for the case in which B is KB ahead of A is similar.
Definition 3.1 A Markov Perfect Equilibrium (MPE) is a pair of equilibrium payoff func-
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3See for example Acemoglu (2008).
tions (JA (z) , JB (z)) satisfying the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations (3.3) and the boundary
conditions (3.6) and a pair of equilibrium strategies (xA (z) , XB (z)) given by (3.4).
In this model, the only payoff relevant state is the distance between the two players because
the outcome of the race only depends on the distance. While this model might be a suitable
description of some type of races such a race for job promotion or tie-breaks in tennis, it is not
a good model for patent races in which a player wins if he achieves a certain discovery, not his
progress relative to the other player. In a separate paper, I develop a model for this situation.
The payoff relevant state is a vector of two numbers, distance of each player to a finish line.
However, that model is less tractable, and I can only solve it numerically. On the other hand,
in discrete state spaces, Harris and Vickers (1987) argue that the tug-of-war race is a close
approximation of that model.
The task of finding MPE strategies becomes solving a second-order boundary value problem
on (JA (z) , JB (z)). We first solve the effort choice given the incentive Jj (z) as in (3.4).Then,
plug the effort choice into(3.3), we can re-write the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations as an
explicit second-order boundary value problem:
J( (z) 2 r JA (z) + FA (JA (z) , JB (z)) (3.7)
JB (z) o2 r JB (z) + FB (JA (z) , JB(z))
with the boundary conditions
(JA (KA) , JB (KA)) = (PA,0) and (JA (-KB) , JB (-KB)) = (0, PB)
where
FA (J, J) = (fA (J) - fB (J)) JA - cA (fA (JA))
FB (JA, J4 = (fA (J) - fB ( B)) - cB (fB (JB)) (3.8)
Rewriting the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations as a boundary value problem allows me to
use the theory of boundary value for system of second order differential equation developed in
Hartman (1964). Using this system, some preliminary properties of the payoff functions can be
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shown. First, the payoff functions are strictly positive except at the two boundaries. This is
because, whenever the race is not yet concluded, a player can choose to stay in the race and to
exert no effort, but he still has a positive probability of winning due to the uncertain evolution
of the state z. Second, the closer a player is to his goal, the higher his expected payoff is because
he has more chance of winning. Hence, the slope of the payoff function, which is the incentive
determining the effort level of each player, is strictly positive; so each player will exert a strictly
positive effort at any moment of the race.
Lemma 3.1 Suppose the players' discount rate is positive, r > 0, a solution of the payoff
functions (JA, JB) to the system (3.7) satisfies
1. Strict positivity of the payoff functions: JA (z) , JB (z) > 0 for all z E (-KB, KA).
Given the option to exert no effort, and the Brownian evolution of the distance between
the two players, each player has a strictly positive probability of winning the race without
incurring any cost of effort, their payoff functions are strictly positive whenever the race
is not yet concluded.
2. Strict positivity of incentives: JA (z) > 0 and Jj (z) < 0 for all z E (-KB, KA). As
each player moves closer to his goal, he has higher probability to win the race, therefore,
his payoff function is higher. Since the incentives are strictly positive, the players always
exert a non-zero level of effort.
Proof. In the Appendix, using the Gronwall's Inequality. m
Example 3.1 (Quadratic Cost) In this example I consider the case with quadratic cost which
will be used extensively to explore the main economic results of this paper. This example is
also studied in Moscarini and Smith (2007). However the general formulation here allows for
discounting and asymmetric cost function. I also establish the equivalence between lower cost
of effort, lower uncertainty and higher final reward, which will be useful for studying the case
with heterogeneity in cost functions.
Let the cost of effort functions be quadratic
cA (x) = , cB (x) = . (3.9)
2a 2#
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The higher a is (/), the less effort costs to player A (B). Again by choosing a large the upper
bound on the effort of player, we can suppose this bound is not binding. Therefore, (3.4) implies
a linear relationship between efforts and slopes of the payoff functions:
XA (Z) = aJA (z)
XB (z) = -/J4 (z). (3.10)
Thus (3.8) simplifies to FA (u, v) = -au 2 - 2ouv, FB (u, v) = -2auv - Ov 2 . Let jA (z) =
'JA (az) and jB (z) = OJB (-z), the boundary conditions become
~KB ~ KA) aPA~
JA = 0,JA a) 2 =PA
(_ = KB PB P j (KA'\=
YB a2B B,B
with the differential equations on Ji (z), i E {A, B}
~ ~ 2 ~
-2rJi (z) + j (z)) + 2Ji (z) J'i (z) + J' (z) = 0
Vz E (-KB, KA) (3-11)
Therefore, holding everything else constant, a player would be indifferent between seeing its cost
decreases from 2 to 2 and seeing the final reward augmented by . It is then enough to
consider the system where a = a = o = 1 and then, interpret the result using the system (3.11).
In this special case, (3.10) becomes
XA (Z) = J' (z)
XB (Z) = -JB (z). (3.12)
This intuition is that the higher the slopes of the payoff functions, the higher the incentives to
the players to exert more effort. Substituting these effort functions into (3.3), we have finally
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the system of differential equation
J( (z) 2rJA (z) - JA (z) 4(z) - (J (Z))2 (3.13)
JB" (z) 2r JB (z) - JA' (z) JB' (Z) - (JB, (Z))2)
with the boundary conditions as in (3.7). Lemma 3.1 shows that JA (z) > 0 and J (z) < 0, so
0 < JA (z) < PA and 0 < JB (z) < PB Vz E (-KB, KA).
3.3 Existence and Uniqueness of Markov Perfect Equilibrium
Before analyzing the equilibrium strategies and outcomes of the race, it is important to prove
the existence of Markov Perfect Equilibria and their uniqueness, or equivalently the existence
and uniqueness of the solution to the boundary value problem (3.7).The steps of the existence
and uniqueness proof are in the Appendix.
Theorem 3.1 Suppose that
I+o ds = +0o (3.14)
(c'A 1 (s) + (CA)
then (3.7) has at least one solution.
Remark 3.1 This condition is satisfied if c'' (x) are bounded below from 0 at infinity; i.e., there
exists an 6 and an x* > 0 such that ci' (x) > 6 Vx > x*. Geometric cost functions ci (x) = cixki
with ki ;> 2 satisfy this condition, in particular quadratic cost functions satisfy this condition
since they have constant second derivatives.
This condition means that CA (.) and cB (.) are "sufficiently" convex at least at infinity. If
cA (.) and cB (.) are not too convex, for example, in the extreme, when they are both linear,
players will exert high effort and might reach any upper bound on the efforts. I rule out this
situation to avoid imposing any ad-hoc bound on effort of the players.Horner (1999) is an
example of races where cA (.) and cB (.) are linear. In equilibrium, the players only choose
between two levels of effort which can be interpreted as the bounds that he imposes on the
efforts of the players given the linearity of the cost functions. The MPE strategies are such that
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players switch their actions only infrequently based on some threshold rule. This structure of
MPEs is thus too different from equilibria in my model.
As in other mathematical and economic models, it is more difficult to ensure the uniqueness
of equilibria. As a result, the condition to ensure the uniqueness of the MPE is more stringent.
It requires conditions on the cost of effort functions and that the final rewards are sufficiently
small.
Theorem 3.2 Suppose that (3.14) is satisfied and that c' (x) are bounded below away from 0
when x goes to 0, i.e., there exists c and 6 such that
c' (x) > 6 VO < x < e.
Then there exists a P finite such that (3.7) has a unique solution when 0 < PA, PB < P.
The conditions on the cost functions guarantee that the players' equilibrium efforts go to
0 as P goes to 0. When the equilibrium efforts or equivalently the first derivative of the value
functions are sufficiently small, the boundary value problem (3.7) admits a unique solution
following Hartman (1964). Going back to Example 3.1, we show in the Appendix that the
equilibrium effort of players are bounded by
PA + PB2M= exp (2 (PA + PB)) 2rP + K> )) - 2r max (PA, PB) (3.15)
(KA +K
and the MPE is unique if
M < 14r+ .2 (3.16)
(KA + KB)
When there is no discounting, the closed-form derivation of the MPE in the Appendix also
shows the uniqueness without any of these restrictions.
3.4 The Discouragement Effect
The previous section establishes the general existence and uniqueness of the MPE. In this
section, I investigate some properties of the MPE strategies. A striking property is that higher
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distance between the leader and the follower discourages both from exerting effort, which is
often mentioned as the discouragement effect. This effect leads to an ambiguous effect of
incentives, such as higher final reward to the winner of the race on the total expected effort of the
players.Moscarini and Smith (2007) show that a higher final reward does not necessarily increase
the total expected effort of the players. This discouragement effect is the key determinant of why
handicapping the advantaged player will reduce the expected completion time of the race. The
factors that affect the intensity of this effect are the final rewards, the amount of uncertainty,
the level of the cost of effort to the two players, their discount rates and the degree of convexity
of their cost of effort functions. In the case of quadratic costs and no discounting, I show the
first three factors analytically using the closed-form solutions, and in the case of general cost
functions and with discounting, I show the last two factors numerically.
3.4.1 Quadratic Cost and No Discounting
Consider the case of quadratic cost and no discounting. Following Example 3.1, I can restrict
myself to the case where the cost functions are cA (X) = cB (x) = x and r = 0, - =1 . Under
these restrictions, the model has a closed-form solution for the Markov Perfect Equilibria.
The closed-form solution also allows me to obtain an analytical expression for the expected
completion time of the race as function of model parameters.
I study the case in which players do not discount future (r = 0) to disentangle strategic
interaction effects from the discounting effect on strategies of the players. I find two properties
of the MPE strategies which are similar to the discrete time MPE strategies in Harris and
Vickers (1987). First, the leader in the race puts in higher efforts than the follower does. Second,
efforts increase as the gap between players decreases. Other R&D competition models share the
second property of MPE strategies. For instance, Aghion, Harris, Howitt, and Vickers (2001)
and Acemoglu and Akcigit (2006), both find that effort is highest when firms are technologically
close to each other. The first property, however, does not hold in all models. For instance, the
models of Acemoglu and Akcigit (2006) and Reinganum (1983) have the opposite property. In
their model, there is an Arrow's replacement effect, i.e., the leading firm receives flow profits
before successful new innovations, so it has relatively weaker incentive than the follower to
stochastically shorten the random time to the next innovation. In contrast, in my model,
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players only receive reward at the end; the Arrow's replacement effect is thus not present.
The model admits closed-form solutions of players' strategies as functions of the state z, the
distance between the two players. The pair of the strategy functions is a solution to a vector-
valued first-order boundary problem. The closed-form solution is derived in the Appendix with
a special parameterization g = g (z) where
1
g - - + 2In (g) = Ciz + C2 (3.17)
9
In the Appendix, I show that g is the ratio of player A's effort to player B's effort. Since
f (g) = g - + 2 In (g) is strictly increasing over the interval (0, +o) and
lim f (g) = -00
lim f(g) = +00,
9-)00
for each z there exists a unique g (z) satisfies (3.17) .We have C1 greater than 0, thus g (z) is
increasing in z, i.e., a player exerts relatively higher effort than his rival does when the former
is closer to his goal. I define the "pivot" of the race as the state z*, where joint expected payoffs
are minimized:
z* = arg min (JA (z) + JB (z))
z
Since
JA (Z) + JB (Z) = In +gZ)) 2  + const,
g (Z) 
-
the joint expected payoff is minimized at g = 1, or, equivalently, at z* = g- 1 (1). The definition
of being leader or follower here is with respect to the pivotal point z*. Since we do not rule out
that players have different cost functions or are offered different rewards, being a leader does
not necessarily imply being closer to one's goal under this definition of leadership.
Proposition 3.1 Suppose that z > z*, i.e., player A is relatively closer to his goal, z = KA,
than player B is to his goal, z = -KB then
1. Player A exerts higher effort than player B does: XA (z) > XB (z)-
2. Player B reduces his effort as he gets further behind: XB (z) is decreasing in z.
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3. Once further enough ahead, player A will start slowing down: There exists a z* > z* such
that XA (z) is decreasing over (z*, KA).
Proof. Using the closed forms of the equilibrium strategies in the Appendix. N
Literally, the leader works harder than the follower does, the follower slows down as he gets
further behind, and once a leader has started slowing down, he will continue to do so. The
second and third properties are respectively the discouragement effect on the follower and the
leader.
The higher the final reward, the stronger the discouragement effect. When PA and PB are
large, the two players will both exert high effort only when they are close to each other, however
when one player gets further ahead of his rival, he wants to reduce his effort because the cost of
effort is too high to him. He can safely reduce his effort since the continuous time, continuous
state-space and perfect information features of the race allow him to commit to engage in a
war phase with high effort when his rival gets closer to him. Given this strategy, his rival also
reduces effort because of the smaller chance to win the race. As PA = PB = P goes to infinity,
both players only exert infinitely high effort over a infinitely small distance to each other. As
one of them takes the lead, the other reduces his effort to almost 0, and the leader exerts an
infinitesimal effort level.
Moreover, the equivalence result in Example 3.1 shows that lower cost of effort delivers the
same equilibrium strategies as if the cost of effort unchanged but the final rewards are higher.
Thus, the lower the cost of effort to the players, the stronger the discouragement effect. Lower
cost of effort allows the players to sustain their strategy more cheaply.
Finally, also by the equivalence result, a lower uncertainty on the evolution of the state of
the race, i.e. lower -, corresponds to higher PA and PB, and thus a stronger discouragement
effect. Indeed, the equivalent strategies are the same as in the case of unit uncertainty a = 1
and the final rewards are respectively PA = A and PB = . In the limiting case when, there
is no uncertainty, i.e., o- = 0, the disadvantaged player knows that the advantaged player will
rationally outdo any effort he makes. This credible threat discourages the weaker player from
making any effort.Fudenberg et al. (1983) and Harris and Vickers (1985) stress the same point.
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3.4.2 General Case
Other factors that affect the players' strategic behaviors are the discount rate and the degree
of convexity of the cost of effort functions. Higher discount rate and higher degree of con-
vexity weaken the discouragement effect. I do not have closed-form solutions for MPE in this
general case; however the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations can be solved numerically using
discretization to obtain the corresponding MPE strategies and the expected completion time.
I first use the numerical solution to study the interaction between the players' impatience
and strategic motives in their effort choice. When a player is behind, the discouragement effect
and discounting both serve to lower effort provision. However, when a player is sufficiently
ahead, the strategic motivation, as analyzed in the previous sections, reduces his incentive
to provide greater effort, whereas discounting operates in the opposite direction. When the
discount rates are high, the impatience is strong enough to cancel the slowing down interval in
which the leader of the race reduces his effort after getting further ahead from the follower.
Second, the numerical solutions also shed light on the interaction between the convexity
of the cost of effort functions and strategic motives. When the cost functions are sufficiently
convex, the players tend to smooth their effort. Thus, they hold on a more constant level of
effort even if they get further ahead or behind of their rival.
3.5 Handicapping the Advantaged Player
In this section I consider the design of the race to answer the question in title. Consider a
principal engaging two players A, B in a contest. His objective is to minimize the expected
completion time taking into account the reward he pays to the winner. In the case of quadratic
cost functions and no discounting, I use the closed-forms of the equilibrium strategies, XA, XB,
and the expected completion time, E [r], to investigate the question whether the principal
should choose to encumber the more able player with a handicap. The principal can handicap
the advantaged player by either offering him a lower final reward or by weakening his ability.
If the discouragement effect introduced in the previous section is sufficiently strong, handi-
capping the advantaged player will mitigate the effect. First, the disadvantaged player raises his
equilibrium effort because of his higher chance of winning the race. Second, anticipating this
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behavior of the disadvantaged player, the advantaged player increases his equilibrium effort.
This strategic increasing in effort of the advantaged player can dominate the weaker incentive
effect coming from his lower reward. Therefore, handicapping the advantaged player can in-
crease his effort and stochastically shortens the completion time of the race. At the same time,
the principal pays less to the winner of the race because of the following. If the principal lowers
the final reward promised to the advantaged player, he will pay strictly less in expectation to
the winner of the race than in the original race. If the principal chooses to reduce the ability of
the advantaged player, the expected payment to the winner remains the same as in the original
race. In both cases, the race finishes earlier in expectation while the principal has to pay weakly
less than in the original race.
In the general model with general cost of effort functions and with discounting, the dis-
couragement effect is weaker if the players have a higher discount rate or if the cost of effort
functions are more convex. Under these circumstances, handicapping the advantaged player is
less effective in shortening the completion time of the race.
3.5.1 Quadratic Cost Function and No-discounting
In this special case, MPE strategies admit a closed-form and so does the expected completion
time. I use these closed-form solutions to show that when the final rewards are sufficiently
high, the discouragement effect is strong. In this case, mitigating this effect, by either reducing
the final reward promised to the advantaged player or by increasing his cost, will reduce the
expected completion time.
Consider the case where the two players are different in their cost of effort. Without loss of
generality, suppose effort costs 1 , s > 0, less to player A then than to player B:
CA (X) =x 21+s 2
CB (X) = . (3.18)UB~>L) =2
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The two players have the same distance requirement to win their final reward:
KA KB =1
zo = 0,
and the principal starts with the same final reward promised to each player:
PA = PB = P.
From Example 3.1, the MPE strategies and the expected completion time, E [T], are analytically
the same as in the race in which the two players have the same cost of effort function:
x2
CA(X) =B(x) =
but the player A has a proportionally higher promised final reward:
PA = (1+ s) PA
PB = PB-
This equivalence implies that reducing the promised reward to player A or increasing his cost
of effort have the same impact on the MPE strategies and the stochastic completion time.
Proposition 3.2 Given s, there exists a reward level P (s) such that if PA = PB = P > P (s),
a decrease in PA will also decrease the expected completion time. In addition, there exists a
reward level P (s) such that if PA = PB = P < P (s), a decrease in PA will increase the expected
completion time instead.
Notice that s is the degree at which player A is more competitive than player B. For a
given s, the higher P the stronger the discouragement effect, the player will exert high effort
when they are sufficiently close to each other, but when one players get further ahead, both
of them reduce significantly their effort level. When this effect is strong enough, lowering the
promised reward to the advantaged player A, or equivalently increase his cost of effort function,
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will encourage effort of both player and stochastically reduce the expected completion time.
Example 3.1 also shows that the discouragement effect is stronger at lower level of the cost of
effort and lower uncertainty. Thus, given P and s, when a and # in (3.9) is sufficiently large and
o in(3.1) is sufficiently small, handicapping player A will also reduces the expected completion
time.
In contrast, when P is small, the discouragement effect is weak. Lowering the promised
reward to player A reduces his incentive. This reduction of his incentive dominates the strategic
effect on the player's effort. Overall, A exerts lower effort. The expected completion time thus
increases.
The detail of the proof of Proposition 3.2 using exponential and Taylor expansions is in the
Appendix
3.5.2 General Model
In this subsection, I study numerically how Proposition 3.2 changes if we depart from the case
of quadratic cost of effort functions and no discounting.
Other factors that affect the players' strategic behaviors are the discount rate and the degree
of convexity of the cost of effort functions. In Subsection 3.4.2, I argue that higher discount rate
and higher degree of convexity alleviate the discouragement effect. Therefore, handicapping the
advantaged player will be less effective in reducing the expected completion time. I do not have
closed-form solutions for MPEs in this general case. However, the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
equations can be solved numerically using a discretization procedure. This procedure also allows
me compute the corresponding MPE strategies and the expected completion time. I present
the details of this procedure in the Appendix. Let k denote the degree of convexity of the cost
of effort functions:
CA (X) = 
1lk
1+s1+k
CB (X) = x+k (319)1 + k
I will show numerically that: Given the reward level P > P (s) in Proposition 3.2, there
exists a critical discount rate r* and a critical degree of convexity k* such that if the discount
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rate of the players is higher than r* , or the degree of convexity of the cost of effort functions
is higher than k*, handicapping the advantaged player will increase the expected completion
time instead of decreasing it.
This claim is complementary to Proposition 3.2 in which reducing incentives to the more
advantaged player, will reduce the expected completion time only if the discouragement effect
is strong and increase the expected completion time otherwise. Here, the effect is weaker as
the players are more impatient, or the cost of effort function is highly convex. Consequently,
reducing incentives to the more advantaged player will increase the expected completion time
in these cases.
For the numerically exercise, I fix the finish lines KA ,KB at K = 1 and the two players
start at zo = 0. The advantaged player, player A is twice as productive as player B, i.e., s = 1.
The benchmark case is r = 0 and k = 0 in which I have the closed-form solution. Then I
calculate the equilibrium strategies and the expected completion time for the cases r > 0, k = 0
and r = 0, k > 0 to study the effect of discounting and cost convexity on MPEs. Regarding the
final rewards, I start each calculation with PA = PB = 1.5. Then, I vary PA locally holding PB
constant to study how the expected completion time changes with respect to PA.
The strategies of the advantaged player under different discount rates, r, is shown in the
right panel of Figure 3-1 and the expected completion time is shown in left panel of the same
figure.
In the right panel, the horizontal axis shows the distance between the two players on which
the MPE strategies are conditioned. If the advantaged player leads his disadvantaged rival by
a distance KA = 1, he wins the race. If instead, his rival leads him by a distance KB = 1
then he loses the race. The vertical axis shows the effort levels of the advantaged player. The
solid and dashed lines are respectively his equilibrium effort profiles as functions of the distance
to his rival for different discount rates: r = 0 and 1. In all cases, he exerts a high level of
effort when he is close to his rival (z ~ 0). He reduces his effort once he is left further behind
or he gets further ahead of his rival. However, when he is less patient, (r is high enough),
he also wants to finish the race early. Therefore, even if he gets further ahead of his rival
(z is close to KA = 1), he maintains a high effort level in order to win the race in a shorter time
(r = 1 in the right panel). The discouragement effect is diminished when r is high enough.
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When the discouragement effect is weak, handicapping the advantaged player has a direct
incentive effect of reducing his effort level. Handicapping the advantaged player thus increases
the expected completion time instead of decreasing it. This result is shown in the left panel
of Figure 3-1. The horizontal axis shows the promised final reward to the advantaged player
PA , keeping constant the promised final reward to his rival PB = 1.5. The vertical axis shows
the expected completion times of the races in which players start at the same position zo = 0.
The solid and dashed lines are respectively the expected completion time as functions of the
promised reward to the advantaged player for different discount rates: r = 0 and 1. First,
when r = 0, a lower promised reward to the advantaged player indeed reduces the expected
completion time. Second, in contrast to the former case, when r is higher, r = 1, a lower
promised reward to the advantaged player increases the expected completion time of the race.
The strategies of the advantaged player under different values of cost convexity, k, is shown
in Figure 3-2. When the cost function is highly convex, he also wants to smooth his cost of
effort. Therefore, he maintains a almost constant level of effort as k is sufficiently high. This
result is shown in the right panel. Handicapping the advantaged player increases the expected
completion time. This result is shown in the left panel.
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Expected Completion Tirne under Different Discount Rates
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Figure 3-1: Expected Completion Time and Equilibrium Strategies of the Advan-
taged Player under Different r's.
The solid line, r = 0, in the right panel shows that the advantaged player reduces significantly
his effort when he gets further ahead (strong discouragement effect). The dashed line, r = 1,
shows that he does not reduce his effort when he is impatient (weak discouragement effect).
In the left panel, the solid line shows that when the discouragement effect is strong, lower
promised reward to the advantaged player decreases the expected completion time. The dashed
line shows the opposite result when the discouragement effect is weak.
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Figure 3-2: Expected Completion Time and Equilibrium Strategies of the Advan-
taged Player under Different k's.
The solid line, k = 1, in the right panel shows that the advantaged player reduces significantly
his effort when he gets further ahead (strong discouragement effect). The dashed line, k = 2,
shows that he also reduces his effort but to lesser degree (weak discouragement effect).
In the left panel,the solid line shows that when the discouragment effect is strong, lower promised
reward to the advantaged player decreases the expected completion time. The dashed line shows
the opposite result when the discouragement effect is weak.
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3.6 Conclusion
In this paper, I develop a simple continuous time model of racing under uncertainty to analyze
the question initially asked in the abstract. I prove the existence of Markov Perfect Equilibria
and, in some cases, also their uniqueness. The equilibria have similar properties to those in the
original discrete time model. In addition, for some special cases, I can derive the closed-form of
these MPE strategies, which facilitates the study of the comparative statics, and also allows me
to show that handicapping the advantaged player in a race might be useful. A future research
direction is to develop a model with more realistic features of certain races. This paper has made
some progress along these lines. For example, I have allowed for more general cost functions,
discounting, and for a finish line instead of distance between players. Even though these models
do not have closed-form MPEs, it is still possible to numerically compute the equilibria, and
examine their properties. Interestingly, the properties of the MPEs and the answer to the initial
question in these models are consistent with the results from the less general model. Another
potentially fruitful avenue for future research is to incorporate asymmetric information into the
model, which would allow for the study of the interaction between asymmetric information and
dynamic features studied here and how the answer to the initial question is affected.
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Appendix
Derivation of Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations. For example, for firm A at time
t, assume that it optimizes from t + At forward and solves
JA (zt) = max Et [- j e-rscA (xt+s) ds + e-rstJA (Zt+At)X 0
= max Et - e-rcA (Xt+s) ds + e~ t JA (zt+At)X 0
= max Et (-AtcA (x) + e-rat (JA (Zt) + AJA (Zt)) + o (At)) (3.20)
The first part of this expression is the flow of the cost of R&D effort during a time interval of
length At. The second part is the discounted continuation value after this time interval. The
continuation value is discounted by the factor e-rAt = 1 - rAt + o (At) ,where, from now on,
o (At) denotes second-order terms. This continuation value depends on the evolution of Zt to
zt+At. By Ito's Lemma, we have:
A JA (zt) = JA (zt+t) - JA (zt)
2
= J (zt) Azt + J(zt) At + o (At)2
= JA (Zt) (xAt - XBt) At + JA (Zt) UAWt
U.2
+ - J'4 (zt) At + 0 (At).2
Taking expectation of both side, and using the normal independent increments property of
Brownian noise, we have Et [JA (zt) c-AWt] = 0. Thus,
Et [AJA (Zt)] = JA (zt) (XAt - XBt) At
2
Now, substitute these results into (3.20) and subtract JA (zt) from both sides. Dividing all terms
by At, and taking the limit as At -- 0, we obtain the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation (3.3)
for the value function of firm i. m
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We will make use of the following theorem (Gronwall's Inequality) 4 in (Hartman 1964, pg.
24)
Proof of Lema 3.1. 1) Let z* be a minimum of JA (z) over the interval [-KB, KA] (since
JA (.) is continuous, that minimum exists). If z* is an interior point then we have J' (z*) = 0.
From (3.3) we have J" (z*) = 2 rJA (z*) . In addition since z* is a minimum, we have J" (z*) > 0
so JA (z*) > 0. Furthermore, at the two boundaries, JA 2 0 therefore JA (z) 0 for all z E
[-KB, KA].
Now if there exists an interior point z* such that JA (z*) = 0, let z** be a maximum of
JA (.) over [-KB, z*]; then J' (z*) = 0 and J'' (z**) = 2rJA (z**). Since z** is a maximum and
JA (z**) < 0, we have JA (z**) < 0, thus JA (z) = 0 for all z E [-KB, z*]. And from the fact
that z* is strictly interior,
JA (Z*) = J'(z*) = 0.
We can show that this yields a contradiction because JA would be identically 0 over [z*, KA].
First of all, we have the following inequality:
|J (z)| = 4 |rJA (z)+ca (fA (J'4(z))) - (fA (J' (z)) - XB (z)) JA' (z)
< 2r|JA (z)| + 3T |J'4 (z)l , (3.21)
4Grownwall's Inequality, Hartman (1964) 11-1.1 Let u (t) and v (t) be non-negative, continuous func-
tions on [a, b]; C > 0 a constant; and
v (t) C + v(s)u(s)ds for a <t Kb.
Then
v (t) Cexp (fu(s)ds) for a < t < b,
in particular, if C = 0, then v = 0.
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where the inequalities is obtained from the three inequalities
0 < XB(Z) X
0 f A (J4( z)) T
0 c A (fA (JA' (Z)))
C'A (fA (J'4 (Z))) f A (JA (Wz)
SJ' (z)|I.
Apply the Gronwall's inequality for IJA (z)12 + IJ'4 (z)12 , we have JA (z) = J' (z) = 0 Vz E
[z*, KA].This is a contradiction with the fact that JA (KA) = PA > 0.
So we have JA (z) > 0 for all z E (-KB, KA). The proof for JB (z) is analogous.
2) By the mean value theorem, there exists a zo E (-KB, KA) such that
JI (zo0  JA (KA) - JA (-KB) _ PA >0.
AKA 
- (-KB) KA + KB
If there exists some z E (-KA, KB) such that JI (z) < 0, then, by the intermediate value
theorem, there exists an interior point z* between z0 and z1 such that J 4 (z*) = 0. Hence, from
the first part,
J'(z*) = 2rJA (z*) > 0.
Consider the interval [-KB, z*] ,at z = -KB, JA (-KB) = 0.The extreme -KB cannot be a
maximum of JA over this interval. And in a neighborhood z = z* - e of z*,
JA (Z) = JA (Z*) + JA(Z*) (2 + (E) > JA (Z*),
so this extreme z* cannot be a maximum over the interval, either. Thus, JA has an interior
maximum in the interval. Denote this maximum z**. We have J'I (z**) = 0. This yields a
contradiction because it implies J'" (z**) > 0, or z** is a local minimum.
We have established that J'I (z) > 0 Vz E (-KB, KA). The argument for J (z) < 0 Vz E
(-KB, KA) is analogous. m
The proof for the case r = 0 is easier. For example, if there exists z* E [-KB, KA] such
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that JA (z*) = 0, then, as derived in (3.21)
| JA (z)| I 3T 1|JA (z)|.
Again, by applying the Gronwall's inequality, we have JA (z) = 0 Vz E [-KB, KAI . But we
know that,
JA (-KB) = 0 < PA = JA (KA)
and hence we have a contradiction. It follows that JI (z) > 0 Vz E [-KB, KA]. The
argument for JI (z) < 0 Vz E (-KB, KA) is analogous.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The steps of the existence proof are the following. I will show
that there exist constants P, M and a globally bounded vector-valued function g satisfying
1)V IJil ! P Jjl <M i =A, B
JA (JA') 2 rJA+FA(JAJB)
iJB I JB jrJB+FB(JAIB)
However, g can be different from the right hand side outside this region
2)Any solution to the boundary value problem
J //(z) JA JA
JB z) (JB) JB)( JA (-KB) 0 JA (KA) PA (3.22)
JB (~KB)) \PB) \JB (KA)J 0
will satisfy |Ji (z)| P, I Jj (z)| I M, i = A, B Vz E [-KB, KA]
Therefore, any solution to the boundary value problem (3.22) is also a solution to the original
problem (3.7). *
In order to prove the existence and the uniqueness of the solution to the boundary problem
(3.7), we first provide a bound on the effort intensity of each firm.
Lemma 3.2 There exists some M depending only on PA, PB, KA, KB and c (.) such that 0 <
JA (z), -J (z) < M Vz E (-KA, KB)
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Proof. Let D (z) = JA (z) - JB (z) then D' (z) = J'4 (z) - J (z) and 0 < J' (z) , -J (z) <
D' (z) . Substituting the effort functions (3.5) into the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation (3.7),
we have:
J'A (z)
J4 (z)
-CA ((fA (J' (z)))) + (fA VA' (z))) J' (z)
- (fB (- J (z))) J' (z)
CB ((fB (-JB (z)))) - (fB (-JB (z))) J (z)
+(fA (JA (z))) J (z)
By subtracting these two equalities, we obtain
|D" (z) 2r PUz 2~P 2 (((c's) (D' (z))) D' (z) + ((c'/)1 (D' (z))) D' (z) ),
where P = max (PA, PB) .This is due to
0 < -CA ((fA (JA (z)))) + (fA (JA (z))) J' (z) (c)- (J'4 (z)) J' (z)
o < (fB (-J (z))) JA (z) 5 (c'd- (- (z)) J'4 (z)
o -CB ((fB (-JB (Z)))) - (fB (- (Z))) B (z) < (c -JB (z) (-4 (W)
0 < - (fA (J' (z))) J (z) 5 (c1 (J' (z)) (-J (z))
and
K (c' ) (D' (z))
(cB)-) (D' (z)).
By the mean value theorem, there exists a z* E (-KB, KA) such that D' (z*) - ;A 4 JB
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= JA (Z) +-i-
= 2 JB (Z) + U
(cA)- (JA (z))
(B B
Vz E [-KB, KA]. It then follows that
PA + PB
> D' (t) dtIz*
> z D" (t) dt
iz* P + ((c -1 (D' (z))) D' (z) + ((cK) (D' (z)) D' (z))
D'(t)=s [D'(z) sds
P+ c'S) + CB) (S) s
The last equality is a result of a change of integration variables from t to s D' (t): D' (t) D" (t) dt =
D' (t) dD' (t). Condition (3.14) implies that
l* sds2rP+ cs- s) + @ ~r (s)))
Thus, there exists an M such that
M 2 rp+ 2 sdsA + PB.
+2$ P + (c W-() + (W ()KA KB 07 1 ( ((CA) ~~
We conclude that
D' (z) < M Vz E (-KB, KA) .
Using these bounds on JA' (z) and JB (z) , we now can prove the existence of a solution
for any value of r, PA, PB, KA, KB 5.To this end, the following classical lemma from (G.Scorza-
Dragoni 1935) will be useful:
Lemma Let g (t, x, x') be a continuous and bounded (vector-valued) function for 0 < t < T
and arbitrary (x, x'). Then, for arbitrary xO and XT the system of differential equations
x" = g (t, x, x')
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5This proof follows closely Hartman (1960)
has at least one solution x = x (t) satisfying
x (0) = xo, x (T) = XT.
It is been pointed out by Bass (1958) that this lemma is easily derived from the Schauder's
fixed point theorem. In order to use this lemma, we need to transform the system (3.7) into a
bounded system over and .
\JB JB
Proof of the Theorem 3.1. First, we can easily find two bounded, strictly increasing
and infinitely differentiable functions W, x such that
S(x)= x if lxI < P and Io' < 1
x (x) = if |x < M and x'l < 1
Consider the function
(JA' (J'49 1
(JB) (JB
1 2ryp(JA) +FA (X( V),X(JB))
S)2r(JB)+FB(X X(JB
Since W, x are bounded g is bounded, then by the Lemma from (G.Scorza-Dragoni 1935), the
boundary value problem
JA JB JA
'A" JB) J'
JA (- KB) 0 JA (KA) PA
JB (-KB)) PB) JB (KA)) 0
has at least one solution JA (z) -KB < z < KA. We can proceed exactly the same way as in
JB (z)
the proof of Lemma 3.1 and 3.2 to show that 0 < JA (z) , JB (z) < P and 0 < JA (z) , -J$ (z) <
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M, so JA ( -KB < z < KA is also the solution to the original system. m
(JB Wz)
In order to prove uniqueness, we use theorem XII-4.36 from (Hartman 1964, pg. 425).
Proof of Theorem 3.2. First from the proof of the Lemma 3.2, we show that the bound
M can be taken such that M goes to 0 as P goes to 0. Indeed, since
|M 2r+ ss = PA + PB+ P +(8(' )() + (c', 1(s
and the right hand side goes to 0 as P goes to 0. If M does not go to zero we can extract a
subsequence such that M, converges to M* > 0 and P, goes to zero. Then taking the limit as
n goes to infinity, we obtain
1M* 
sds
0 (c'A)- (s)) + ((cB)-1 (s))) s
This yields a contradiction. Therefore M must go to 0 as P goes to 0.
In order to apply the Theorem XII - 4.3 (Hartman 1964, pg. 425), we need to verify the
condition
2 B- 1FF* s.s> - ( r) 2  S 2 , (3.23)
4 )(KA +KB)
6Theorem XII-4.3 (Hartman 1964, pg 425 )Let f (t, x, x') be continuous for 0 < t < p and for (x, x') on
some 2d-dimensional convex set. Let f (t, x, x') have continuous partial derivatives with respect to the components
of x and x'. Let the Jacobian matrices of f with respect to x,x'
B (t,x,x') = o f (t,x,x')
F (t,x,x') = O,'f(t,x,x')
satisfy
2 (B - FF) Z.z > - |z2
for all constant vectors z $ 0. Then the boundary value problem
x = f(t,x,x')
x (0) = x0
x(p) = xP
has at most one solution.
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where
2 0
B (J, J') =,2
0 2r
and
2 c- ' (c)1 (J'4) - (c' )-- (-J)
Since c' are bounded below around 0, the norm of F is bounded by I J' and |JIl,
which goes to 0 as P goes to 0. We then have(3.23) as P goes to 0. m
Proof of (3.15). Using the proof method in Theorem 3.2, we show that in
quadratic cost M can be chosen as
thus by M,
the case of
exp(2(PA+PB)) 2rP+ KA+KB)2) -2rP
where P = max (PA, PB) .Subtracting the first equation in (3.13) from the second, we have a
new equation in terms of D (z) = JA (z) - JB (z)
-rD (z) + D' (z) (J' (z) + J (z)) + D" (z) = 0.
Since J' (z) > 0 and J (z) < 0, it is implied that D' (z) > |J' (z) + J (z)|.In addition,
because 0 < JA (z) , JB (z) < P, we also have ID (z)I < P. So
D" (z) I< 2rP + (D' (z)) 2
By the mean value theorem, there exists
[-KB, KA] :
z* E (-KB, KA) such that D'(z*) = PA+PB Vz EKA±KB
PA + PB > D' (t) dt
I z D "(tj D' (t) 2 D1 ( dt
z* 2rP + (D' (t)I D'(z) sds
D'(z*) 2rP + s 2
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c'By ( (C') -'( - J)
((c' - (J -' (-J )
F (JJ'C J) =. 2
D' (z) < exp (2 (PA + PB)) 2rP + PA+PB)2) - 2rP
=M.
Since JA' (z) > 0 and J (z) < 0, they are then both smaller than D' (z) in absolute value. m
Proof (3.16). Again, in order to apply the Theorem XII - 4.3 in (Hartman 1964, pg. 425),
we need to verify the condition
2 B- 1FF* s.s >- || IS||2
4 > (KA +KB) 2
where B(J,J')= ( ) and F(J,J')= .A B) A ) Substituting these
0 2r )2JI 2 (JA'+ JB)
expressions for B (J, J') and F (J, J'), we have
2 B - IFF* s.s
= 4r (s+ s)
-
( (J'+Jh)2 + (JA)2) )
+ ( J'4 + j;)2 + (Jf)2) s +2(J'+ JB,)2 si12
> (4r - 3M2) (s +s)
Therefore, if 4r - 3M 2 > (KA K) 2 or M < (4r + K then, the system has a
unique solution. As we notice above that M goes to 0 as P goes to 0; so if P is sufficiently
small, we have the required inequality. m
Closed form Derivation. Substituting the functional forms of the cost functions into
(3.4), we have
XA (Z) = J4(z)
XB (Z) = -J (z). (3.24)
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Substituting these equations into (3.3), we finally obtain the second order ordinary differential
equations on (JA, JB)
(J A4 (z))2 + J A, (z) J B, (z) + 1J'" (z)
1 1
1 (JB3 (z))2 + JA (z) J4 (z) + - "(z)2 2 J
= 0
(3.25)
Denote x = XA and y = XB. Differentiating both sides of(3.24) gives JA" (z) = x' (z) and
J4 (z) = -y' (z). Thus, we can rewrite (3.25) as a system of first-order differential equations
with unknowns are strategy functions x and y :
12 1,
x 2 _ xy + x'
2 1,
~y2 - xy-Y
=0
= 0. (3.26)
We derive the boundary conditions for (3.26) using Lebnitz's rule:
PA = JA (KA) - JA (-KB)
-LI- K _ JA (z) dz
and
PB = JB (-KB) - JB (KA)
= KA
I-KB
J4(z) (z) dz.
To recapitulate, the two boundary conditions are:
KA
I-KB
f KA
-KB
x (z) dz
y (z) dz = P * (3.27)
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Let g (z) = (z) g is well-defined since y > 0. We will solve g as a function of y
X' (z) = g' (y) y' (z) y (z) + (y) y' (z)
-- g' (y) y =g(y)
S(y)1 + g (y)
1 - 2g (y)
Rewrite this in a differential form:
dg (1 - 2g) dy
g(g+1) y
dg 1 2 dy
(g(g+1) g+1 y
dg1 -3 dy
(g g+1 y
-> Ing-31n(g+1)=lny-lnC1
Cig (y)
(g (Y) + 1)3
where C1 > 0 is a constant pinned down by the boundary conditions. So
Cjg
(g + 1)3
X - Cig 2 . (3.28)
(g+ 1)3
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Now with these expressions, we determine g (.) as a function of z
1, 2g (g +1) - 392
= 9 (g + 1)4
C1g 2  (2 Cig C g2
(g +1)3 \ (g +1)3 (g +1)3
g'(2(g+1) -3g) =Cig 2 2 2 -
(g +1)2 (g +1)2
,C1g (Z)2
S(Z) = g (Z) 2
or equivalently dg(g1)2( + 1)2dz
9
+ 2dg + dg = Cdz
9 9
+ 2ln (g (z)) + g (z) Ciz + C2
g (z)
g (z) - + 2lng (z) = Ciz + C2 . (3.29)g (Z)
Again, the constant C2 is pinned down by the boundary conditions. We come back to write
equations determining C1 and C2. Since x = J' (z) and y = -JB (z) , the Lebnitz's rule implies
PA = JA(KA)-JA(-KB)
KA
-
x(z)dz
-KB
PB = ~JB(KA)+JB(--KB)
KA
S y (z) dz
-KB
Using the previous closed-form yields
/i / Cig(Z) 2
x(z)dz= dz
I (g (z) + 1)3
-K 2 -K 2
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Differentiate (3.29) with respect to z we have
dg (g + 1)2 Cd
The integral becomes
KA KAJ x(z)dz J Clg( dz
-KB 
-KB
g(KA) ggK) 9 2 (g + 1)2 dI (g+1)3  g2
g(-KB)
g(KA)
(g 1 dg
g(-KB)
= PA
Similarly
KA KA
y(z)dz Cig(z) dz
KB 
-KB
g(KA)
_ {A g (g +1)2dgJ (g + ) g2
g(-KB)
g(KA)
(g+1)gd
g(-KB)
= ln g(KA) I-n 1+g(KA)
\g (-KB) 1 + g (-KB)
= PB
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We can compute then g (KA) and g (-KB) explicitly in functions of KA, KB, PA, PB
1 + g (KA)
1 + g (-KB)
and g(KA)
g (- KB)
= exp (PA)
= exp (PA + PB)
= exp (PA) (1 + g (-KB))
<--+ g(KA) -=exp(PA+PB)g(-KB)
- 1+g(KA) =exp(PA)+exp(-PB)g(KA)
exp (PA) - 1
1 - exp (-PB)
exp (PA - PB) - exp (PB)
exp (PB) - 1
1 -exp (-PA)
exp (PB) - 1
exp (PA) - 1
exp (PA +PB) - exp (PA)
Together with the two equations (3.29) on g at z = -KB and KA, C1 and C2 are then
exp(PA+PB)-exp(PB)
exp(PB)-1
exp(PB)-1
exp(PA+PB)-exp(PB)
exp(PA)-1
exp(PA+PB)-exp(PA)
+ exp(PA-PB)-exp(PA)
exp(PA)-1
+2PA + 2PB
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i.e.
1 + g (KA)
g (KA)
and
g(-KB)
(3.30)
(3.31)
1
=1 KA +KB (3.32)
and
1
C2-KA +KB
KB
+KA
exp(PA+PB)-exp(PB)
exp(PB)-1
exp(PB)-1
exp(PA+PB)-exp(PB)
+2lInexp(PA+P)-exp(P)
exp(PB)-1
exp(PA)-1
exp(PA+PB)-exp(PA)
exp(PA+PB)-exp(PA)
exp(PA)-1
+2 In ( exp(PA)-1(exp(PA+PB)-exp(PA )
To conclude we have: The strategy functions are
x (z)
y (z)
= 1g (Z)2(1 + g (Z))3
g (z) 
.
(1+ g (z))2
and the payoff function for each player is:
In 1 g (Z)
1~ +g (-KB))
(3.35)
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Since g (.) is increasing, g (z) > g (z*) = 1 so x (z) =
g (z) y (z) > y (z).Second, since g (z) > 1 and g' (z) > 0 we have y' (z) = C1 g' (z) < 0.(lg(z))4
Finally, x' (z) = C1 (2 )g(z)g' (z), so for z > ZA = g-1 (2) > g- 1 (1) = z* we have 2 - g (z) <
0. Thus x'(z) > 0. m
Derivation of the Expected Completion Time. To compute EO [r],we first make use
of the change of variable from z to g using (3.17).By Ito's Lemma, we have
dg(Zt) = g'(Zt)dZt+ 1g"(Zt)(dZ)2
+ g" (Zt) dt + g' (Zt) dWt.
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(3.33)
(3.34)
JA (Z)
JB (Z) =In g (KA)
\ g (Z) ,
1 n + g (KA) .
(1 + g(z) )-
=9 g'Z) (xt- yt)
From (3.17), we have
g' = C1)2
= 2C 3
(g + 1)~
dgt = C1 9 2 Cg1 (g 1)
(g + 1)2 (g + 1)3
+1 0 ~+1(g + 1)2 ~
= C12 g dt ± 0
(gt + 1)5 gt -+
+ C1 dt
(g + 1)5
dWt.
.1)2
Thus, in terms of g, we can define the completion time T as r := inft gt ( (g (-K 2) , g (K1 ))
(92, 91). N
Lemma 3.3 Eo [Tjg (t = 0) = go (zo)] = v (go (zo)), where v is the unique solution of the bound-
ary problem
1 C 4
2 1(g + 1)4' (g C2 1'1(g + 1)5 (g) + 1 = 0 (3.36)
with
V (g2) = v (gi) = 0.
The solution to (3.36) is
v (g) - CC1
g +1
g 2
3C12
14g 1
3C2 3C 2g2
14
3C2g
20 log(g)
C2
40 log (g) g + CC2
C12(g+1)
where 001 and CC2 are constant and depend only on K 1, K 2 , P1, P2 such that v (92) = v (g1) =
0.
Proof. Using Dynkin's formula for the process gt and the function v, we have E [v (g,)] =
v (go)+ E [for !C12g4v" (gs) +C2 v'(gs) ds] = v (go) - E [-]. Since v (g-) = v (gi) or
v (92),= 0 then E [r] = v (go). m
Proof of Proposition 3.2. I expand the partial derivative ' with PA = PB = P
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(3.37)
oo using the following approximation
9A exp ((1 + s) PA) + exp ((1+ s) PA - PB)
9B ~ exp (-P).
Then
c1C 1 ~_ 1 (9A + exp (P))
90 ~ (9A - exp (P))-
Using (3.37), I obtain
ME[T]
aPA
11 p
£ 9A
~ e (2+s)P 0.
c3 2e
I also expand the partial derivative yElf with PA = PB = P - 0. Plugging in the expression
of gA,9B, C1 and go into Mathematica using the Series[] built-in function, I obtain
E [r] 1
=P -- P + O(P 2)OPA 3+
Therefore OEIr < 0 as P goes to 0. m
'
9 PA
Discretization. I discretize the interval (-KB, KA) into
(-KB = zo < z1 < --- < ZN+1 = KA)
with equal steps A. For all functions f (z) over (-KB, KA) , we have
f" (zi)
f' (zi)
~ f (zi_1) + f (zi+1) -2f (zi)
A2
f (zi+) - f (zi_1)
2A
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The discretized version of (3.7) is
^A(zi-1)+JA(zi+1)-2JA (zi) \(z A2
JB (zi-l)+JB (zil)-2JB (zi))
+ 2FA (JA(zi+1)JA(zi-1) JB(zi+1)-JB(zi_1)
+ 2FB (JA(zi+1-JA(zi_1) JB(i+1lJB(Zi-)
which can be rewritten iteratively as
+ JA (zi+1) ~ A 2 FA
+ JB (z,+1) _ A 2FB
JA(Zi+1)-JA(zi-1)( A I
JA(Zi+l>-JA(Zi-1)
2A I
JB(Zi+1)JB(Zi-1)
2A JJB (zi+1)-2A (zi-1)
(3.38)
In the case where the cost functions are given by (3.19)
XA (zi)
XB (zi)
1= (1+8s) JA (zi+1) - JA (zi_1)k
JB (zi+1) - JB (zi-1) k
2A~
By Dynkin's formula the expected completion time is v (0) where v is solution of the following
boundary value problemjv"(z)
V" (Z) + (2A (Z) - zB () V' (Z) + 1 = 0
v (-KB) = v (+KA) = 0. (3.39)
Again, I can solve this boundary value problem by discretization
- 2v (zi) + v (zi_1) + (XA (zi) - XR (zi)) v (zi+1) - V (zi_1) + 1 = 02A
v (-KB) = v (+KA) = 0.
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2rJA (zi)
2rJB (zi)
JA (Zi)
JB (zi)
1
2 (1 + rA2 ) ( JA (zi_1)B (zi 1 )
1 v (zi+1)
2
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